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THE IMPACT OF "SHORT SUPPLY^ ON SMALL
MANUFACTURERS

THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1996

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports,

AND Business Opportunities,
Committee on Small Business,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

2359, Raybum House Office Building, the Honorable Donald A.
Manzullo (Chairman of the Committee), presiding.
Chairman Manzullo. The Subcommittee will come to order.

Today the Subcommittee will examine the impact of the short sup-
ply problem on small manufacturers. This is an unintended con-
sequence of a trade policy that tries to protect one dimension of our
industrial base without fiilly realizing the impact on other manu-
facturers, especially small to medium size firms.
Chairman Phil Crane's Temporary Duty Suspension bill aims to

restore balance to that policy so that the impact on domestic users
is also considered. H.R. 2822 strives to bring users of raw materials
to the table in extremely rare circumstances when they can dem-
onstrate that there is, effectively, a short supply of certain prod-
ucts. While there are no quotas or bans of imported products, rais-
ing the tariff level makes some high-value added products non-
competitive.

No one argues for the repealing of antidumping laws. Foreigners
who engage in predatory practices designed to annihilate specific

U.S. industries deserve punishment by hitting them squarely
where it hurts: The pocketbook. But some flexibility has to be re-
stored to the antidumping laws so that companies are not faced
with such a Hobson's choice.

I yield for opening statements from the Ranking Minority Mem-
ber, Mrs. Clayton of North Carolina, and then the Ranking Mem-
ber of the Full Committee, Chairman LaFalce of New York. Mrs.
Clayton.
Mrs. Clayton. Mr. Chairman, thank you for bringing this issue

before us. We understand we do not have jurisdiction, but obviously
as a Small Business Committee, we do have interest in that.
The concern and the desire in which the legislature which we are

considering is certain to be commended. We do have some reserva-
tion about immediately trying to undue some of the laws that we
have put in place to protect really in terms of American industry.

I would be open to questions to listening to so I can have oppor-
tunity to find both the pros and cons and would just urge our col-
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leagues as we try to address a correction that we do not undermine
the very basis in which some of these provisions were originally in-

tended temporary as part of the antidumping of the GATT, a treaty

that we just signed.

Thank you, Mr. chairman.
Chairman Manzullo. Mr. LaFalce.
Mr. LaFalce. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I simply

wanted to stop by because two of my esteemed colleagues are going
to be here, and I wanted to welcome them, both Phil and Sandy.
Sandy, I know you had very short notice, so I appreciate your

taking time at the last minute to give us your insight on these is-

sues along with Phil.

Both of you have been forceful leaders in Congress for defending
the rights of U.S. business and traders who daily must deal with
the sometime unfair trade practices of the competitors.

I'd like to give a special welcome to Commerce Acting Assistant
Secretary, Paul Joffe, who I remember testified before the Full

Committee when I convened a hearing on trade issues that in-

cluded dispute settlement. I know that you too juggled your sched-

ule as well to be here given the short notice.

Mr. Chairman, fmally, I'd like to thank you for accommodating
my request to invite Mr. Levin and Mr. JofiFe. For I believe it's im-

portant to provide a balance of perspectives on an issue, particu-

larly when the issue involves such complicated trade laws.

Let me just make a general comment about the issue before the

Subcommittee, that of providing a possible waiver to an antidump-
ing or a countervailing duty ruling by the Commerce Department
in cases of alleged short supply of a product.

I think it's important that we in Congp'ess insure recourse to fair

and strong trade laws for U.S. business where there are cases of

unfair trade practices. Whether the concern is pricing at less than
fair market value when prices are set below the production, or

when foreign Government subsidized production that enabled an
imported product to be priced below market value.

U.S. business must have confidence that U.S. trade laws will not

allow such practices to continue. Congress should not take actions

to weaken our trade laws, especially when we have just revised the

laws to conform with Uruguay Round implementing legislation.

Second, I believe we should be wary of any provisions that might
be used to circumvent the intent of U.S. antidumping and counter-

vailing duty laws. After a sector of U.S. industry has spent time

and money to redress an unfair practice, it would be demoralizing

to have a ruhng in favor of U.S. industry waived. We must keep
in mind that antidumping duties are levied only in the amount
that raises the price of an import to its fair market value.

Finally, I believe we must also be concerned about the additional

workload we may be imposing on the Commerce Department when
its resources have been reduced. Investigation and administration

of antidumping and countervailing duty cases are inordinately

labor intensive, costly and time consuming.
I fear that adding waiver capabilities to the determinations of

these particular laws would necessarily take away time and atten-

tion devoted to investigating the dumping and subsidy petitions.
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Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for allowing me to say a few
words. Again, I welcome the witnesses.
Chairman Manzullo. We're honored to be joined in our Small

Business Committee by Congressman Amo Houghton from New
York, who's on the Ways and Means Trade Subcommittee. I appre-
ciate you being here.

Mr. Houghton. Thank you very much. I had not planned on say-
ing anything, but I appreciate very much being able to be here. I

guess I have a piece of my skin in this whole process. Because hav-
ing been in the glass ball like this for 40 years, I know how much
it means to have American companies being able to count on their
Government.
One of the problems that I've always seen, and maybe there's

ways around it, is that when a company in an unknown foreign
land knocks out a whole industry in the United States, and then
throws itself on the Court of Justice, saying that there is no more
supply in the United States and, therefore, it must be able to elimi-
nate the tariff which has been put upon it for illegal action. I think
that's just basically wrong.
Now, again, maybe there's a way around this thing. But I think

that if you're going to be investing in this country, and trying to

create jobs for American workers, with the recognition that a for-

eign country can destroy that without you being able to penetrate
its market, and then say all those dumping duties which you've
been levying on it should be eliminated. I think that's something
we are very, very carefully looking at.

Furthermore, if I understand correctly, the Department of Com-
merce to which this law would apply, really doesn't want it. So,
having said that and being totally impartial in my feelings, I will
relinquish the podium.
Chairman Manzullo. It goes to show the bipartisanship or trade

issues. Mr. Crane.

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE PHILH' M. CRANE, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Crane. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me reassure Amo
that I share his concerns about knocking out American businesses
through dumping practices, and that's why we have the antidump-
ing laws on the books already; and this does not abolish the anti-
dumping laws that would apply to countries engaged in the prac-
tice you just opined.

I want to congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, for having this hear-
ing and to thank you for inviting me to participate. The concept of
temporary duty suspension is something I very strongly support.
As you know, I introduced H.R. 2822, which you cosponsored, to

give authority to Commerce to suspend the imposition of antidump-
ing or countervailing duties temporarily on a limited quantity of a
particular product needed by the American industry when users
are effectively unable to obtain that product from U.S. producers.
I believe that this legislation is extremely important to small busi-
nesses, which very often are the victims of trade protections ex-
tended to help large industries such as the integrated steel indus-
try and the semiconductor industry.



Now, I am not saying that we should do away with the anti-

dumping laws, Amo, but I am saying that we need to focus more
on the impact that antidumping orders can have on downstream
industries: U.S. companies that may source globally and purchase
imported products.

It's extremely difficult for such companies, especially if they are
small businesses, to compete if the U.S. industry does not produce
the product they need. They have no alternative but to pay high
antidumping duties.

What I have proposed is a very limited exception to the anti-

dumping law based on the fact that under current laws, antidump-
ing and countervailing duties are imposed on all covered products,

even where there is no domestic production. Current U.S. trade

laws simply do not provide adequately redress for American firms

that need products subject to orders, but cannot obtain them from
U.S. producers.
Mr. Chairman, I've heard from a large number of small busi-

nesses in my work on this legislation. Triey tell me that this Hm-
ited exception will allow them to remain competitive. It would ad-

dress situations in which a product is only temporarily unavailable,

situations in which the domestic industry is not currently produc-
ing a product, but may wish to leave open the option of doing so

in the future.

The temporary relief will encourage the domestic industry to de-

velop new products. Since it will enable U.S. downstream users to

stay in business in the United States until the U.S. industry begins

to manufacture the needed input, thus, assuring that there will be
U.S. customers for new products produced by the domestic indus-

try.

The small businesses I have talked to are not looking for duty
suspension and circumstances in which the respondent has been so

successful at dumping that the U.S. industry has been driven and
can no longer supply the product in question. They are not looking

for a duty suspension if the product is available from U.S. produc-

ers but at prices that are merely higher than the price for the im-

ported product, unless the price is so prohibitively high that it's ef-

fectively unavailable. Instead they're seeking a solution that would
keep them in business, and at the same time, would not hurt the

industry that sought the antidumping relief.

Mr. Chairman, dumping is no longer a domestic versus foreign

issue. Instead, in the United States, there are U.S. companies who
need strong dumping laws, but also there are U.S. companies, espe-

cially small businesses, that may be adversely affected by these

laws in certain situations. So, I hope we can work together to help

all U.S. companies, large and small.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Manzullo. Thank you, Mr. Crane. Mr. Levin.

[Mr. Crane's statement may be found in the appendix.]

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE SANDER M. LEVIN, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHI-
GAN
Mr. Levin. Thank you very, very much. I appreciate the chance

to be here, and I apologize to Mr. Crane and to all of you because



I am going to have to leave very shortly to go to a funeral. You
have my written testimony. So, let me just, if I might, hit what I

think are the major points.

I confess I have as much objectivity as my colleague, Mr. Hough-
ton, on this issue. He and I have worked very closely together, but
I do think we do have some objectivity. We worked on this issue
a number of years ago, Mr. Chairman and other colleagues, as part
of the discussions of the Uruguay Round. This was one of the most
contentious issues, and when we were wrapping up the discussions
within the American delegation in Geneva—and we were rep-
resented there on a bipartisan basis—a deal was struck. I think a
balance was achieved. The short supply issue was fully aired, and
what is essentially happening here is that those who participated
in the agreement are trying to undo part of it.

When we handled the implementing legislation for the Uruguay
Round, we also went into this and we reached an agreement on a
bipartisan basis. Now not much after the ink has dried, there are
some who want do alter it. I think it's okay if people want to air
the issue, but I think we should remember the delicate balance
that existed in debating and then creating and then implementing
the antidumping provisions.

I remember vividly when we went before the press on a biparti-
san basis after our discussions in Geneva. We had had some vary-
ing opinions in our ranks, but it was agreed that we were all going
to go to the press conference and essentially support our American
negotiations and negotiators and not try to argue out a specific po-
sition or another. We were working together for an overall agree-
ment, and I think this legislation would upset that.

Second, I want to say that while those who propose short supply
legislation say they're not trying to substantially alter the anti-
dumping provisions, essentially they would. It is not a limited,
small kind of exemption. When you look at the language in the pro-
posal it uses the term "inappropriate." They're still making Mack
trucks somewhere in this country, and this is an exemption that's

large enough to drive one of them through.
It talks about duty suspension whenever "prevailing market con-

ditions related to the availability of the product in the United
States makes imposition of duties inappropriate." That is such a
broad exception that it would entangle all of us, the Commerce De-
partment and this Congress, in the implementation of that excep-
tion.

Commerce would be beset and besieged by endless petitions, and
Members of Congress, would be asked, I'm sure, to intervene on be-
half of one or another interest to try to help prove that the "inap-
propriate" language should be applied.
So I think it is not accurate to say that this proposal as presently

written would not undermine our antidumping laws. It would, or
most likely would, and that would not only be, I think, a violation
of the spirit within which we worked several years ago, on a bipar-
tisan basis, but it would be bad policy.

Third, I'd like to say this is not an issue between small and larg-
er business. We've received a lot of communications from smaller
business, and there's a reference to a number of these instances in
my testimony. We received a letter from the Quanex Corporation's



steel tube entity with plants in Michigan and Texas, and Mr. Hill,

who's the President of that group, spelled out what their problems
had been and how much they had expended when large foreign

conglomerates were exceeding dumping margins, in some cases, by
100 percent.

Remember: Companies, large and small, are competing with for-

eign conglomerates that often have subsidization from their coun-

tries; and we spell out large numbers of other instances where the

antidumping laws have been essential. In many cases, these are

smaller companies. There's a reference in my testimony to the

dumping of garlic from China. It forced U.S. growers essentially to

curtail their planting. That created what some people would say is

a "short supply"
It was created by dumping, and most of these growers are small

and so there was a duty imposed, and I suppose you could come
in and say that it would be "inappropriate" for there to be a dump-
ing duty even though suspension of the duty would benefit those

who caused the injury in the first place.

My testimony also references the problems with cement. I know
something of this issue and the efforts of Mexican entities to try

to dominate the U.S. market. So, that's a third example why this

language in the bill is inadequate. It isn't an issue of small busi-

ness versus large — and I think it was regrettable when this hear-

ing was set up that there wasn't provision for small companies who
oppose this legislation to come and present testimony.

Last, let me just say, as the Commerce Department will testify,

it is not true that the present law is inflexible. That just is not ac-

curate. The Commerce Department, which has the responsibility

for administrating the antidumping laws feels that it has adequate
flexibility, and they will spell out in many respects how that flexi-

bility exists.

So, look, I just think it would be a mistake to act. I think there

is strong bipartisan opposition to this bill in Ways and Means. I

believe that opposition is shared on a bipartisan basis within the

Senate. My guess, if I might say so, is that it also includes the Ma-
jority Leader of the Senate.
We've worked hard to try to give American companies a fighting

chance. We've operated on the assumption that American compa-
nies should be able to compete on the same basis as foreign compa-
nies compete here. We've operated on the assumption that that has

not been true in many case*?, and so we have as a Government said

we don't want to have anything to do with making goods, but we
want those who make goods, who grow the products, et cetera, to

have an equal footing with their foreign competitors. That's all we
want, here and there. I think it is a mistake to send a signal that

we want to open the door to those who would compete unfairly. So,

thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate this

opportunity
Chairman Manzullo. Sandy, can you stick around for 3 or 4

minutes so that we can ask questions?

Mr. Levin. Absolutely.
Chairman Manzullo. All right. Perhaps we could have unique

exchange of ideas. Phil, do you have a response to what Sandy said

on the garlic items?



Mr. Crane. I'd like to ask Sandy a question about the garlic. Are
you saying that we never grew garlic in this country when the Chi-

nese started exporting garlic here, and we learned from the Chi-
nese that you can grow garlic here in the United States?
Mr. Levin. No.
Mr. Crane. We were growing it here.

Mr. Levin. Yes.
Mr. Crane. Well, this bill would not in any way suspend the

antidumping provisions of the current law, if we are producing the
product domestically. What it is does do, and assuming that we
were not growing garlic here, but we discovered there's a market
for garlic here in the United States; and the Chinese were export-

ing and dumping here, but our growers said, "Hey we can produce
that same product." What it would provide is the flexibility for a
temporary suspension of our antidumping laws until our growers
have planted and produced the product. It's a year maximum. It

can be as little as 1 month and — it can't be renewed for more
than a year after a year's examination to see if, in fact, we do not
have the domestic supplier here. But it's not something permanent
that would disadvantage Americans. It's all predicated on the

availability of that same product here.

Mr. Levin. May I just respond. Look at the language in the bill:

"Prevailing market conditions relating to the availability of the
product in the U.S. makes imposition of duties inappropriate." That
means that when conditions were created by actions of others that
affect the availability of the product in the market that they can
reap the benefits of their own unfair trade practices, and that lan-

guage is much too broad.
Commerce will tell you what the word "inappropriate," means. I

can tell you as someone who once practiced law, I'd love to deal
with terms like "inappropriate." The thing is it will lead to a flood

of cases, and Commerce, as I said, would be besieged by this.

Mr. Crane. Well, could I respond again to what Sandy just said?

I have never once advanced the argument that the language of the
legislation I dropped is flawless. I've spoken — and, in fact, last

night I went to the steel manufacturers association reception at the
Willard, and of course the Big Steel manufacturers were opposed
to my legislation. But there were small business people who work
as suppliers to the steel industry in a variety of capacities and who
gave the exact opposite position. I told them, the opponents and the
proponents side-by-side, that what I'd like to do is get them both
at the same table and work on language that addresses what can
be a very real problem to some small Dusinesses in this country.

The European Union took this same action last year.

So this basically just parallels the action that the European
Union has already taken, and it's not designed to hurt any busi-

ness, large or small. I'm sure you can find some small businesses
that wouldn't be gung ho for this legislation, and you can find some
large businesses that would be indifferent; but to the degree I know
there is strong feeling on both sides.

I think sitting down together and negotiating, and if that word
"inappropriate" in there is inappropriate from Sandy's perspective,

then come up with satisfactory language that does focus on the
problem, though.



Mr. Levin. We argued this out 2 years ago. We went into this

thing thoroughly. It is a major issue. There will always be some
people in this country who would benefit, for example, if there were
no antidumping laws. I mean
Mr. Crane. A lot of people would benefit if there were no anti-

dumping laws. That's not what my bill addresses.

Mr. Li:viN. There will always be some businesses in the U.S., be-

cause of the complexity of this issue, who would like it the other

way by definition. Importers, for example, small or large companies
that represent one side. Look at the disagreement we have between
the prcKlucers and the retailers in this country. We have to try to

reach some balance between them. Retailers would rather there be
no restrictions whatsoever.
Mr. Crane. Yes, but that's why we have antidumping laws on

the
Chairman Manzullo. Mv 5 minutes is up. Sandy, it's 10:30, if

you want to excuse yourself

Mr. Levin. Unless we can settle this in the next 5 minutes.

Chairman Manzullo. I'd like to take advantage of Congressman
Levin's expertise on this.

Ms. Clayton. Well, I don't know if he can — they argued 2 years

ago, and they're still arguing; and I don't think 5 more minutes is

going to do it. But I did want him to speak from his perspective

of the flexibility that he indicated is there that — and I gather it

would be expounded once Commerce inserts an export rule would
testify, but he indicated it was current flexibility; and I think that

part of the argument is that that flexibility hasn't been used, but
what is the flexibility that you suggested there?

Mr. Leven. In carving out the dumping provisions in the first

place, the Department has flexibility; and when there are changed
circumstances they have flexibility to alter. So, I would just urge

that you would all listen carefully to what Commerce has to say,

the people who actually work with these laws.

I don't think that they approach this with a biased perspective.

Look, we've had disagreements with the Commerce Department.

We had some when we were arguing out this issue during the Uru-
guay Round. There were varying perspectives within Commerce
and within the USTR, and they didn't always 100 percent agree

with each other.

So, I think they have some credibility when thev say, as their

testimony indicates, that they're not handcuffed and that the busi-

nesses, small and large, who feel that they would be injured by a

dumping duty have a chance to be heard. If there are vastly

changed circumstances, they can have another bite at the apple.

Mr. Crane. Could I add something to that though? That is Com-
merce does not have the existing authority to provide temporary re-

lief, and that's what this bill addresses. It can't permit the suspen-

sion of duties where the product is not available merely for a short

period of time, and that can be resolved in less than 6 months, a

growing season for garlic. So,

Chairman Manzullo. How did we go from steel to garlic?

Mr. Crane. Well, Sandy injected the garhc into this discussion.

Chairman Manzullo. Did they grow garlic in Michigan, Sandy?



Mr. Levin. I don't even take garlic pills, they're supposed to be
good for your health. So, I don't have a vested interest in it.

I think we ought to look at these issues not simply in terms of

what's made in our State because you have to have some kind of

an equitable structure in this country that has applicability more
than to the specific industry that is most affecting you. If we look

at this too narrowly, we're going to end up, I think, with something
that's probably bad for the country, and in the end, bad for your-
self, for your own State or your own district.

Mr. Crane. Well, now wait. Are you indicting Commerce in its

application of this authority?

Mr. Levin. No, I think Commerce has done an excellent job.

Mr. Crane. Well, no, I mean if this authority were there, would
you condemn Commerce Department then for the application of a
temporary duty suspension
Mr. Levin. But Commerce makes it clear that what you're doing

with this language is creating an exception that number one, isn't

needed; and number two, is so broad that it's going to be unwork-
able; and number three, could seriously undermine the strength of

our antidumping laws.

Mr. Crane. Well, except that Commerce is not mandated to do
anything. Under this bill, there's no obligation. They have the au-
thority, but they don't have to apply it. It doesn't mandate that ac-

tion be taken, and if they're over burdened with petitions, they can
ignore that totally.

Mr. Levin. I thought you were not in favor of giving Grovernment
entities broad discretion that could be utilized in very uneven ways
and which that entity itself doesn't want.
Mr. Crane. It wouldn't be an application of an authority in an

uneven way, unless Commerce would violate the guidelines of the
authority.

Mr. Levin. I'll finish by saying, any time you give an agency the
ability to take action based on the vague term "inappropriate," I

think that is much too broad a delegation to that entity.

Mr. Crane. Except if you're waiting for congressional relief,

that's a lot longer timeframe too.

Mr. Levin. So, we'll settle this immediately.
Mr. Crane. No, seriously, Sandy, I'd like to sit down with you

and figure something out. I mean go through it; the words, intent,

meaning as you interpret it, and make sure that your concerns are
addressed. Because I assume you have some small businesses that
are going to appear before you today that already have been ef-

fected, and in a real injurious way, and it's trying to address those
targeted situations. As I said, it's not a mandate. It's something
that Commerce can choose to apply or not to apply.
Mr. Levin. We're always glad, within the committee, to sit down

and talk. But I just think people should understand not only the
force of feeling on both sides, but also the history of this. I think
to reopen this at this point is not a wise idea. But thanks for let-

ting Ways and Means take so much time.

Ms. Clayton. I gather this has been introduced. Has Ways and
Means considered this as now the hearing, which is more of an ad-
vocacy and it allows the record
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Mr. Leven. Mr. Crane is chairman of the Subcommittee, so I

would defer to him.
Mr. Crane. Well, we have had hearings only, and the hearings

didn't focus exclusively on the short supply bill by any means.
Other than that, I was at that hearing, but there were witnesses
who testified as to their views, pro and con, of this legislation.

Mrs. Clayton. This is people both who opposed it and
Mr. Crane. Right. Both those who opposed and those who fa-

vored.
Ms. Clayton. I wish you'd take a page out of the — which would

have businesses who would also oppose it as well as those who sup-
port it. Do you have that?
Chairman Manzullo. We would have honored any requests on

that.

Mrs. Clayton. Fine. Well, then open the record so that the
record would at least reflect the ones that represent Levin and his
— he had and just looking through the roster here, all of them are
pro and I'm just suggesting in the balance of — and also if on ex-

emplary or representing — claiming themselves who considering
the bill, do you felt it wise and prudent to have both, small busi-

ness both
Chairman Manzullo. The notice went out, and if anybody want-

ed to bring in somebody to speak that right was there. Mrs. Clay-

ton, I will leave the hearing record open for 3 weeks. If you want
to file any letters from any companies, that would be part of the

record. That's fine with me.
Ms. Clayton. Thank you. We will take advantage of that.

Chairman Manzullo. OK.
Mr. Levin. Well, thank you for all this time.

Chairman Manzullo. We'll talk to you later. Mr. Bartlett, any
questions to Mr. Crane?
Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It's my un-

derstanding that the issue here is particularly important to small
business. If you're in General Motors and you have a resource that

is in short supply, and you can't continue your manufacture here
in this country; we've got lots of places elsewhere that you can dig

at manufacturing. That's not an option available to small business,

and a system which is acceptable to big business because they have
the option of manufacturing here or there or elsewhere; and they
can live with it. It would put small business out of business be-

cause if there's just one small part of a — of a product that you
cannot make because of a limitation of a resource, you're totally

shut down. That's not true if you're a big business. So, it's very ap-

propriate to be looking at this in the Small Business Committee.
Mr. Crane, how widespread is the problem from your input in

the small business community? Is this a meaningful problem, are

there meaningful shortages that short supplies that are impacting
our small business community?
Mr. Crane. I have had input, of course as Chairman of the Trade

Subcommittee, from quite a number, sizable number; and small

businesses have been the ones to be sure that communicated with
me. I'd have to go back and check the records to be able to give

you the exact number. But when you ask within the entire small

business community, it's got to be a small percentage of all of our
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small businesses. But to the degree it does affect and can put out
of business some small businesses for the problems you just cited.

I'm suggesting it is a form of relief that can guarantee the sur-

vival of a business and I'll tell you something else too, it was a
point somebody brought up last night. That while this product is

lacking, we've had the capability of manufacturing it. Well, fine,

manufacture it, and in the interim you've provided maybe 6
months of relief, and they're geared up, and now they're producing
the product here.

Maybe big businesses can address some of these problems or

other smaller business that aren't even aware that the problem ex-

ists; but in the interim, to provide a temporary form of relief like

this to guarantee the survival of a small business that doesn't have
that option of jumping the border, I really think is the best interest

of all of our people.

Mr. Bartlett. In looking, witnesses the filed for 6 months while
they waited for someone else to make a
Mr. Crane, That's exactly the problem. You're talking about the

time constraints and in effect being shut down until you get the al-

ternative.

Mr. Bartlett. I gather the challenge here is to craft legislation

that is going to permit the Department to do this without opening
a flood gate of the portions that will just swamp the
Mr. Crane. Well, they could get flooded with petitions. I'm sym-

pathetic with Commerce's concerns on that point; but as I say, they
are not mandated to take action on any one of those petitions. It's

a flexible authority, if they're overburdened, and they don't have
the personnel to do it, fine, you're taking maybe just nice layered
case or two in the course of the year.

But they have that capability of providing that targeted relief for

whatever timeframe they choose, and that's something that cur-

rently they don't have. They don't have that authority.

Mr. Bartlett. So, your position is then that this provides to the
Department an option that, in your view, they had ought to ask for

because it permits them to be more flexible and more responsive
to the needs of our small business community?
Mr. Crane. Well, I think that they have not really thus far re-

sponded properly to some of the concerns expressed by some of

those small businesses here that have been profoundly hurt.

Mr, Bartlett, Thank you very much. Sandy said that they had
the flexibility to do this. Is it too cumbersome under present legis-

lation or are they just ignoring the options that they now have for

response?
Mr. Crane. No, they do not have existing authority, Roscoe, to

provide temporary relief; and that's what this bill would do, is give
them the authority for temporary relief. As I said, it could be a
week, it could be month, it could be a year. It can't be more than
a year or else they got to go back to the drawing boards again and
say, "OK. Well, the problem still exists. We'll extend it another 6

months,"
Mr. Bartlett. So, this thing gives them the tool they don't now

have
Mr. Crane. Don't now have.
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Mr. Bartlett. The problem was in craft in legislation that seems
fair and reasonable to both sides.

Mr. Crane. Well, that's why I say I'm more than happy and —
Bill Archer has said this to the representatives of both those for

and those against — that he wants to sit down with me and rep-

resentatives from business on both sides and see how you can rea-

sonably address it. I'm not saying the language in my bill is per-

fect, fine, but let's recognize that the problem does exist.

Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Manzullo. Thank you.
Mrs. Clayton. Mr. Crane, you spoke about the temporary nature

of the bill, but yet you have an opening provision that could be re-

newed the following year, do you see any inconsistency with that,

is there any way you can
Mr. Crane, No, because
Mrs. Clayton. Is it that
Mr. Crane. It's after their determination that you still don't have

the product available here being produced domestically. That would
have to be upon a thorough examination and outreach to check
with various industries that might be involved to see if such a
product is now being manufactured here, that it's here and it's

available. It can meet the need out there in the marketplace. Then,
fine, there's no need to continue an extension.
As I say, you could provide relief in crop growing situation for

just one season. If we didn't produce the crop out suddenly we find

out we have farmers that were interested, and we have the climate,

and we could produce that crop; 6 months is probably all you'd
need before they're in business.

Mrs. Clayton. There may be a shortage in some of the grains

we have, would that apply as well to that, to the following line?

Mr. Crane. Well, if you have, as I say, if you have a lack of

availability that American businesses need to produce whatever
they're producing, then a foreign exporter can fill that need and
this can be, as I say, on a temporary basis, if the domestic busi-

nesses recognize hey, "there's an expanding market here, and we
can produce to help fill it."

But I'm thinking of a catastrophe, now it's all about wheat. We're
wiped out because of weather conditions in a single growing sea-

son, and apparently we are going to have some problems like that
this year. But if we're all wiped out, then you could permit wheat
exports to come into this country to fill our domestic needs, and —
but that recognizes that come next year, that's history. Because
next year we'll be back in business. I was just reminded here that
it's less likely to be agricultural and it's more hightech fields that

this would apply.

Mrs. Clayton. I agree that agricultural is kind of mucky ground,
as you well know.
Mr. Crane. It's very mucky.
Mrs. Clayton. Aren't you also from a farm in Tennessee?
Mr. Crane. Yes, indeed.
Mrs. Clayton. You remember the cotton dumping, cause our cot-

ton. That was going to be my next question, but you have a staff

back there so they knew where I was going. So, thank you, I appre-

ciate your response.
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Mr. Crane. Surely.

Chairman Manzullo. Phil, I appreciate you taking your time to

come.
Mr. Crane. Well, thank you, and I appreciate you having these

hearings on the sulDJect and, as I say, we're strictly in the discus-

sion stage. We haven't even contemplated trying to mark it up in

Subcommittee, and I do think that our refinements in the language
that can be made, but that's why I solicit the input.

Chairman Manzullo. Appreciate it. That's why we're having
this hearing.
Mr. Crane. I appreciate that too.

Chairman Manzullo. Thank you.
Mr. Crane. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Manzullo. Second panel. I'm going to ask Mr. Joffe

to go first, and then there was a request that somebody had to be
out of here by 11:30 to catch a flight. Who was that?
Mr. Hopp. I need to be out by approximately 11:30. I have a

12:30 flight.

Chairman Manzullo. All right. I'll have you testify right after

Mr. Joffe. Mr. Joffe, please.

[Mr. Levin's statement may be found in the appendix.]

TESTIMONY OF PAUL L. JOFFE, ACTING ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR IMPORT ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Mr. Joffe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I greatly appreciate the

opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee today. I would like

to commend you and the Subcommittee for your interest in the un-
fair trade laws, which really are so vital to America's economic
well-being.

The antidumping and countervailing duty laws safeguard our
companies and workers from unfair pricing by foreign companies
and from foreign government subsidies. In today's world, trade pol-

icy is a critical element of economic policy, and our laws addressing
unfair trade are an essential part of the Clinton administration's

trade policy. As we pursue increased access to markets abroad, we
must maintain a level playing field to ensure that trade brings
growth and an economy that generates jobs at home. Unfair trade
is not genuinely free trade.

The trade laws are used by many small businesses, and I want
to stress that because we heard earlier that there are small busi-

nesses concerned about how they apply, but of course the Sub-
committee knows that there are many small businesses that rely

on the trade laws. As you may know, we have recently overhauled
our regulations very much with sensitivity to them being easier to

use by small businesses.
I appreciate the opportunity to address the relationship between

the antidumping law and downstream industrial users. I believe
that industrial consumers do have an important role in antidump-
ing proceedings, and I'll being glad to describe in the course of the
hearing how that's taken into account. The Congress in the existing

antidumping law, we believe, has struck the proper balance, rec-

ognizing that unfair and injurious trade practices affecting produc-
ers, including small businesses, and workers in our market must
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be addressed. In a world of fierce competition we have to be vigi-

lant to avoid undermining that delicate balance. We should not re-

open the legislative debate from 2 years ago that led to this care-

fully crafted balance. Unintentionally, we believe this legislation

would upset that delicate balance, and I'll be happy to explain why.
It's important to focus first on the reasons we continue to need

dumping and subsidy laws. While we have made great progress in

reducing trade barriers, problems really do remain.
Government subsidies can allow firms to sell below-cost. Other

trade barriers, and cartels and monopolistic behavior abroad, can
allow firms to reap high profits at home while selling at much
lower prices in the United States.

With this background, I think the Subcommittee can understand
why we have been so strongly opposed to proposals such as a short

supply exception. Abandoning or weakening the trade laws in the

world of imperfect competition, we believe, would amount to noth-
ing less than unilateral disarmament.
A short supply legislative exception, we believe, would open a

huge loophole. A foreign firm could dump to drive out U.S. competi-

tors and benefit afterward from a short supply provision. Suspend-
ing the payment of duties could deter new investment by the in-

jured U.S. industry.

We believe that a short supply provision would really be imprac-
ticable to administer. Commerce would be put in the position of de-

ciding what prices, specifications, and quantities constitute short

supply instead of letting the market place govern. In addition, a
short supply exemption would be an administrative nightmare and
would drain scarce resources away from careful implementation of

the recent changes in the law. We also believe it would increase

litigation costs and politicize trade cases.

Nevertheless, we are sensitive to the issue that has been raised.

I think it can't be stressed too much that there are existing proce-

dures that deal with the situation. As the debate has intensified

over the last few years, we have focused in very carefully to be re-

sponsive to the concerns that have been raised. I want to indicate

how our procedures do respond.
First of all, clarifications of investigation — of the investigations

at the their early stage can avoid later supply problems.

Second, in general, in consultation with U.S. petitioners, existing

orders can be narrowed through changed circumstances proceed-

ings to exclude products not made in the United States. We have
recently completed two such reviews, partially revoking one order

regarding steel plate and another involving new steel rails, and we
have others in the pipeline.

Third, our scope procedures have been used on many occasions

to exclude products when importers have claimed a specific product

is not available domestically, product coverage is unclear, and prod-

ucts have different physical characteristics and uses. We've done
this numerous times with respect to ball bearings, for example.

Fourth and finally, the International Trade Commission consid-

ers the domestic industry's ability to supply a product in assessing

whether the domestic industry is injured from dumped imports. It

happens, with respect to steel users, there have been major in-
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stances in which the ITC "went negative" as we say, meaning the
orders didn't go forward.
For all these reasons, we feel strongly that a short supply excep-

tion is unnecessary and would only serve to undermine tne vital

purpose of the trade laws. Not because supply situations shouldn't
be addressed, but because we do have the procedures under the ex-
isting law to deal with these situations.

Let me just conclude by saying that with the fading of the cold
war, international rivalry has turned more and more to economics.
This is no time to dismantle our defenses in the face of unfair for-

eign competition. To the contrary, industries and workers across
America have a right to expect us to use every means at our dis-

posal to preserve jobs and business opportunities by defending
against unfair pricing practices. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Manzullo. Thank you. Mr. Hopp, with the Precision

Metalforming Association. You're also the President of HK Metal-
crafl out of Lodi, New Jersey.

[Mr. Jofife's statement may be found in the appendix.]

TESTIMONY OF RAY HOPP, PRESIDENT, HJ(. METALCRAFT,
LODI, NEW JERSEY

Mr. Hopp. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members
of Small Business Committee, and staff. I'm here in a dual capacity
as Chairman of the Precision Metalforming Association, PMA, and
president of HK Metalcraft Manufacturing Corporation, Lodi, New
Jersey. I am testifying in support of the Temporary Duty Suspen-
sion bill, H.R. 2822, a bill which is vital to small business.
PMA represents some 1,400 members throughout the United

States. The vast majority of PMA members are small businesses.
The average number of employees of PMA members is 80. Our
member companies are American manufacturers that use flat-

rolled metal, especially sheet steel, to make thousands of different
products that can be found in the American automobile, home,
farm, and factories. Our industry employees over 300,000 workers
and consumes about one-fourth of the steel produced in the North
America.
HK Metalcraft produces spark plug gaskets in the United States.

HK Metalcraft currently has 57 employees, and annual sales reve-
nue of $9 million.

I am accompanied here today by our Washington counsel, Lewis
Leibowitz, from Hogan & Hartson.
PMA strongly supports H.R. 2822. Such a provision would pre-

vent harm to U.S. industrial producers that now are forced to pay
potentially crippling dumping and countervailing duties on certain
raw materials, such as steel products, that are not even available
from domestic producers.
Metalformed products are now produced in a just-in-time manu-

facturing environment. A short supply exemption is fully consistent
with the objectives of antidumping laws
Chairman Manzullx). Mr. Hopp, if I may interrupt, if you read

your entire statement you'll go over your 5 minutes. So, I would
ask to summarize and get to the gut of this, which is, if there is

a short supply of steel.
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Mr. Hopp. The issue is: That operating in a just-in-time environ-
ment, we cannot go through a long procedure to get materials.
What just-in-time environment says is that we receive an order
that has to be filled any place from 1 day to approximately 1

month. If the materials that we need are not available within that
timespan we cannot accept that order, and, therefore, cannot
produce tne products that our customers require.

In our case in particular, HK Metalcrafl has experienced this

problem first hand, and the need for temporary duty or short sup-
ply provision would be necessary.

We require the use of thin gauge steel of .015 to .017 material,
and whenever possible, we would purchase that material domesti-
cally; but it is not always available. If we cannot get that material,
we cannot supply our products, both domestically and worldwide.
HK Metalcrafl now has 8 percent of— its spark plug gaskets are

produced for the export market, and we would fully expect that in

19 — at the end of 1996 that that percentage will go up to 20 per-

cent of the market. However, if we cannot get the materials that
we require in a just-in-time basis, we will not be able to provide
for both our domestic and international customers in a just-in-time

basis. Without such a provision, costs could rise to the point where
we would not be competitive in the world environment.
So what we are asking is that there be temporary suspension of

the antidumping countervailing duties provisions. In such cases, as
I've just outlined where we have to produce in a just-in-time envi-

ronment so that can be able to get the materials that we need to

be competitive.
Chairman Manzullo. I didn't mean to cut you off. I just wanted

to make sure you got out the heart of your message. You'll be with
us until 11:30; is that correct?

Mr. Hopp. That's correct.

Chairman Manzullo. All right. Thank you. Mr. Phillips.

[Mr. Hopp's statement may be found in the appendix.]

TESTIMONY OF JOHN PHILLIPS, VICE PRESIDENT (SALES),
BERG STEEL PIPE CORPORATION, HOUSTON, TEXAS

Mr. Philups. I'm John Phillips, and I'm Senior Vice President of

Berg Steel Pipe, which is a small business in Panama City, Florida,

dealing with big business. We produce large diameter pipe for the
energy sector, oil and gas. We support Representative Crane's bill

because of the problems we're going to tell you about.

I have written testimony, and I just wanted it placed in the
record, because I just wanted to tell you exactly how things are and
not read it.

We have a problem because the domestic industry does not
produce some of the requirements that we have in the pipe indus-

try. One, is in-line ultrasonic tested plates. There is no plate mill

in the United States that has in-line ultrasonic testing.

The specifications for large diameter DSAW pipe are getting

more stringent all the time, and started with the Edison/New Jer-

sey blow up.

We produce through — in API through 64 inch. We cannot get

domestic plates, to produce 48 inch diameter and larger pipe. Weve
done this before the problems arose with trade cases, we brought
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this in, and everything went fine, the domestic mills did not object

because they didn't produce it.

In fact, we are — for the last several years — Bethlehem Steel's

largest plate customer in the United States. What's happening now
is we're losing business to foreign pipe manufacturers on pipe that

needs — plate to be ultrasonic tested.

For large diameter pipe of 48 inch and above we're losing it to

the foreign manufacturers. There's no way out unless we can get

a temporary suspension to bring in imported plates.

VRA short supply procedures worked for us from 1989 to 1992.

We never did anything illegally with the situation, and I think
they'll solve the problem and work well today. It's just that simple.

We need for the future, for the 200 workers that we have, to have
a supply of these products. Our regular ordinary plates, we have
no problem; and we're not tying to circumvent or take away from
domestic industry. We will not hurt the domestic industry in any
way. We're looking to help ourselves with something that's not pro-

duced in the United States, it's that simple.

Chairman Manzullo. Well, thank you, Mr. Phillips.

[Mr. Phillips' statement may be found in the appendix.]

TESTIMONY OF GARY GREEN, SECRETARY/TREASURER, GARY
DRILLING COMPANY, BAKERSFBELD, CALIFORNIA

Mr. Green. Thank you very much. My name's Gary Green. I'm

here representing the International Association of Drilling Contrac-

tors, which virtually represents worldwide — it's a sole organiza-

tion that represents, again, contracting services worldwide, vast

majority of which are domestic small owned — small businesses
owned here in the United States.

I'm also here representing my own family business. This is a
business that was started by my father in 1954. We employ about
a 184 people. We drill wells exclusively in California, geothermal,
oil, gas, disposal wells, and water wells. We'll drill about a thou-
sand wells every year, we'll drill over a million feet of hole in the
ground. To do this, we need drill pipe.

Drill pipe is a unique steel product that we pump fluid under
pressure down through the center of it and we roll it out that way,
and we rotate it in the ground, and we wear out the outside, and
there's only one domestic provider of drill pipe. To order a new
string drill pipe these days will take the better part of a year.

The supplier will tell you you won't get it within 6 months, and
the salesman representative will tip me off because they're hoping
to make a sale in the future, just not today, and tell me, yeah,
Gary, you better plan on waiting the better part of a year before

you can get this drill pipe.

California is the fourth largest producing State in the Union, and
our family business is a major contributor in California to be able

to continue to produce at the levels that it does.

Domestic production that is not drilled or wells that are aban-
doned every barrel lost that way has to be replaced with a barrel

coming in from a foreign market. Most likely, through a — some-
place to a coast.

My cost on the drill pipe have escalated 5 percent a quarter for

the last 5 quarters, which is an annual rate of something greater
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than 20 percent. That's much larger than the current inflationary
levels that we've seen for the last several years, and this is due to

shortage. This is a cost that I cannot easily, if at all, recover in my
contracting business.

I would like to urge you very much to pass H.R. 2822. We are
not asking for favoritism. We don't want any unfair treatment. We
like using domestic product, but until the domestic product can
gear up to meet domestic demand, we would just like to be able to

stay in business and keep our people working, and we need some
kind of mechanism on a temporary basis to go and fill that need.
Now, I didn't come prepared to make a statement about garlic,

because mv business is oil and gas; and I'm talking about the spe-
cific use of'^the steel product. But since my home is the Central Val-
ley in California where this product is in question, let me give you
an unprepared statement.

I go and I talk to my farming friends Jeff Thompson, who grows
garlic, and my friends consider him the best garlic grower in the
southern end of the valley, and he refers me to go talk to Tom
Akers.
Tom Akers is retired from Calcott. Calcott is the big major farm-

er co-op for exporting cotton to China. I ask Tom, I say, "What
about this garlic situation and cotton? Garlic growers are worried
about garlic coming in here." He said, "Gary, you got to realize that
most of these farmers will trade crops or they cross crop. Most of
the garlic growers also grow cotton. In the cotton market in Coon
County is a huge market, and its huge amounts of cotton that are
exported to China." I'll tell you what he told me. He said, "Anybody
that thinks that they're going to protect garlic at the expense of

jeopardizing retaliation for the shipping of cotton to China is pull-

ing vour leg."

Chairman Manzullo. Well, that was interesting. My family has
an Italian restaurant. It uses an abundance of garlic.

Mr. Green. My wife's first cousin has a Tittle winery at the
Wanda Sudalodo Trail and they make a great chardonnay.
Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Harcke — is it Harcke?
Mr. Harcke. Harcke.
[Mr. Green's statement may be found in the appendix.]

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD A. HARCKE, CEO, BRANFORD WIRE
MANUFACTURING, MT. HOME, NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. Harcke. Good morning to the members of the Subcommittee,
and to you Mr. Chairman. We thank vou for your leadership and
organizmg this hearing and cosponsorship of this legislation.

My name is Richard Harcke, and I am President and CEO of

Branford Wire & Manufacturing Company in Mountain Home,
North Carolina. My company is also a member of the American
Wire Producers Association, better known as the AWPA, where I

have served the association as a board member and chairman of

the Stainless Committee.
Our 93 member companies operate more than 220 plants in 35

States, employing over 60,000 dedicated and productive American
workers. We represent 70 to 80 percent of all wire and wire prod-

ucts made in the United States, estimated total annual shipments
exceed $15 billion.
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The average number of employees for AWPA wire drawing com-
panies is approximately 230. While this average includes large

companies that employee significantly more workers, they usually

operate several small plants with less than a hundred workers,

each in different States supporting different local economy.
The AWPA is part of a changing U.S. steel industry. U.S. wire

manufacturers are entrepreneurial and efficient, we are creating

U.S. jobs. The greater producers no longer do everything from melt-

ing steel to making nails.

The old image of "Big Steel" has been replaced by a mosaic of ef-

ficient energetic and state-of-the-art companies that can success-

fully meet the challenge of global competition.

Mr. Chairman, we respectively urge the members of the commit-
tee to support the passage of a Temporary Duty Suspension Act,

H.R. 2822. The act will remedy the unintended effect of the trade

laws that prevents the importation of raw materials that are not
available from domestic sources.

Under the present law, there is no procedure which permits the

timely temporary suspension of antidumping or countervailing du-

ties where the domestic industry cannot supply U.S. manufactur-
ers.

Let me emphasize that the AWPA is not attempting to weaken
U.S. trade laws. We have worked closely with the U.S. rod suppli-

ers to enforce trade laws and develop and expand the availability

of American-made rod.

Nevertheless, the members of the AWPA and specifically, my
company, have had considerable experience with both the unin-

tended effect of dumping petitions on wire rod supply and with the

administration of the short supply procedure during the VRA Pro-

gram.
From 1992 to 1994, both the stainless and the carbon wire indus-

tries were severely affected by the lack of raw material during the

trade cases filed against imported rod.

There are currently antidumping duties imposed on stainless

wire rod from Brazil, India, and France, and there are only three

domestic producers of stainless rod. These three mills are unable
to supply the needs of all the U.S. stainless redrawers. Addition-

ally, two of these three mills also make wire and compete in the

wire market against Branford and other independent redrawers.

This market restructure has a unique impact on the supply of rod.

Under certain market conditions, rod mills may choose to manufac-
turer more wire, consuming their own rod production.

This further limits the amount of rod available to the U.S. re-

drawers. If the rod industry chooses wire production over rod sales,

U.S. wire manufacturers must have the ability to source on the

global market with the use of H.R. 2822.
When U.S. mills make a profitable business decision to consume

rather than sell rod, thev cannot be harmed by the imports abroad.

The U.S. Government should have the ability to waive duties for

U.S. wire producers who must have these raw materials to con-

tinue production, sales, and employment of U.S. workers and our
customer's workers. Continued duties only provide importers of

wire and wire products with an unfair trade advantage. The future
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of our industry should not be left to the tactical objectives of peti-

tioners.

Mr. Chairman, the members of AWPA have also had experience

with short supply procedure during the VRA Program. For 6 con-

secutive calendar quarters, stainless redrawers of the AWPA re-

quested and obtained special licenses to import specific grades of

rod that were not available from domestic producers. In fact, the

domestic producers the Commerce that such rod was not available

in the U.S. market in sufficient quantities to meet domestic de-

mand.
It is important to note that Commerce also opposed the VRA

short supply procedure, but Congress ultimately enacted it into

law. Nevertheless our experience was that Commerce was able to

make these determinations in a prompt and fair manner.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we respectfully

ask that you carefully look beyond the rhetoric of Big Steel peti-

tioners and consider the merits of H.R. 2822 and the benefits to all

the sectors of the steel industry, the jobs of American workers, and,

ultimately, our economy. Once again, Mr. Chairman, thank you
very much for the opportunity to testify.

Chairman Manzullo. Thank you very much. We're joined by Mr.
Steve Chabot from Ohio. The House is not in session, and that ac-

counts for the fact that we don't have more Members here.

[Mr. Harcke's statement may be foimd in the appendix.]
Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Green, could you get a little more spe-

cific in exactly the particular type of product of which you had
short supply and tell us what happened?
Mr. Green. Well, of all of tubular goods that we use in the oil

patch, we call them Oil Country Tubular Goods, and there's a vari-

ety of products in the casing and tubing that the we wells are fin-

ished with, the large diameter high-quality steel pipes that are

used to transport hydrocarbons around this country. I use less than
1 percent by weight of all of that — my industry uses less than 1

percent of all the weight of those tubular goods. It's a unique prod-

uct that's called drill pipe, and we drill these wells like you drill

a hole in you backyard
Chairman Manzullo. These are the big pipes that you see the

rims?
Mr. Green. No. This is before you get to that point, when you're

actually creating the hole in the ground.
Chairman Manzullo. All right. The actual drill itself?

Mr. Green. The actual drill. This would be like your garden hose
trying to drill a hole in your backyard. Under pressure, oil pumps
maybe anywhere from 400 to 800 gallons per minute, somewhere
between maybe 1,000 to 2,200 to 2,400 pounds down to the center

of the pipe.

Chairman Manzullo. As to this particular product, there's only

one American manufacturer?
Mr. Green. That's
Chairman Manzullo. You've had need for additional pipe and

not been able to get it?

Mr. Green. Yes. There are many contractors across this country

that really need to be able to get drill pipe.
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Chairman Manzullo. There are, I presume, some offshore man-
ufacturers of pipe?
Mr. Green. Offshore
Chairman Manzullo. That you can buy from
Mr. Green. There's several foreign markets.
Chairman Manzullo. What prevents you from buying that from

them?
Mr. Green. Well, price for one thing. I can't afford it. But I can't

go — the way of the existing law is, I have no standing. I have no
ability to go and petition. I would have to either find a foreign sup-
plier to petition or an importer to petition, because I've never been
part of a
Chairman Manzullo. You can't just buy this particular type of

pipe on the open market. It's not available for ordinary purchase?
Mr. Green. Yeah, I

Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Joflfe, do you want to add to this?
Mr. JoFFE. Well, the — I'm interested in the Chairman's line of

questioning. I'm wondering why the gentleman can't get the pipe
and whether it's covered by an order
Chairman Manzullo. The statement was that it's available, but

it's too expensive. What rates

Mr. Green. I don't even know the price of everything. I don't
know the duty. I have to put up all of this money, petition, and go
through, probably about a year seeking advice of legal counsel.
Chairman Manzullo. You'd only have to do that, Mr. Green, in

the event that a complaint were filed saying that the foreign com-
petitor were dumping in this country. You have a right to buy it,

and if someone complains because the price is too low, then that
puts the legal process into effect. Is that correct, Mr. Joffe?
Mr. Joffe. Yes. I just ask the gentleman, is this pipe covered by

an order so that there are duties on this pipe?
Mr. Green. I believe the answer is, yes. There is duty.
Mr. Joffe. But you don't know?
Mr. Green. I'm sure there's duty.
Mr. Joffe. Well, in a situation, if there is duty — Mr. Chair-

man
Chairman Manzullo. Would you be able to answer that ques-

tion?

Mr. Leibowitz. Yes, sir.

Chairman Manzullo. Would you please identify yourself?
Mr. Leibowitz. Yes, my name is Lewis Leibowitz, and I'm here

on behalf of PMA and Berg Steel.

Chairman Manzullo. I want to continue this one, go ahead.
Mr. Leibowitz. There are orders in effect on Oil Country Tubu-

lar Goods from several countries. I think — and I'm not aware —
whether what covers every country that covers that makes OCTG— or not, but there are lots of orders in effect on Oil Country Tubu-
lar Goods, generally. They include drill pipe, as well as well as the
casing and tubing that Mr. Green referred to.

I think the problem that Mr. Green was describing is that if you
do choose to buv that product subject to a dumping order, vou can
do it. It is lawful to do it and bring it in. But when you bring it

in you must deposit the estimated antidumping duty with the cus-
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torn service. That can be 40, 50, 60, 100, or 200 percent of the en-
tered value of the merchandise.
You have no assurance at that time that you'll ever get that

money back. You must go through a review procedure in order to

determine the final amount of the duty, which is not completed for

several years after you've made the importation.
So effectively, if the margin is high enough, practically speaking,

domestic users cannot afford to take that kind of risk, and so don't
import the pipe. There's one other problem that we have noticed,

it's reallv up to the foreign producer to decide whether to sell in

this market.
Many of them, and this is particularly true in OCTG, have de-

cided simply not to bother with the U.S. market anymore, because
the risks associated with putting up with administrative review
procedures, which are complicated and expensive, are not worth
the market share. So, they simply decline to sell into the United
States. So, it's not even a matter of choice to get imports anymore,
the foreign producer simply gets out of the market; and that has
happened also.

So I think those are the two major sources of the difficulty.

Mr. Green. That's what I was trying to say.

Mr. JOFFE. I'm not sure whether the specific pipe that Mr. Green
is interested in is covered by an order and why it is that there is

uncertainty about that, because it would be very easy to determine
that. We, in the course of the last number of days, when this issue

has been before Ways and Means and this committee, have in-

quired around our agency to see whether anyone has ever ap-

proached us about a problem with short supply of drill pipe. We
have not found that to be the case.

So if it was covered by an order and someone approached us,

then we would go forward with the procedures that I described ear-

lier to determine whether, under our procedures, an exception
should be made.
And of course, as the Chairman indicated, if there were an order,

it would be because there had been quite a bit of analysis and ef-

fort. Not only a finding of dumping at the Commerce Department,
but the International Trade Commission would have had to have
found that the U.S. industry, producers of that pipe, were being in-

jured; and then we would not just put an arbitrary duty into place,

as our responsibility is very carefully calibrated in statutes that
this body has written over many decades.
Chairman Manzullo. The duty is the difference between the

dumped price and fair market price in the home country?
Mr. JoFFE. Precisely. So, after we — after we redress that price

discrimination, the philosophy of the law is that the marketplace
governs, not Government officials choosing between the producers
and the customers.
Chairman Manzullo. Let me ask you this follow-up question,

because this really goes to the heart of the matter. How long does
that process take?
Mr. JoFFE. Well, the process for making a determination to begin

with, is one thing. The process for determining whether there

should be an exception, would be something else. Is the Chairman
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asking about the latter — how fast could we provide relief if the
gentleman came to us?
Chairman Manzullo. That would be correct.

Mr. JoFFE. Yes. The way that would work would depend on
which of the several ways in which we could provide relief was
used, but I'll give one example to try to be responsive.
Chairman Manzullo. Let me set up a scenario. Mr. Green wants

to purchase steel pipe from the American Corporation, and let's say
it's a dollar a foot, I'm sure it's a lot more than. But available from
a foreign country is the same type of drilling pipe, and it's $2 a
foot, mien you say "it cost more — "

Mr. Green. Well, we can't just
Chairman Manzullo. You just can't get it.

Mr. Green. We can't — well, one problem is we don't know about
the duty when it comes in. I'm out there as a contractor competi-
tively bidding my jobs, and I need to know what my cost are. We
went through this review process to determine how much the duty
is, and as a small business man, this is just more than I can cope
with.

Chairman Manzullo. Now, if there's an order in effect, it's be-

cause the foreign company was charging less than the American
company. Is that correct, Mr. JofFe?

Mr, JoFFE. Well, it's because the exporter is selling at a lower
price in the United States than it's selling to its own customers in

its home market. Price discrimination, basically.

The theory of the law is that we shouldn't allow people behind
trade barriers to reap monopoly profits at home that they then use
to fuel price cutting that undercuts American producers in the
United States. But we level the playing field and then a fair price

is available to both sides so that U.S. producers have a fair price

to compete against and U.S. customers are buying at a fair price.

Chairman Manzullo. How often does the ITC overrule Com-
merce?
Mr. JoFFE. Well, it's not so much a matter of overruling, because

either of us can go negative. But just to give you a rough example,
in 1994 we initiated 59 cases, and in 1995 there were, let's see, 27
of those went negative, so that would be roughly a little more than
— well, it would be roughly half.

Chairman Manzullo. Roscoe, I just want to ask one more ques-
tion, because I want to wrap this up.
Mr. Harcke, you said that there was a special type of material,

not the carbon steel wire but something else

Mr. Harcke. Stainless steel.

Chairman Manzullo. Some stainless steel. You applied to Com-
merce and got a waiver when there was a VRA on steel. Is that
correct?

Mr. Harcke. Yes, sir.

Chairman Manzullo. How does that work, Mr. Joffe?

Mr. JoFFE. Well, at the time
Mr. Harcke. There is — excuse me. There is a distinction made

there between a voluntary trade agreement, and a antidumping
order.

Chairman Manzullo. Right.
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Mr. Harcke. But the way it worked at the time was that due to

quotas, the foreign — foreign manufacturers would decide what
products to bring into this country.
Chairman Manzullo. So, this was a waiver of the VRA?
Mr. Harcke. That's correct.

Chairman Manzullo. It wasn't any type of a waiver of the anti-

dumping order. The argument against Mr. Crane's position is that
there's no way to temporarily suspend something so that a com-
pany can get the product. The gentleman from Maryland.

^fr. Bartlett. Thank you very much. The four gentlemen who
represent the industry all have essentially the same problem. Mr.
Hopp needs thin steel that may not be made here in large enough
quantities.

Mr. Green needs drill pipe that is clearly not made in large
enough quantities so that the price is now going up at 20 or 25 per-
cent a year, and there's only one — apparently there is only one
American manufacturer.
That it's difficult to get into this, because you would think that

the competition would bring other people into the field, but there's

still only one in this country. Is it difficult for others — I don't un-
derstand why the people aren't competing.
Mr. Green. Well, what happened to my business in this country

10 years ago, there was as many 4,500 drilling rigs budding and
operating in this country. We've been in a tremendous depression.
We oil industries lost a half a million iobs, that's 500,000. Today
there's only between 600 and 700 drilling rigs operating in this

country.
Mr. Bartlett. So, the market is so small that it's only large

enough for one producer in this country?
Mr. Green. Well, what happened in the drilling contract — the

way I survived is I went to the U.S. sales, my competitors and
bought my drill pipe. It wasn't new, but it was unused, and bought
it at duress prices.

That market has completely dried up. Those rates are gone. That
equipment has either been used or it's been shipped overseas, and
it's only now that there is a demand for new product. There is one
company that's giving up gradually trying to meet that. It's Grant
PipeCo, they have a great product. They're a good company. The
only problem is I can't wait for them.
Mr. Bartlett. So, vou need the temporary relief — Mr. Phillips

needs wide plate that s just not made in this country.
Mr. Phillips. Yes, sir.

Mr. Bartlett. So, that you cannot meet a demand either in this

country or overseas where you might be competitive if you have the

wider plate so that you could make the bigger pipe.

Mr. Harcke needs a stainless steel rod that may or may not be
available to him because the people who make it may consume it

themselves that you have an erratic supply of stainless steel rod
that's available to you.
Now, Mr. Joffe, these four people all have a common problem,

they need a resource in their manufacturing process. That for one
reason or another is not available in large enough supplies or is er-

ratically available to them. If they come to you — if they come to

you, how can you respond and how long would it take you to re-
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spond and would they still be in business by the time you've re-

sponded?
Mr. JoFFE. Well, several of these folks have not come to us and

if they do, we would consider their request in consultation with the
petitioners, if there was an order in place
Mr. Bartlett. What do you mean by "order in place"?
Mr. JoFFE. Well, in order to impose duties we have to go through

a process of determining that there's dumping, and the ITC does
it through a process of determining that U.S. industry is injured.

Mr. Bartlett, Well, none of these four cases is anybody accusing
anybody of dumping, it's my understanding. It's not tnat some-
body's dumping thats available and I think we can produce it, you
just can't get it. So, we aren't talking about dumping here.

Mr. JoFFE. Well, we're talking about them needing a product
they can't find. The bill only addresses a situation when there's a
dumping duty in place.

Mr. Bartlett. Well, you can't help them if there's no dumping?
Mr. JoFFE. If there's no dumping, their problem is not with us.

Their problem is with the marketplace tight supply.
Mr. Bartlett. But they are concerned because if they're going

to go out and buy it now, there could be a tariff on it and they nave
to deposit somewhere up to 200 percent of the cost of the product
to cover a maybe tariff in the future, and they can't get any effort,

is my understanding.
Mr. JoFFE. Well, that's a hypothetical possibility of a tariff in the

future. We would hope that the committee would not consider
hypothetical to be a reason to undertake this very radical

Mr, Bartlett. Mr, Green's intimidated from going out and buy-
ing a foreign product because he has been told that he is going to

have to deposit — to make a deposit in lieu of the tariff that may
be determined some time in the future, he doesn't know when.

Mr, JoFFE, Well, we hope that his anxiety will be relieved by the
examples that we've given of how we can address that. To answer
your specific question: If there is an order in place, we can in a few
month's time make the changed circumstances determination; or in

the process of determining whether an order should go into place,

we have in a number of instances carved out exceptions — in sup-
ply situations where they would not be damaging to the petitioners

who are seeking relief from the unfair price discrimination. So, the
current procedure takes into account that there are interests on
both sides,

Mr, Bartlett, Excuse me. It just seems to me that — that un-
fair pricing is not a question for most of these people. They'd be de-

lighted to buy it at what all American manufacturers are producing
it for, offering it for.

So, the thing that your agency is set up to deal with doesn't ap-
pear to address their problem. They don't have a dumping problem.
They iust have a problem needing to buy a product that is not
availaole here, and they can't buy it because the procedures that
are imposed on them require them to deposit monies that make it

prohibitively expensive.
Mr, JoFFE, Deposit only if there's a dumping action under way

or an order in place. So, if it's purely fear of what might happen
in the future, then their concern is not with us.
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Mr. Bartlett. Go out and buy the product they want now with
no problem?
Mr. Green. No.
Mr. JoFFE. But that's not because of the law that we enforce.

Mr. Bartlett. Well, why can't they go out and buy it then?
Mr. Leibowitz. If I could clarify, all of the products that have

been described this morning, as far as I know, are subject right
now to antidumping duty orders.

Chairman M^ZULLO. That means that there has been finding in

the past that dumping, in fact, took place.

Mr. Green. Yes, that's correct.

Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Joffe.

Mr. Joffe. Well, if that were true. But the testimony of at least
one of the witnesses says there is no order in place, and I'll be
happy to cite it to the committee.

Mr. Leibowitz. I'm not sure which one. Are we talking about
cold rolled sheet and plate, carbon steel plate. Oil Country Tubular
Goods and stainless wire rod? There are orders on all those prod-
ucts.

Mr. Joffe. I'm aware
Chairman Manzullo. It's really important, because we're talking

about two different things. While you're looking that up, Mr.
Green
Mr. Green. You need to understand that in the international

marketplace, like for us, two possible steel mills to get drill pipe
from in the past was Sumatoma and NKK, which is a division of

Nepont. Well, Sumatoma, because they can't sell drill pipe in this

country, and they have to go through all of this. They say it's just

not worth it, they quit selling drill pipe.

Chairman Manzullo. Now, why can't they sell it here?
Mr. Green. Because
Chairman Manzullo. Why won't they?
Mr. Bartlett. Because of all of the — the market is under-

staffed, the justice department, the red tape it takes to do it, would
be my guess.
Mr. Leibowitz. It's because they're subject to an antidumping

order.

Chairman Manzullo. It's because they're subject to an anti-

dumping order and the procedures intended there too makes it eco-

nomic risk,

Mr. Leibowitz. Doesn't justify selling in this market.
Chairman Manzullo. So, Mr. Crane's bill would provide some

type of a temporary suspension of that.

Mr. Green. Until the domestic industry, the domestic supplier

gears up so that he can deliver — he can supply domestic demand.
Chairman Manzullo. How do you judge thatr

Mr. Green. Well
Chairman Manzullo. Somebody tell you they don't have any-

thing to give you at this point, and that there's no supply. That's

a simple answer.
Mr. Leibowitz. Another way to measure it would be, for exam-

ple, if the company that comes for help has 30 days worth of supply
and they have a 12 month lead time in order to deliver it from your
supplier. They have
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Chairman Manzullx) [continuing], problems.
Mr. Leibowitz. That's an easy way to measure it.

Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Hopp.
Mr. Hopp. Very recently we where faced with a situation where

we wanted to buy thin gauge low-carbon steel, and because the do-

mestic mills were extremely busy, they wanted to sell thick low-
carbon steel. So, that effectively, for low-carbon steel thin gauge
market dried up. Because that product was being diverted to thick-

er materials. It was possible to buy
Chairman Manzullo. Sir, was it the thin gauge that was not

subject to the order?
Mr. Hopp. Subject to the order because all materials are — all

low carbon is considered low-carbon steel.

Chairman Manzullo. OK. Mr. Joffe, did you find it?

Mr. Joffe. No.
Mr. Hopp. If I could finish. We could have bought imported steel.

The price would have gone from 33 to 38 cents, which is a sizable

chunk. That would make us noncompetitive in supplying both our
domestic and foreign customers.
So if I now have to wait for 3 or 6 months to get a decision, I'm

out of business. So, I have to be able to buy quickly and easily and
without this type of price increase involved. The reason that there
is this price increase is the foreign supplier does not know if he is

going to be subject to tariffs, so he has built that into his price. So,

that if he is subject to tariff, it's in there, and if it's not — if he's

not going to be subject to tariff then he's making windfall profit.

So the way you structured this says that if the domestic — if we
would have to buy from a foreign supplier, you're really aiding him
if you don't find against him and makes — makes the situation ex-

tremely good for him; and if you do find against him, then he's cov-

ered. But meanwhile, we go out of business.
Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Joffe, did you find what you were

looking for?

Mr. Joffe. Yes, let me first say that, of course, even if a product
is covered by an order what some folks who come to us are object-

ing to and requesting an exception for is, they object to paying the
fair price that has been determined under the order. They can get
the product abroad. They iust want it cheaper. We understand
that, but the law sets a level playing field at the fair price.

Chairman MANZULLO. Let me ask you a question: Why is it a
level playing field exists when the tariff is set not because they're

charging less in the United States, but because what they're charg-
ing somewhere else in the world. What does that got to do with the
manufacturer here who wants to buy the product?
Mr. Joffe. The philosophy there is that they shouldn't — the for-

eign producer — whether it's in Japan or Brazil or Korea or wher-
ever, shouldn't be able to fuel predatory pricing in the United
States behind barriers and monopolistic practices in those foreign

countries where they get — where they reap supercompetitive prof-

its, and then undercut our producers in the United States. So, if

there's price discrimination going on, it's because there — it's very
likely because that's what they're doing.

Chairman Manzullo. Because this is a loss to American produc-
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Mr. JOFFE. Well, it may be seeking to knock out our producers
so they can expand the market share.

Mr. Bartlett. Wouldn't that only be true if they were selling for

less than our producers? You said that our manufacturers here
didn't want to buy the foreign product because it cost more. Now,
if it cost more, it certainly cannot be predatory pricing.

Your argument would only be good if foreign product were selling

for less here than our native product.
Mr. JoFFE. Less than in their home market, and usually they're

undercutting our producers as well, yes.

Chairman Manzullo. Well, you can blow off foreign competition.
Mr. JoFFE. They simply have a duty imposed to the amount of

the price discrimination. It may be 1, 2, 3, or 4 percent. It may be
50 or a 100 percent, it depends on the
Mr. Bartlett. Drive it up above the cost. I understand bringing

it up to the cost of our native manufacturing, but why should it

drive it above the cost?

Mr. JoFFE. I'm not sure I understand what you're talking about.
Mr. Bartlett. You want to keep a level playing field with the

tariffs. How do you create a level of playing field if the cost of the
foreign goods is 20 percent more than the cost of domestic goods?
Mr. JoFFE. Well
Mr. Bartlett. The situation, you've just summed it. That they

don't want to buy — they can certainly buy the foreign product, but
they don't want to buy it because it costs more than the native
product.
Mr. JoFFE. Well
Mr. Bartlett. They don't

Mr. JoFFE. I thought the situation that these gentlemen are de-

scribing is where there are no U.S. products available and fre-

quently it's because its been driven out by the dumping that's

taken place.

Mr. Bartlett. They're denying
Mr. Phillips. It was never produced here, it's never been done

here.

Mr. Hopp. Before I leave, which I will have to ^et — or the do-

mestic producer has said we want to stop producmg this product,
in my case, this thin gauge material, because I can produce heavier
gauge material at a higher profit, so I don't want to produce thin

gauge, therefore, it disappears.
Because this — takes much more to roll .20 material than it does

to roll .60 material.
Mr. Joffe. Well, we just made short supply exceptions in those

types of situations for steel that is referenced in my testimony. So,

if you have a situation in which the domestic industry is not inter-

ested in making the product, the domestic industry is as interested

in their supplier relations as anyone — excuse me, their customer
relations. So, we have in those instances been able to make excep-
tions.

Chairman Manzullo. I thought the law prohibited Congress
from making the exceptions.

Mr. Joffe. No. The law prescribes a framework
Chairman Manzullo. Thank you Mr. Hopp. You are excused

from the panel to catch your plane.
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Mr. JOFFE [continuingl. within which we can make exceptions.

We beheve that the unfettered discretion of the Crane bill goes way
too far.

Chairman Manzullo. We had an incident in our district where
a manufacturer was tried to get some flat steel. Steel for manufac-
turing of lawn mowers and they couldn't get it. We approached Sec-
retary Brown and asked him if there could be an exception, and he
said, 'The law does not allow it."

Mr. JoFFE. The staff made us aware of that situation the other
day, and while that took place before I was at the Department, so

we don't know the precise facts of that situation, if someone comes
to us with a situation like that, it is our procedure that we can
make exceptions in the situations that I've described. Now, I don't

know whether in that situation they explored and found that the
circumstances were not such as would allow the kind of exception
that we
Chairman Manzullo. Are these situations, Mr. Joffe, the excep-

tions, or is there nothing in the statute that's built right into the
organic legislation?

Mr. Joffe. There are — there's a statutory framework and under
that, a regulatory framework that provides us with authority in the
three or four instances that I mention in my testimony, which ac-

commodates dealing with supply situations. By the way we are cur-

rently revamping our regs in implementing the recent Uruguay
Round
Chairman Manzullo. What takes so long in making the excep-

tion? By that time, they're out of business.

Mr. Leibowitz. Two quick points. I think this is very important
what Mr. Joffe's been saying. It evidences, I think, a fair degree of

flexibility on the part of the Commerce Department.
There are concerns that the law doesn't address the situations

that would really help these people. If they thought the law would,
they'd be there for the help. There is no provision in the regula-

tions other than the changed circumstances reviews that Mr. Joffe

referred to.

With changed circumstances, in the absence of good cause shown,
which has never been shown as far as I'm aware, you have to wait
2 years after the order — goes into effect, in order to ask for a
changed circumstances review.

If a product has never been made in the United States, there's

no changed circumstance. The changed circumstance that you need
to wait for is the disinterest of the petitioner. So, the petitioner

needs to change his mind so we're no longer interested in having
an order cover this product.
The time it took from the filing of the first case that was grant-

ed, which was done last year, was over a year from filing until re-

lief was granted; and the filing didn't occur until 2 years after the
order was entered. So, it takes too long under this procedure.

finally, the user, itself, could not file the application. The applica-

tion was filed by the foreign producer who had to be approached
to write a letter. So, these are all problems
Chairman Manzullo. So, you're saying that the consumer here

does not have standing to change the anitdumping suit.

24-689 - 96 - 2
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Mr. Leibowitz. The law says they're not considered an interested

party. I'm not — if Mr. — finally, of course, the relief was not tem-
porary, it was permanent; which I think undermines one of the

purposes of the law.

So if we can have, by regulation, temporary relief, promptly, and
where the user, himself, could come in and ask for it, be treated

as a real party to the proceeding, I think we could get somewhere.
Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Joffe, did you want to comment on

that?
Mr. Joffe. Sure. We have proposed regulations. The closing pe-

riod for the comments is May 15th, and we'll have a hearing on
that.

The proposed regulations set out an outside limit of 270 days for

a changed circumstances review, and we believe that in a relatively

simple case, which would be relatively noncontroversial, we could

do that type of review
Chairman Manzullo. In 7 to 9 months.
Mr. Joffe. I was just going to say something like half of that.

Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Joffe, you're a very reasonable person.

It's obvious that you understand the field, and you have a heart for

trying to give us appropriate response. Do you feel that the process

is too slow, Mr. Joffe? I don't ask that saying that you're moving
too slowly as a criticism, but do you feel there's a way to speed up
the process?
Mr. Joffe. Well, as I say, in canvassing our experts on this in

preparation for this hearing, the rough sense that we got was that

in a simple case, we could do a changed circumstances review of

this sort in about 4 or 5 months.
We have proposed an outside limit in the regulations that's

longer than that, because some of these cases can be very com-
plicated. You can imagine — we heard earlier today the notion that

we would be canvassing the country to asses availability, look into

the details of whether the specifications are legitimate, consulting

with the producers, and so on. So, in order to provide fair process

to all parties, these things can be complicated, but that would be

our hope.
Chairman Manzullo. Did you want to say something, Mr. Phil-

lips?

Mr. Phillips. I just wanted to say that all these years we have
tried with domestic mills to get them to put it in line ultra sonic

testing for the plates for protection of the customers and ourselves.

We are a convertor, we're not a steel manufacturer.
Bethlehem put in a prototype about a year and a half ago, maybe

a year ago, and has gone no farther. If they put in a prototype, and
then put in in-line UT, we really have no problem.

As far as wide plates go, U.S. Steel use to be able to produce

plates 160 inches wide, but they've gone and concast another —
rollings. There'd be no wide plates. But we can produce large diam-

eter, probably ever produced in the United States again, because
it's not economically feasible for him to do. That demand isn't that

big. So consequently we have to look offshore.

Going back to tne UT, all the common market countries that

have plate mills all have UT, the Japanese also. They just have
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never done it here domestically. Thev put their money in other

things. It's a very important situation for our industry.

Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Green has sat there and heard all

these legalese, regulations, and laws, and all you know is that
you're running out of pipe. All you care about is the fact that you
need some pretty sophisticated drilling equipment, and you can't

buy pipe. Tne people overseas won't sell it to you because of the

problems involved with the dumping laws, and your domestic man-
ufacturer can't supply you pipe.

Mr. Green. On a timely basis.

Chairman Manzullo. So, here you are. You've come all this way
from California to testify and what you want is some type of assur-

ance that there will be an expedited process whereby you can get

pipes so you can continue drilling. Is that correct?

Mr. Green. That's right. Listen, we believe in domestic products,

we want the right people to thrive. We just hope that they would
like us to survive, too.

Chairman Manzullo. Now, with that in mind, Mr. Joffe, know-
ing the very unique circumstance that he has, is there anything
that Commerce can do for him?
Mr. Joffe. Well, we would have to meet with him as we would

be happy to do and with his colleagues in the industry, and get into

the details. I don't want to suggest to the Chairman that there's

no controversy in these situations.

Chairman manzullo. No, I understand that. Everybody's work-
ing toward the same goal.

Mr. Joffe. Well, and what I mean is as between the industries

involved.

Chairman Manzullo. I understand. But if they can't supply him,

I mean, he's effectively been short-sheeted.

Mr. Joffe. Well, let me give the Chairman an example of what
I mean. One of the witnesses is talking about a particular — par-

ticularly wide plate used for large diameter pipe. We have heard
from some sources that's there's concern about plate for large diam-
eter pipe coming in without duties as a circumvention of an order

on narrower plate.

Because the pipe — the plate would come in in the wide diame-
ter and then be cut, so — and I'm not saying we have a position

on it, it's just that when you get into the details of these situations,

they can be controversial.

Another example is if somebody suggests that there's a particular

spec that they need and that is not available in the United States,

that could be used to circumvent an order. So if you say that we
need some special testing done — I'm not saying that the witness

is off base with that, we don't know — but if someone comes in and
the Commerce Department is being asked to make a judgment as

to whether this nuance is legitimate or not, and — so I just don't

want the committee to think these are not controversial

Mr. Green. Well, yeah, I was hoping we could get back to the

question of what Paul could do for me here. "I'm from the Govern-
ment, I'm here to help you."
Chairman Manzullo. You'd be surprised, as a result of these

hearings what can be done. That's one of reasons why we have
these hearings. Mr. Joffe, is there any provision in the law or regu-
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lations where you could recognize a very specific industry, that's
having a very specific problem and set up an expedited procedure— in this very narrow category, that these dumping laws can be
waived, because it's the only place to access the material?
Mr. JoFFE. Well, one of the problems with Mr, Crane's extremely

broad legislative proposal, in contrast to the procedures that we
have, is that in contrast to the steel VRA's, when we had a quota,
of course, which is different than dumping duties — you couldn't
get the product period — it's being suggested to us, in the context
of this legislative debate, that we would be mandated to do this
across all of U.S. industry, and I don't know on what basis we
would choose among industries if we were pushed to do this more
broadly.

But in answer to your specific question, if we find in a particular
case that it's not controversial in the way that I described, we be-
lieve that these kinds of things can be done very quickly.
Chairman Manzullo. Mr. Bartlett has a question
Mr. Bartlett. I have a question in another area. In our district

is the largest aluminum reduction plant on the East Coast. One or

2 years ago they were really suffering because, as they told me, the
Russians were dumping aluminum on the world market at less

than their production cost.

Now, with your department and your charge to make sure that
kind of thing doesn't happen, how could it happen?

Mr. JoFFE. Well, I believe that — and I'm not an expert on that
aluminum situation. I believe in that situation that it was ad-
dressed. It sometimes takes time because our process that Con-
gress put in the law has very detailed procedures that we have to

go through because we don't want to prejudice anyone unless
there's good proof of it.

But we do have many dumping actions, antidumping actions and
orders that involve commodities fi-om former Soviet states from
Eastern Europe and that are similar to the problem that you just
described, and we pursue those vigorously.

Mr. Bartlett. So, a foreign manufacturer can dump here and
get away with it until you have gone through you're procedures
which may take months to determine whether or not that's an un-
fair price, in the mean time they have been predatory.
Chairman Manzullo. That's a good issue here, Roscoe, and I'm

glad you raised it.

Mr. JoFFE. Oh, it is. Let me g^ve you the time line. From the

date we bring a petition, there's a 160 days until we make a pre-

liminary decision.

Chairman Manzullo. Sales occur during that period of time?
Mr. JoFFE. Right. Correct.

Chairman Manzullo. OK.
Mr. JoFFE. Once we make the preliminary decision, a bond is re-

quired; and the 75 more days until the final. Once the final is in

place and the ITC — few more days until the ITC makes its deci-

sion and we get an order, then cash deposits go into place.

So Congress has set up sort of a rising scale of burden on the
dumper. So, that until we know for sure and have an order in

place, you don't have cash deposits, you only have a bond.
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But from your constituent's standpoint, we want to have a way
to go back and if we find that, yes, there is dumping going on; we
want to have a way to go back and get those entries, as the cus-

toms technicians call them, get those entries and be able to have
duties imposed on them. If it turns out that there's not dumping
going on, then the matter is terminated.
Mr. Bartlett. Well, it seems to me then that the longer your

procedures take nobody can help you to reduce the time. The longer
vour procedures take the more it hurts our people and the more it

Denefits foreign companies.
Mr. JOFFE. Well, of course on the other side, you have some of

the folks at the table today, saying that we should not be, in as
many instances, imposing these — but let me say that Congress
has sped up our deadlines and in recent legislation, imposed a
tighter deadline on our process.

Mr. Bartlett. Thank you very much.
Chairman Manzullo. I have another meeting I'm 15 minutes

late for, and I want to take this opportunity to thank you all for

this very enlightening discussion.

You know his name now. Please feel free here to talk to Mr.
Jofife. You'd be surprised what has happened as a result of some
of these Subcommittee hearings where we've had Government offi-

cials sit with industry. They find a friend in the administration and
a trusted friend in the industry, and people have sat down and
been able to work out these problems.

So we encourage you to do that, and again the purpose of this

hearing is to gather information on this bill. Thanks, again, for

coming.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned,

subject to the call of the chair.]
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APPENDIX

STATEMENT OF CONGRESSWOMAN EVA CLAYTON
BEFORE THE SMALL BUSINESS SUBCOMMITTEE

ON PROCUREMENT, EXPORTS AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
HEARING ON "THE IMPACT OF SHORT SUPPLY"

THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1996

Mr. Chairman, today the Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports,

and Business Opportunities stands convened to examine the impact on

small business manufacturers of the trade problem known as "short

supply." In particular, this Subcommittee will consider H.R. 2822,

The Temporary Duty Suspension Act, which was introduced by our

colleague Mr. Crane. Although this Committee does not have

primary jurisdiction over this legislation, the issues raised by HR
2822 are significant enough to small business manufacturers that I

believe that it is appropriate for this Subcommittee to fully debate the

merits of this legislation. Accordingly, I would like to thank you Mr.

Chairman for your leadership in bringing this matter to the attention

of this Subcommittee.

As you are aware, Mr. Chau-man, under current law in order to

impose an anti-dumping order, the Commerce Department must fmd
that a) dumping did in fact occur and b) the International Trade

Commission must then fmd that the petitioning U.S. industry is being

injured as a result of that dumping.

Moreover, Mr, Chairman, the anti-dumping petitioning procedure for

the U.S. industry is sufficiently expensive and time consuming, that

U.S. companies do not enter the process without intense deliberation

and without strong factual evidence that can stand up to the rigors of

U.S. law. In fact, Mr. Chairman, of the approximately 50 to 60

petitions brought before the Commerce Department last year.

Commerce found that in over 80% of these cases dumping had

occurred. However, of this 80% the ITC found that injury occurred

in only in approximately 50% of these cases.

Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, under existing law and administrative

procedures, there are sufficient mechanisms to redress the concerns of
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both users and consumers alike. The Commerce Department has

been diligent and even-handed in enforcing our nation's anti-dumping

laws, striking the right balance between the needs of the small

business manufacturer to gain access to particular products at a fair

market price, and the need of U.S. suppliers of that product to

compete against foreign suppliers without being driven out of business

by "dumping."

H.R. 2822, Mr. Chairman, will allow companies who believe that

they have been negatively impacted by an anti-dumping order to

petition for a temporary waiver. These companies believe that the

increase in prices caused by the imposition of the tariff are so high

that it drives producers of that product out of the market and creates a

"short supply" of that product in the market place. Proponents of this

legislation argue that without flexibility in the anti-dumping laws,

companies with specialized needs may not be able to compete with

foreign companies in obtaining highly specialized products.

However, Mr. Chairman, I fear that rather than firming up our anti-

dumping laws by giving Commerce discretion in imposing anti-

dumping tariffs, H.R. 2822 will allow companies to skirt and

undermine these laws by providing a loophole which allows foreign

companies to continue to sell their product in the U.S. at a cost below

the fair market price. In addition, Mr. Chairman, the process for

determining "short supply" would be an administrative nightmare for

the Commerce Department, pushing to exhaustion the already limited

resources of that Agency.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I must say that under these circumstances,

this legislation would seem to be redundant and unnecessary.

Nonetheless, Mr. Chairman, let us examine HR 2822 with the

deliberation that it merits. However, let us not attempt to remedy the

problems of a very small number of companies by destroying the

delicate balance that the Commerce Department has struck between

users and consumers alike.
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Opening Statement of

HONORABLE JOHN J. LaFALCE
RANKING DEMOCRATIC MEMBER
Small Business Committee

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports, and Business Opportunities
May 2, 1996

Mr. Chairman, I wanted to stop by to welcome the witnesses to

this hearing, especially my colleagues Congressman Phil Crane and

Congressman Sandy Levin. Sandy, I know you had very short notice,

and I appreciate your taking time at the last minute to provide us

with the wisdom of your long experience in trade matters. You both

have been forceful leaders in Congress for defending the rights of

U.S. business and traders who daily must deal with the sometimes

unfair trade practices of their competitors.

I also want to give a special welcome to Commerce Deputy

Assistant Secretary Paul Joffe who, I remember, testified before

the full Committee when I convened a hearing on trade issues that

included dispute settlement. I know you juggled your schedule as

well to be here given the short notice.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for accommodating

my request to invite Mr. Levin and Mr. Joffe, for I believe it is

important to provide a balance of perspectives on an issue,

particularly when the issue involves complicated trade law.

I want to make a general comment about the issue before the

Subcommittee, that of providing a possible waiver to an antidumping

or countervailing duty ruling by the Commerce Department in cases

of alleged short supply of a product.
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First, I think it is important that we in Congress ensure

recourse to fair and strong trade laws for U.S. business when there

are cases of unfair trade practices. Whether the concern is

pricing at less than fair market value when prices are set below

the cost of production, or when foreign governments subsidize

production that enable an imported product to be priced below

market value, U.S. business must have confidence that U.S. trade

laws will not allow such practices to continue. Congress should

not take actions to weaken our trade laws, especially when we have

just revised the laws to conform with Uruguay Round implementing

legislation.

Second, I believe we should be wary of any provisions that

might be used to circumvent the intent of U.S. antidumping and

countervailing duty laws. After a sector of U.S. industry has

spent time and money to redress an unfair practice, it would be

demoralizing to say the least to have a ruling in favor of U.S.

industry waived. We must keep in mind that antidumping duties are

levied only in the amount that raises the price of an import to its

fair market value.

Finally, I believe we must also be . concerned about the

additional workload we may be imposing on the Commerce Department

when its resources have been reduced. Investigation and

administration of antidumping and countervailing duty cases are

inordinately labor intensive, costly, and time consuming. I fear

that adding waiver capabilities to the determinations of these

particular laws would necessarily take away time and attention

devoted to investigating the dumping and subsidy petitions.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for allowing me to say a few words,

and, again, welcome to all the witnesses.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DONALD A. MANZULLO

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROCUREMENT, EXPORTS,

AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

OF THE HOUSE SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE

May 2, 1996 10:00AM in Room 2359 RHOB

The Impact of "Short Supply' on Small Manufacturers

Today, the Subcommittee will examine the impact of the short

supply problem on small manufacturers. This is an unintended

consequence of a trade policy that tries to protect one dimension

of our industrial base without fully realizing the impact on

other manufacturers, especially small to medium size firms.

Chairman Phil Crane's Temporary Duty Suspension bill aims to

restore balance to that policy so that the impact on domestic

users are also considered. HR 2822 strives to bring users of raw

materials to the table in extremely rare circumstances when they

can demonstrate that there is, effectively, a short supply of

certain products. While there are no quotas or bans on imported

products, raising the tariff level makes some high-value products

non-competitive

.



No one argues for repealing anti-dumping laws. Foreigners

who engage in predatory practices designed to annihilate specific

U.S. industries deserve punishment by hitting them squarely where

it hurts — the pocketbook. But some flexibility has to be

restored to the antidumping laws so that companies are not faced

with such a Hobson's choice.

I yield for a opening statement from the ranking Minority

Member, Mrs. Clayton of North Carolina, and I look forward to the

testimony from our witnesses.
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WAYS AND MEANS TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
PHILIP M. CRANE

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROCUREMENT,
EXPORTS, AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES OF THE

COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS

MAY 2, 1996

Chairman Manzullo, I want to congratulate you for having this hearing and

to thank you for inviting me to participate. The concept of temporary duty

suspension is something I very strongly support. As you know, I introduced H.R.

2822, which you cosponsored, to give authority to Commerce to suspend the

imposition of antidumping or countervailing duties temporarily on a limited

quantity of a particular product needed by the American industry when users are

effectively unable to obtain that product from U.S. producers. I believe that this

legislation is extremely important to small businesses, which very often are the

victims of trade protections extended to help large industries such as the integrated

steel industry and the semiconductor industry.

Now I am not saying that we should do away with the antidumping laws.

But I am saying that we need to focus more on the impact that antidumping orders

may have on downstream industries - U.S. companies that may source globally

and purchase imported products. It is extremely difficult for such companies,

especially if they are small businesses, to compete if the U.S. industry does not

produce the product they need. They have no alternative but to pay high

antidumping duties. What 1 have proposed is a very limited exception to the

antidumping law, based on the fact that under current laws, antidumping and

countervailing duties are imposed on all covered products, even where there is no

domestic production. Current U.S. trade laws simply do not provide adequate

redress for American furos that need products subject to orders but cannot obtain

them from U.S. producers.

Mr. Chairman, I have heard from a large number of small businesses in my
work on this legislation. They tell me that this limited exception will allow them

to remain competitive. It would address situations in which a product is only

temporarily unavailable ~ situations in which the domestic industry is not

currently producing a product but may wish to leave open the option of doing so

in the future. The temporary relief will encourage the domestic industry to

develop new products since it will enable U.S. downstream users to stay in

business in the United States until the U.S. industry begins to manufacture the

needed input product -- thus assuring that there will be U.S. customers for new

products produced by the domestic industry.
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The small businesses I have talked to are not looking for duty suspension in

circumstances in which the respondent has been so successful at dumping that the

U.S. industry has been driven out of business and can no longer supply the product

in question. They are not looking for a duty suspension if the product is available

from U.S. producers but at prices that are merely higher than the price for the

imported product, unless the price is so prohibitively high that it is effectively

unavailable. Instead, they are seeking a solution that would keep them in business

and, at the same time, would not hurt the industry that sought the antidumping

relief.

Mr. Chairman, dumping is no longer a domestic versus foreign issue.

Instead, in the United States, there are U.S. companies who need strong dumping

laws but also there are U.S. companies, especially small businesses, that may be

adversely affected by these laws in certain situations. Let us work together to help

all U.S. companies.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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TESTIMONY OF GARY GREEN ON BEHALF OF
THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DRILLING CONTRACTORS (lADC)

ON H R. 2822

PROCUREMENT. EXPORT, AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES SUBCOMMITTEE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE

MAY 2. 1996

I am Gar>' Green, representing the International Association of Drilling Contractors

(lADC), which is the sole organization representing virtually the entire global contract drilling

industry, a very great percentage of which is comprised of small U.S. companies.

I am also representing our family-owned contract drilling business, Gary Drilling

Company. Gary Drilling is a privately held family-owned California corporation with 17 rigs

available for service. This is a business my father started in 1954 and continues to employ

approximately 184 people and drills around 1,000 wells each year, almost exclusively in

California. On average, Gary Drilling will drill over 1 ,000,000 feet of hole in the ground for the

acnial development in the field of oil, gas, water, geothermal. and disposal wells. This family-

owned business is a significant contributor to California's ability to be the fourth largest crude oil

producing State in the Union.

This ability is threatened by the lack of domestically available drill pipe. Drill pipe is a

unique product used in drilling operations. The inside is worn down by the hydraulic fluid

pumped through it and the outside is worn down by rotation in the earth. For drilling operations

to continuously occur, a ready market for drill pipe must be available. The current lag time for

filling an order for new drill pipe now approaches a full year. The demand for domestic drill pipe

has pushed the price of new drill pipe up by 5% a quarter for the last 5 quarters. This is a

compounded rate of increase that exceeds 20% annually. However, from our point of view, the

drill pipe shortage is more a matter of supply rather than price.

These conditions are a new development that threatens the ability of our family-owned

business to provide employment and perform drilling operations. Until the year 1995. drill pipe

was available to us domestically and internationally. In early 1995, the International Trade

Administration published proposed penalty tariffs on Oil Country Tubular Goods produced in

several countries. The effect of that publication was to immediately impose price hikes of nearly

50% on foreign drill pipe. Of course, that soon created shortages, and the one domestic

manufacmrer continues to indefinitely extend delivery dates. Under the Voluntary Restraint

Agreements for steel which expired in 1992, a short supply mechanism existed which provided

relief in similar circumstances, and with no adverse consequences to the steel industry. When the

domestic market for available supplies of drill pipe were exhausted, petition for foreign supplies

could be made under the short supply procedure permitted by the VRA's. H.R. 2822 would

restore what had been available to drilling contractors like Gary Drilling in times of. effectively,

no supply.
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There is only one manufacturer of finished drill pipe in the U.S. Imposing these restraints

on domestic users of drill pipe without the ability to seek international supplies when the domestic

market of drill pipe is not available is clearly poor public policy. Certainly these present

conditions were not intended nor their adverse consequences on employment or energy

production. Temporary suspension that allows access to international sources of drill pipe after

being heard on a case-by-case basis by the International Trade Administration is certainly a fair

mechanism. Drilling contractors like Gary Drilling must compete in a world that depends on a

globally priced barrel of oil. Reducing injury from restricted domestic markets for employers

such as Gary Drilling is in the interest of public good.

We fully support the application of antidumping and countervailing duty laws in situations

where U.S. -made products face unfair competition form foreign goods that are dumped and hurt

U.S. consumers, employees and their small business employers. However, I hope that the

reciprocal of protecting U.S. consumers, employees and their small business employers form

unwitting government-created shortfalls is also a necessary feahjre of our trade laws in providing

a "short supply" mechanism.

urge the Congress to pass H.R. 2822.
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TESTIMONY
of

RICHARD A. HARCKE
PRESIDENT and CEO of BRANFORD WIRE & MANUFACTURING

COMPANY
and

MEMBER of the AMERICAN WIRE PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
before the

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROCUREMENT, EXPORTS AND BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES

May 2, 1996

Good morning to the members of the subcommittee and to you, Mr. Chairman, - we
thank you for your leadership in organizing this hearing and for cosponsoring this

legislation.

My name is Richard Harcke, and I am president and CEO of Branford Wire &
Manufacturing Company in Mountain Home, North Carolina. My company is also a

member of the American Wire Producers Association - the AWPA. I have served the

association as a Board Member and Chairman of the Stainless Committee.

My company was founded in 1957 and employs 100 workers. We produce stainless

steel and nickel wire for the fastener, spring, wire rope and medical industries.

Branford is a significant part of the local economy and we pride ourselves on the use

of local services and products.

The AWPA represents a significant and dynamic part of the American steel industry.

AWPA active members are located in the United States and manufacture all types of

steel wire and wire products. These products include barbed wire, wire strand, tire

cord, mesh and fencing products, nails, springs and wire garment hangers. AWPA
members purchase carbon, stainless and other alloy steel wire rod from domestic and

foreign sources, and they process or "draw" the wire rod into wire which may then be

further processed into wire products. Major consumers of wire and wire products

include the automotive, agricultural and construction industries.

The AWPA also includes virtually all of the US and Canadian manufacturers of steel

wire rod - the wire industry's basic raw material - as well as producers of wire and

wire products in Canada and Mexico.

The 93 member companies of the AWPA operate 220 plants in 35 states, and they

employ over 60,000 dedicated and productive American workers. These companies

represent 70 to 80 percent of all US manufacturers of wire and wire products. It is

estimated that the total annual shipments by AWPA members exceed $15 billion. The

average number of employees for AWPA's wire drawing companies is approximately

230. While this average includes the large companies that employ significantly more
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workers, they usually operate several small plants with less than 100 workers, each in

different states, supporting a different local economy.

The member companies of the AWPA are part of a diverse and dynamic US steel

industry. With the companies in our sister associations of steel mini-mills, pipe

producers, cold finished bar manufacturers, and others, we have changed the face of

the American steel industry. The steel industry long ago ceased to be a monolithic

group of a handful of integrated steel producers. Instead, the steel industry today is a
vibrant, diverse and innovative contributor to economic growth and prosperity in the

United States. The old image of "Big Steel" has been superseded by a mosaic of

efficient, energetic and state-of-the-art companies which can successfully meet the

challenge of global competition.

SUPPORT OF THE TEMPORARY DUTY SUSPENSION ACT (HR 2822)

The AWPA endorses the Temporary Duty Suspension Act (HR 2822) and respectfully

urges the members of this Committee to support its passage. The Act will remedy the

unintended effect of the antidumping and countervailing duty laws that prevents the

import of products that are not available from domestic sources. Under the present

law, there is no procedure that permits the temporary suspension of antidumping or

countervailing duties for narrowly defined products that cannot be supplied by the

domestic industry.

The AWPA is a very active participant in the Temporary Duty Suspension Group,
which is a coalition of many industries that support the need for this important

legislation. Comments submitted by the Temporary Duty Suspension Group to the

Ways and Means Committee thoroughly describe the intentions of HR 2822 and
address the misunderstandings and concerns expressed by opponents of this

legislation. We have not reiterated those points in these comments, but rather have
focused on direct wire industry experiences that effectively illustrate the need for HR
2822 and have provided examples for the illustration of the ability to administer this

provision, should it become part of US trade law. The AWPA fully supports and
endorses the comments of the Temporary Duty Suspension Group.

Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Laws

HR 2822 is not an attempt to weaken the antidumping and countervailing duty laws.

On the contrary, the AWPA has long supported the rigorous enforcement of US trade

laws. Its members have used these laws in order to respond to unfairly traded or

subsidized imports which have caused serious economic harm to the wire and wire

products industry. Moreover, AWPA members source raw material primarily from US
manufacturers of steel wire rod. The AWPA active members have worked closely with

the domestic rod industry - now composed entirely of world-class and efficient

mini-mills - to develop and expand the availability of American-made wire rod.
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Further, the Temporary Duty Suspension Act will not obstruct the effective and rigorous

administration of the current antidumping and countervailing duty laws. The Act can

be invoked only if the specific product is not available from US producers. There is no

injury to these domestic suppliers if they cannot provide the needed product to their

customers in the US market. Therefore, the Temporary Duty Suspension Act does not

weaken or undermine the remedies which are available under current antidumping

and countervailing duty laws.

US Wire Industry Experience Illustrating the

Necessity for Temporary Duty Suspension Procedure

The member companies of the AWPA which manufacture wire and wire products have
had considerable experience with the unintended effect of antidumping and
countervailing duty proceedings on the availability of certain types of wire rod. As
President of Branford Wire & Manufacturing, I have had considerable experience with

both the unintended effect of dumping petitions on wire rod supply, and with the

administration of the short supply procedure during the "VRA" program.

During the antidumping investigations of carbon steel wire rod in 1993-94, the

imposition of preliminary dumping duties prevented US manufacturers of steel wire

and wire products from obtaining certain types of wire rod that were not available from

domestic producers. In addition, the US market experienced severe shortages of even

basic types of wire rod. Rod producers put their customers on allocation, canceled

orders and postponed deliveries. The unavailability of wire rod threatened severe

economic harm to a vigorous and profitable US wire industry, and it encouraged
foreign competitors to target the US market for steel wire and wire products. Although

the US International Trade Commission eventually made findings of no injury and
terminated most of these investigations, this experience demonstrates the necessity for

a mechanism to provide temporary relief when domestic consuming industries cannot

obtain essential raw materials from sources in the United States.

Further, the petitioners in these carbon steel rod investigations amended the scope of

their complaints to exclude some types of wire rod which were not available from

producers in the United States. However, they did so only while pressuring those wire

manufacturers, whose future depended upon the availability of such wire rod, to agree

not to oppose the antidumping cases in general. This underscores the need for the

Temporary Duty Suspension Act, which would give an independent and impartial

governmental agency - in this case, the US Department of Commerce - the authority

to make such decisions. The future of the domestic industry should not be held

hostage to the tactical objectives of petitioners in antidumping and countervailing duty

cases. Surely, it is in the commercial interest of all parties - including petitioners - that

decisions relating to the domestic availability of needed products be made on the

basis of the facts and in accordance with established administrative procedures. In

fact, the largest US rod producer, who was a petitioner in this case, has expressed

support for an amendment to the antidumping and countervailing duty laws which
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"would provide authority for the Department of Commerce to grant 'short supply'
authorization when a product is not produced domestically."

There are currently antidumping duties imposed on stainless wire rod from Brazil,

India and France, and, there are only three domestic producers of stainless rod.

These three mills are unable to supply the needs of all of the US stainless redrawers.
Additionally, two of these three mills also make wire and compete in the wire market
against Branford and other independent redrawers. This market structure has a
unique impact on the supply of rod. Under certain market conditions, rod mills may
choose to manufacture more wire, consuming their own rod production. This further

limits the amount of rod available to the US redrawers. When the rod industry chooses
wire production over rod sales, US wire manufacturers must have the ability to source
on the global market.

When US mills make a profitable business decision to consume rather than sell rod,

they cannot be harmed by the imports of rod. The US government should have the
ability to waive duties for US wire producers who must have these raw materials to

continue production, sales and the employment of our US workers and our customers'
workers. Continued duties only provide importers of wire and wire products with an
unfair trade advantage. The future of our industry should not be left to the tactical

objectives of petitioners.

Precedent for and Administrability of a
Temporary Duty Suspension Procedure

The members of the AWPA have also had experience with the administration of a
program which successfully dealt with the non-availability of certain types of steel

products from domestic producers. During the steel Voluntary Restraint Agreement
program, stainless steel wire drawers were able to obtain special licenses from the US
Department of Commerce for rod products which were not available from domestic
mills. For six consecutive calendar quarters, AWPA members requested and obtained
special licenses to import specific grades of stainless steel wire rod which were not

available from domestic producers. In fact, domestic producers of stainless steel wire
rod certified to the US Department of Commerce that such rod was not available in the

US market, in sufficient quantities to meet domestic demand.

Further, it was the experience of the AWPA that the US Department of Commerce was
able to make these determinations, in each instance, in a prompt and fair manner
without placing an undue burden on its resources.

CONCLUSION

The AWPA respectfully requests the members of this Committee to support the

Temporary Duty Suspension Act. This Act will remedy an unintended but harmful
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effect of the antidumping and countervailing duty laws which prevents the importation

of products which are not otherwise available from domestic producers. The Act will

not weaken the antidumping and countervailing duty laws or cause harm to the US
industries that seek relief from unfairly traded and subsidized imports. Rather, the Act

provides a limited procedure which can be invoked only in those exceptional

circumstances when a specific product is not available from domestic producers. In

this way, the Act enables downstream manufacturers to obtain needed raw materials

so that they can maintain their operations and compete successfully with foreign

suppliers of the downstream product.

The member companies of the AWPA are concerned that the Congress and the House

Committee on Small Business the full picture of the US Steel Industry, today, as you

address the trade policy initiatives that affect this industry. There are many voices to

consider. The decisions you make regarding trade policy should be made in light of

the health and well-being of all the companies and employees that make-up today's

steel industry.
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the Small Business
Committee, and staff. I am here in a dual capacity--as Chairman of the Precision
Metalforming Association ("PMA"); and as president ofHK Metalcraft

Manufacturing Corporation of Lodi, New Jersey. I am testifying in suppoit of the
"temporary duty suspension bill", H.R. 2822, a biU that is vital to small business.

PMA represents some 1400 members throughout the United States.

The vast majority of PMA members are small businesses--the average number of

employees of PMA members is 80. Our member companies are American
manufacturers that use flat-rolled metal, especially sheet steel, to make thousands
of different products that can be found in America's automobiles, homes, farms and
factories. Our industry employs over 300,000 workers, and consumes about one-
fourth of the steel produced in North America.

I am also president of HK Metalcraft Manufacturing Corporation of

Lodi, New Jersey. HK Metalcraft manufactures spark plug gaskets and is the

predominant spark plug gasket manufacturer in the United States. HK Metalcraft
currently has 57 employees, and has annual sales revenues of $ 9,000,000.

I am accompanied today by our Washington counsel, Lewis Leibowitz

of Hogan & Hartson.

PMA strongly supports H.R. 2822. Such a provision would prevent
harm to U.S. industrial producers that now are forced to pay potentially crippling

dumping and countervailing duties on certain needed raw materials (such as steel

products) that are not even available from domestic producers. A short supply

exemption is fully consistent with the objectives of the antidumping laws: if

domestic companies cannot supply a product, there is no purpose served by the

imposition of duties on that product.

Under current law, antidumping ("AD") and countervailing ("CVD")

duties are imposed on a broad category of products without regard to whether all

the products within this category are made domestically. Thus, particular products
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that are or may become unavailable from domestic producers are included within

the scope of an order. Clearly, imposing dumping and countervailing duties on
products that are not available from domestic producers is bad poUcy. It hurts U.S.

manufacturers who must compete globally, but does not reduce injury to any
domestic industry.

AD/CVD orders can substantially affect the availability and price of

imported products in the U.S. The impact can be especially great in situations

where the purchaser of these imported products is a small business, such as PMA
members.

SmaU business purchasers tend to buy small volumes of highly

specialized goods. My company is a good example of this. If small buyers need

imports, as many of them do, they can be left stranded after a trade case, by foreign

suppliers that decide that the cost of defending against an antidumping or

countervailing duty investigation or review outweighs the possible profits on sales

to the U.S. Where a foreign producer chooses not to participate in an investigation,

the Department of Commerce apphes an adverse inference against such a producer

and imposes a prohibitive margin.

The duties associated with those orders will cause costs to rise. PMA
members, which tend to be small businesses with Uttle market leverage, are

squeezed between the rising costs of raw materials and their inabihty to pass those

costs on to their customers, which often are major industrial companies such as the

Big Three automakers, themselves engaged in major cost-cutting and totally

unwilling to accept price increases.

Alternatively, foreign producers (or U.S. importers) decide that they

cannot accept the uncertainty of not knowing exactly how much duty will actually

be required on imported products (a determination that can often take years) and

simply cease marketing products subject to antidumping or countervailing duty

orders. This occurs more frequently where the volumes of imports involved are not

that significant--as will tend to be the case with small businesses. Where U.S.

manufacturers are unable to obtain needed inputs from the only possible source,

this may very well drive them out of business.

HK Metalcraft has experienced, first hand, the need for a "temporary

duty" or "short supply" provision. The prime component of our spark plug gaskets is

thin gauge (.015" - .017") sheet steel. Whenever possible, HK Metalcraft purchases

thin gauge steel firom domestic sources. On occasion, however, HK Metalcraft is

unable to buy domestic steel because its domestic source for thin gauge steel diverts

production to thicker gauge steel (.020"), which is more profitable to produce. When
this happens, HK Metalcraft is left with no option but to purchase steel from foreign

sources (usually Japan).
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At one point the thin gauge steel that HK Metalcraft needs was swept
up in the broad antidumping duty investigation on hot-rolled steel from Japan. If

this case had been successful, HK Metalcraft's operations would have been severely
hampered. As noted, HK Metalcraft is frequently unable to obtain thin gauge steel

from domestic sources. Because the market for thin gauge steel is relatively small,

we were very worried that our Japanese supplier would decide that it simply wasn't
worth the burden and uncertainty imposed by an antidumping duty order to

continue shipping thin gauge steel to the United States. Alternatively, the costs for

this foreign steel would have increased. In either event, in the absence of a

temporary duty suspension provision for products unavailable in the U.S., HK
Metalcraft's operations could have been severely hampered, and no domestic steel

producer would have received any benefit.

HK Metalcraft sells a substantial number of its spark plug gaskets to

export markets. Currently HK Metalcraft sells 8 percent of its spark plug gaskets

to export markets; at full production for year end 1996, this percentage will rise to

20 percent. A temporary duty suspension provision is important to enable HK
Metalcraft to continue to compete abroad. Without such a provision, HK
Metalcraft's costs for raw materials could increase, making it impossible to compete
with foreign producers of spark plug gaskets who do not have to pay such duties.

Current law would not have addressed HK Metalcraft's problem with

the supply of thin-gauge steel. Under current law products may be excluded from

the scope of antidumping or countervailing duty orders on a permanent basis, based

on the concurrence of the petitioners. Permanent exclusion would have been

inappropriate in this case because, from time to time the domestic industry does

produce thin gauge steel when the demand for thicker gauge steel is down.

By contrast, Rep. Crane's bUl allows for temporary suspension of

antidumping and countervailing duties on particular products. This temporary

suspension would allow companies like mine to at least apply for permission to

obtain the thin gauge steel that it needs from foreign sources until such a time as

the domestic industry begins to produce it again. Domestic producers would have

an incentive to produce because they would receive the benefit from the

antidumping duty law once they start to produce.

H.R. 2822 is particularly important for small business because small

business is not in a position to absorb additional costs; small business does not have

the reserves necessary to "stick it out" on the off-chance that the U.S. domestic

industry will one day begin to manufacture a needed product. The net effect is that

small business either goes out of business or moves offshore.

Thank you for providing us this opportunity to testify today. We would

be happy to address any questions you might have.
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Thank you for inviting me to testify before this Subcommittee today. I

would like to commend the Subcommittee for its interest in the unfair trade

laws, which are so vital to America's economic well-being.

The antidumping and countervailing duty laws safeguard our companies

and workers from unfair pricing by foreign companies and from foreign

government subsidies. These practices can undercut our firms, steal market

share, drive our companies out of business, and throw people out of work. In

today's world, trade policy is a critical element of economic policy, and our

laws addressing unfair trade are an essential part of the Clinton

Administration's trade policy. As we pursue increased access to markets

abroad, we must maintain a level playing field to ensure that trade brings

growth and an economy that generates jobs at home. Unfair trade is not

genuinely free trade.

The trade laws are used by many small businesses, who are often the only

U.S. firms that still make certain products domestically. Examples include

farmers and auto parts manufacturers. As you may know, we have recently

overhauled our regulations and practice to implement the Uruguay Round

legislative changes and to further President Clinton's and Vice President Gore's
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Reinvention Initiatives. The proposed regulations are designed to promote

vigorous enforcement and fair administration of the trade laws. In drafting the

proposed regulations, we paid particular attention to the needs of small and

medium-sized businesses. For example, we have harmonized rules for

investigations and reviews, and we have consolidated procedures for

antidumping and countervailing duty proceedings to make them more user-

friendly and accessible. We have streamlined the rules governing the

submission of information, and we have rewritten the rules to explain complex

terms in clear, layman's language. In addition, in order to make information

available to everyone. Import Administration now maintains a World Wide

Web home page that provides all the public information and documents a small

business would need to participate in a trade case.

I appreciate the opportunity to address the relationship between the

antidumping law and U.S. downstream industrial users. I believe that industrial

consumers have an important role in antidumping proceedings, and we have

recognized that in our recently proposed regulations. The Congress in the

existing AD law has struck the proper balance, recognizing that unfair and

injurious trade practices affecting producers, including small businesses, and

workers in our own market must be addressed. In a world of fierce

competition, we have to be vigilant to avoid undermining that delicate balance.

We should not reopen the legislative debate that led to this carefully crafted

balance. Let me just take a minute to explain why it would be a great mistake

to weaken the law with a short supply exemption as proposed in some bills that

have been introduced.
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It is important to focus first on the reasons we continue to need clumping

and subsidy laws. While we have made great progress in reducing trade

barriers through the Uruguay Round and the NAFTA, problems remain. The

home markets of many of our trading partners remain partially protected and

closed. Subsidies remain a fact of life in certain segments of our trading

partners' economies. Some of our foreign trade is with nonmarket economy

countries. Some foreign governments continue to tolerate or encourage

anticompetitive behavior by their companies.

Government subsidies can allow firms to sell below-cost. Other trade

barriers, and cartels and monopolistic behavior, can allow firms to reap high

profits at home while selling at much lower prices in the U.S. For this reason

alone, the antidumping law is especially important. Abandoning or weakening

the trade laws in a world of imperfect competition would amount to nothing

less than unilateral disarmament.

With this background, i think this Subcommittee can understand why we

have been so strongly opposed to proposals, such as a short supply exception,

including H.R. 2822, which undermine the effectiveness of the laws addressing

unfair trade. Such an exception would open a huge loophole - a foreign firm

could potentially dump to drive out U.S. competitors and then benefit from the

short supply provision. Suspending the payment of duties could deter new

investment by the injured U.S. industry, thereby retarding the recovery of the

U.S. industry and undermining the effectiveness of the law.
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A short supply provision would be impracticable. Commerce would be

put in the position of deciding what prices, specifications, and quantities

constitute "short supply." In addition, a short supply exemption would be

an administrative nightmare and would drain scarce resources away from

careful implementation of the recent changes to the law. Such a provision

would also increase litigation costs and politicize trade cases.

Existing procedures are adequate to deal with legitimate concerns

regarding supply without undermining the law:

1. Clarifications of investigations at their early stages can avoid later

supply problems. For example, in the recent polyvinyl alcohol case, the

petitioner amended the scope of the petition to specifically exclude PVA

in fiber form in response to customer concerns over supply. Industrial

users can greatly assist in this process by making their views known early

in the investigation.

2. In general, in consultation with U.S. petitioners, existing orders can

be narrowed through changed circumstances proceedings to exclude

products not made in the U.S. We have recently completed 2 such

reviews, partially revoking one order regarding steel plate and another

involving new steel rails.

3. Our scope procedures have been used on many occasions to exclude

products when importers have claimed a specific product is not available

domestically, product coverage is unclear, and products have different
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physical characteristics and uses. We have done this numerous times

with respect to ball bearings, for example.

4. Finally, the ITC considers the domestic industry's ability to supply a

product in assessing whether the domestic industry is injured from

dumped imports. For example, with respect to silicon carbide from the

PRC, the Commission reached a negative determination in part because

the domestic industry was incapable of satisfying all demand. In

addition, as part of the new sunset review procedures, the ITC will

consider changing production and supply patterns in deciding whether

injury is likely to continue or recur if the order is revoked.

For all of these reasons, we feel strongly that a short supply exception is

unnecessary and would only serve to undermine the vital purpose of the trade

laws.

With the fading of the Cold War, international rivalry has turned more

and more to economics. This is no time to dismantle our defenses in the face

of unfair foreign competition. To the contrary, industries and workers across

America have a right to expect us to use every means at our disposal to

preserve jobs and business opportunities by defending against unfair pricing

practices.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me this opportunity
to testify about the impact of proposed short supply
legislation on small manufacturers.

Short supply proposals were thoroughly reviewed just two
years ago during consideration of the implementing legislation
for the GATT Uruguay Round Agreements and were rejected by
bipartisan majorities in both the Ways and Means Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee.

The rejection of the short supply proposal was a key
factor, as recognized by both Republican and Democratic
Members at a recent Ways and Means hearing on the subject, in
bringing about the overwhelming bipartisan majorities that
approved the implementing legislation in both Houses.

H.R. 2822 is headed for the same fate as the proposals
two years ago, since the Clinton Administration and the Senate
Majority Leader are likely to strongly oppose it.

And for good reason. The antidumping laws are the first,
and in many cases the last, line of defense against foreign
unfair trade practices. The purpose of the trade laws is to
provide a remedy against foreign unfair trade practices equal
to the amount of the foreign subsidy or dumping margin. This
guarantees that the affected imports are priced fairly, but it
does not limit the quantity of imports which may enter the
United States. Moreover, as the Commerce Department will
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explain later in the hearing, current law already provides
regulatory flexibility to administer the antidumping and
countervailing duty laws to address possible no supply
situations.

Any provision which grants the Department of Commerce the
authority to waive antidumping or countervailing duties is
therefore unnecessary to ensure an adequate supply of product.
Rather, such a provision would have the perverse effect of
rewarding those foreign companies that have successfully
driven U.S. producers out of business through dumping or
subsidies by denying U.S. companies the relief needed to allow
them to invest in new plant and equipment.

The Uruguay Round Agreements and the implementing
legislation made extensive changes to the dumping laws. The
ink on the proposed regulations carrying out these changes is
barely dry. It is premature to consider amending this law
given the complex interaction of the many changes so recently
and painstakingly made. It will be a period of years before
we have solid evidence of how well these laws are working and
whether any further changes are necessary or appropriate.

H.R. 2822 also is beset with serious technical problems.
For example, it would allow duty suspension whenever
"prevailing market conditions related to the availability of
the product in the United States make imposition of duties
inappropriate." This is an impossibly vague set of standards
that would surely be invoked and litigated in every single
antidumping suit, needlessly raising litigation costs.

And because the Commerce Department would have unbridled
discretion in interpreting this vague language. Members of
Congress ultimately would be lured into reviewing each of
these decisions, hopelessly politicizing the process and
adding lobbying expenses on top of litigation expenses.

The Import Administration was created, and was given
precise trade-agreement and statutory guidelines, in order to
insulate the administration of these laws from political
considerations. This system has worked reasonably well, as
recognized by even the sternest critics of the Commerce
Department, and we should preserve it.

Despite the strong case to be made against H.R. 2822,
today's witness list does not include a single company opposed
to the bill! That's very surprising, because with very little
leg work my staff identified small businesses in Michigan and
other states, some represented on today's private sector
panel, who strongly oppose H.R. 2822.
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Quanex Corporation's steel tube group, with plants in
Michigan and Texas, is a perfect example of why we need to
preserve the effectiveness of the antidumping laws and why we
must reject weakening proposals like H.R. 2822. The President
of the tube group, James Hill, told me that he spent $600,000
on antidumping litigation last year to defend his small Texas
division from large foreign conglomerates who were found to
have dumping margins exceeding 100 percent in some instances.

The problem is that conglomerates like Argentina's
Siderca — which controls over 10 percent of the world tube
market as compared to the fraction of a percent represented by
Quanex — enjoy sanctuary home markets protected by high
tariffs. Siderca uses its monopoly profits at home to
underwrite its operations abroad, allowing it to dump in the
U.S. and drive otherwise competitive American firms out of
business. H.R. 2822 could force Quanex out of certain product
lines either by allowing dumped imports or by increasing its
litigation costs to prohibitive levels.

Similar stories could be told by California garlic
growers, Texas cement makers, Oklahoma oil country tubular
goods manufacturers, Connecticut wire rod companies, Maine
salmon farmers, honey producers from around the nation, and
countless other small businesses.

These small businesses should be here testifying today to
make the case against H.R. 2822. Then you would hear about
massive dumping of garlic from China in 1993 that forced small
U.S. growers like The Garlic Company in California to cut
their expected 1994 losses by planting fewer crops, creating
what some would call a short supply situation. Should the
376-percent duty ~ THREE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-SIX PERCENT ~
have been "temporarily suspended" here? The California
growers emphatically say that they likely would be out of
business today if H.R. 2822 had been law in 1993.

You would also hear how existing law worked to exempt
certain products from a proposed dumping duty because of no
supply concerns. In that case, the 215 employees of the
Connecticut Steel Corporation in Wallingford, Connecticut,
along with employees at similar wire rod manufacturers in the
U.S., were threatened by dumping from Japan and other nations.
During the preliminary phase of the dumping case, two separate
products (high tensile tire cord quality wire rod and valve
spring wire rod) were removed from the scope of the
antidumping petition because questions were raised about the
ability of industry to provide these products. Today, the
petitioning companies oppose H.R. 2822 because it would
undermine the effectiveness of the antidumping laws.
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And you would hear about small Texas cement makers and
others whose antidumping duties against unfairly imported
Mexican product have been the target of an expensive lobbying
campaign falsely claiming that there is a "short supply" of
cement. In this case, Mexico's CEMEX apparently has been
trying to force a political settlement, first with the Bush
and now with the Clinton Administrations. The Texas companies
forcefully oppose H.R. 2822 in part because they know the
pressure for such backroom political deals would only grow
once the door is open to the unbridled discretion permitted
under the bill.

On behalf of these small businesses, and on behalf of
countless others, I urge you in the strongest terms to support
effective U.S. trade laws and reject weakening amendments like
H.R. 2822.

In closing, I might add that the Commerce Department's
recent efforts to greatly streamline its procedures in these
cases ought to be a boon to small business in particular,
making it easier and less costly to use all aspects of the
law, including the existing provisions designed to address
possible no supply situations.
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Good morning. I am John R. Phillips, Senior Vice President-Sales of Berg

Steel Pipe Corp. ("Berg"). Berg is based in Panama City, Florida. Berg employs

approjcimately 200 workers in its Panama City, Florida plant for the production of large

diameter steel pipe for oil and gas pipelines and offshore platforms. The sales office,

with five employees, operates out of Houston, Texas.

I am accompanied today by our Washington counsel, Lewis Leibowitz of

Hogan & Hartson.

Berg strongly supports the temporary duty suspension ("TDS") bill

introduced by Congressman Crane (H.R. 2822). H.R. 2822 would allow the Department
of Commerce to suspend antidumping and countervailing duties temporarily, and for a

limited quantity, on products needed by American industry when they are not available

from U.S. producers. This provision could prove vital to the health and competitive

position of U.S. companies that rely on imported components and raw materials, as well

as their workers and communities. It is particularly important to small businesses,

many of whom cannot participate effectively in trade cases.

Under current law, antidumping and countervailing duties are imposed
on a broad range of covered products; in deciding what products are covered, the

Commerce Department does not even consider whether specific products are made in

the U.S. Imposing dumping and countervailing duties on products that cannot be

obtained in the U.S. hurts American manufacturers, but does not help any domestic

industry.

We support a temporary duty suspension provision because it would allow

Berg to be competitive in circumstances where now we are not. Let me explain.

The primary raw material for the large diameter steel pipe that Berg
produces is steel plate. Usually, Berg buys the plate it needs to make pipe from
domestic supphers. Sometimes, however. Berg's customers specify requirements that

domestic producers of plate cannot meet. When this happens, only imported plate can
be used. Berg must pay appUcable antidumping and countervailing duties on imported
plate even if it is not available in the United States. These additional antidumping and
countervaihng duties often cause Berg to lose business to imported pipe. When Berg
cannot obtain plate domestically, the sale is lost to a foreign pipe producer.

24-689 - 96
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For example, on many of our sales, customers require that all plate be

ultrasonically tested throughout its length. We expect this requirement to be even

more common in the future. No U.S. plate suppher currently performs such testing.

We have been after our domestic suppUer to mstall the needed equipment for the last

five years, to no avail. Thus, currently Berg has no option but to use foreign plate if it

wishes to bid for this busmess-makiBg Berg's bid price far higher than bids from

foreign pipe makers. As a result. Berg has lost orders. Berg has had similar

experience with respect to extra-wide plate (plate for pipe sizes over 48 inches in

diameter), which also is unavailable to us from domestic producers.

We do not have a procedure under current law that would provide relief

to Berg in these situations. We would not want the antidumping and countervailing

duty orders permanently revoked, because our suppher might lose the incentive to

invest in this equipment. There is no reason, however, that Berg should have to lose

business in the interim. Mr. Crane's bill provides a mechanism to suspend

antidumping or countervailing duties temporarily on imported ultrasonically tested

plate until the U.S. suppher is able to provide Berg with that product. This would

allow Berg to competitively bid on the projects which require such testing and would

not harm U.S. plate producers in anyway.

Some have argued that temporary duty suspension in these

circumstances would deter needed investments. To the contrary, our domestic

supphers have had antidumping rehef since 1993 and have not installed ultrasonic

testing equipment. We think that the temporary rehef provided by H.R. 2822 will

encourage the domestic industry to develop new products because it will enable U.S.

downstream producers to maintain their business in the United States until the U.S.

industry begins to manufacture the needed input product. This will ensure that there

will be U.S. customers for new products produced by the domestic industry. Once the

domestic industr>' begins to manufacture a particular product, the rehef afforded by the

bill is terminated and the protections of the antidumping duty order are fully

reinstated.

Small businesses can be especially hard hit by the unintended

consequences that antidumping and countervailing orders have on downstream users.

Small businesses typically do not have the leverage to pass on increased product costs

to their customers, nor do they have the reserves to stay in business for prolonged

periods when their costs are arbitrarily increased.

For all the foregoing reasons, we respectfully ask your help and support

in passing HR 2822.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today. I will be

happy to answer any questions.
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iAA^ MaroROLA

June 4, 1996

The Honorable Donald Manzullo
U.S. House of Representatives

426 Cannon House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressmap'Manzullot^jkJ^^^^

Thank you for your interest in our views on the short supply. I appreciate this

opportunity to make our position part of the record of your hearing.

Motorola opposes so-Called short supply legislation. Such legislation would
permit purchasers to avoid antidumping orders and obtain unfairly priced dumped
foreign products, thereby eroding market prices and injuring U.S. suppliers who are

attempting to produce products in this country. Certainly, small businesses that are

having a hard time finding a U.S. supplier should be assisted, but that assistance should

be to help them find a good U.S. supplier, not to help foreign producers sell dumped
goods.

The government should promote the establishment of U.S. supplier data banks to

provide information to small U.S. companies in need of particular components. A small

business in Illinois that cannot find a U.S. supplier for a particular component should be

able to go to an electronic bulletin board or clearing house (perhaps set up by a trade

association) to find a U.S. supplier in Nevada, for example, that is able to provide the

component. With quickly developing Internet and World Wide Web capabilities, this

should not be difficult. In any event, the small U.S. business always has the option of

buying foreign-produced products without any antidumping restriction or costs, so long

as the foreign products are not sold at predatory, dumped prices.

Again, thank you for your interest. Please let me know if you have questions

regarding this issue.

Sincerely,

joann Riccolo

Vice j^sident and Director

Feairal and State Relations
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Small Business Committee

Subcommittee on Procurement, Export and Business Opporttmities

Statement of Motorola, Inc.

Submitted for the Record

Motorola participates in three industries that have been the target of

devastating dumping in the past - pagers, cellular phones, and

semiconductors. In each instance, the antidumping law has been activated to

prevent such behavior, fair market conditions have been restored, and U.S.

comparues have returned to vigorous health and success. Because H.R. 2822,

the Temporary Duty Suspension Act, would undermine the objectivity, due

process, and the discipline that have marked the antidumping law. Motorola

strongly opposes the provision.

Motorola opposes H.R. 2822 primarily because it would undermine the

objective fair-minded character of the antidumping law and inject politics

and fxjlicy vagaries into the law. The proposed Temporary Duty Suspension

Act gives the Commerce Secretary the power to let certain companies ignore

an antidumping order whenever he decides that "prevailing market

conditions" make this a good idea. The provision establishes no standards for

the Secretary, so he can favor whatever companies he chooses, and he can do

so for years. The right to appeal to the courts is also omitted. Thus, America's

antidumping statue is changed from a fair-minded law based on the

application of specific legal criteria and procedural requirements designed to

ensure due process, into a subjective, possibly political, tool to carry out an

administration's policy objectives. Ironically, in the political battle to have

the Secretary exercise this power, the U.S. industries that are subject to the

most devastating dumping would have the least chance of preventing the
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dumping that is destroying them, because they will be less robust and

influential, and thus less able to mount political supfx>rt to resist duty

suspensions.

A second, related problem with the Temporary Duty Suspension Act is

that it could reward dumpers, particularly those who have succeeded in

driving U.S. producers out of a particular market segment. Duty suspension

could also prevent domestic industries from ever being able to produce the

product which is alleged to be in short supply, by allovdng dumping to

continue, and thereby denying those industries the relief needed to invest in

necessary plants and equipment. While proponents of H.R. 2822 argue that a

tempxjrary suspension would end as soon as domestic production begins, the

very susjjension could in fact prevent domestic production from ever

developing.

Third, H.R. 2822 is unnecessary. Mechanisms already exist under

which the Department of Commerce considers requests to adjust, limit, or

eliminate existing antidumping and countervailing duty orders based on

allegations that a particular product is not available domestically. The

Department of Commerce can adjust the scope of an order during the course

of an investigation; this often occurs when a previously-defined like product

is not produced in the United States. Alternatively, an existing order can be

adjusted during a scope determination. Furthermore, an interested party may

f)etition for review of an order based on changed circumstances. The

International Trade Commission can also exclude "niche" products as part of

its injury determination. Unlike the proposed temporary duty suspension

provision which would rely solely on the Department of Commerce's

discretion, these statutes and regulations provide standards by which the

decisions of the Department of Commerce or the International Trade

Commission may be judged.
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Fourth, H.R. 2822 would create a chaotic process in which the

temptation to abuse the law and twist the truth would be irresistible. A

company seeking to purchase dumped goods would have every incentive to

try to manipulate its supply specifications so that they do not match the U.S.

products available and then to seek a duty suspension. Thus, the suspension

mechanism provides a readily available loophole for purchasers of unfairly

traded impxsrts which are actually substitutable for domestic products.

Moreover, each time a purchaser decides to narrowly tailor its sf)edfications

so as to exclude U.S. products ~ even those which are ostensibly fungible -

the Department will be faced with the complex and difficult task of trying to

decide whether or not existing products are substitutable or not. The

Department simply does not have the resources to do this.

Finally, the whole precept behind H.R. 2822 misconstrues the purpose

of the antidumping laws. The purpose of the antidumping laws is not to

exclude imports. Rather, the trade remedies are meant to correct unfair

practices both here and abroad, which harm U.S. industry. Antidumping

laws provide a remedy to unfair pricing which often results from dosed

home markets or private anticompetitive practices. The goal is to keep the

imported products coming into the U.S. at fair competition prices and to

ensure that U.S. companies can compete here and abroad. Granting even

temporary exemptions for unfairly traded products undermines those goals.
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TUBULAR CORPORATiaN ai> AMERICA
W5J0 WONOCBl-.r.K S, 'f J02. HOUS'OA -» '/IXJU .713' WJe-!):' f«X 1713) M7.ID22

May 31, 1996

The Honorable Don Manzuilo, Chairman

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports, and

Business Opportunities

Committee on Small Business

US House of Representativcfi

B Jfi Raybum Building

Washington D.C. 20515 **

Dear Congressman ManzuMo:

I have enclosed herewith for the Subcommittee a copy of our comments on issues related to short

supply in response to the recent hearing held by the Subcommittee on Vlay 7 i QO^

These commenK nn- "Jiilimitted by Tubular Corporation of America (TCA) Joculcd in Houston,

Texas and Muikogcc, Oklahoma. As a processor of stccl pipe and tube products, TCA employs

1 50 employees at our manufacturmg facility in Vf uskujicc, Oklahoma.

1 have provided our views on the impact of the proposed legislation (H.R. 2822) which would

provide for a "short supply" measure in tiie unfair trade laws. In brief, TCA opposed this

proposal and instead would argue that current unfair trade laws provide companies wiih adequate

resources to seek remedies in these unique situations

Jn the interim, if ynn or our staff hav« any additional questiona obout these comments please feci

free to contact me at (713) 893-6192. Thank you for allowing me thi> opportunity to submit

thece comments on this importirt issue.

Sincerely,

Thomas P McOrsnn

President and Chief Executive OfTice
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Written Comments to the House Small Business Committee

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports and Business Opportunities

On Proposals on Short Supply and Their Impact on U.S. Small Businesses

Subcommittee Hearing - May 2, 1996

Submitted by

Thomas P. McGrann, President and Chief Executive Officer

Tubular Corporation ofAmerica

14530 Wunderiich,# 2020

Houston, Texas 77069

(713)893-6192

May 31, 1996
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Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports

and Business Opportunities for this opportunity to provide written comments for the hearing

record on the issue of "short supply" and its impact on small businesses.

While I was unable to appear in person on May 2, 1996, 1 wanted to submit these

comments on behalf of Tubular Corporation ofAmerica (TCA) and its 193 employees. TCA is

a small business which processes steel pipe and mbe products, known as oil country tubular

goods (octg) for a variety of customers. The majority of our product is used by the energy

industry for oil drilling and exploration. TCA's manufacturing plant is located in Muskogee,

Oklahoma and has its corporate office in Houston, Texas.

1 wanted to highlight TCA's views on issues related to "short supply" and specifically to

the Temporary Duty Suspension Act, H.R. 2822. First, 1 would like to state for the record that

TCA opposes H.R. 2822. As 1 understand, this bill would permanently alter the U.S trade

statutes by allowing the Department of Commerce broad discretion to exclude certain products

from antidumping and countervailing duties. Furthermore, this issue was debated in great detail

and rejected during the debate over the Uruguay Round Implementing Act in 1994.

The short supply provision as outlined in H.R. 2822 is not necessary. Instead, I would

argue that most of the points raised by the proponents of H.R. 2822 are untrue. First and

foremost, the imposition of unfair trade duties can not create shortages of supply because it only

effects prices of imports not quantities. Second, there are sufficient mechanisms in current

U.S. law, namely "scope" and "changed circumstance" provisions that provide parties with

opportunities to remedy no supply situations. I would directly refer to the most recent decision

issued in early 1996 on cobalt steel plate. In that instance, the Commerce Department

administered the law and removed the product from the scope of the case. Finally, the language

in H.R. 2822 would not reduce unfair trade practices. Instead, I believe that it would erode and

eviscerate the U.S. trade laws. Rather than discipline those who commit unfair trade practices,

this provision would reward those who engage in these types of business practices.

Without strong U.S. unfair trade laws, scores of U.S. companies would be at a loss. Take

for example our industry. Over the past decade, the U.S. pipe and tube industry has fought

foreign unfair trade practices by using the unfair trade laws. Since 1 984, these companies have

filed over 75 trade cases challenging unfair trade practices. The majority of these cases involved

antidumping petitions. For many years, those of us linked closely to the energy industry were

plagued with surging imports, flat markets and decreased demand. In 1994, numerous producers

of oil country tubular goods filed cases against imports from seven countries alleging unfair trade

practices. In July of 1995, the Commerce Department announced final dumping margins and the

International Trade Commission (ITC) ruled in favor of the U.S. petitioners. For the first time in

nearly 1 5 years, the industry was able to regain its footing and compete in the global market.
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As a result, TCA today has been able to rebound and achieve gains in areas which

previously were depressed.

The other point that is important to address focuses on the "myth" of short supply. If a

product as listed by the company is truly in short supply, there are adequate mechanisms to

handle the request. If on the other hand, a party raises the specter short supply on a "proprietary

specification" it is critical that careful review is provided. If H.R. 2822 is passed, there will be

numerous requests by companies to seek short supply. In my opinion these requests are simply a

way in which to avoid paying "fair prices" on substitute products available in the U.S. market.

Instead, citing short supply, the party will ask for duties to be removed from subject products.

Simply put, the battle seems to be between supporters of H.R. 2822 who are complaining about

the prices of fairly traded products and those of us in the industry who remain firm in allowing

the trade laws to prevail in these situations.

I recognize that there are other arguments that have been made by proponents of H.R.

2822 and there will probably be more issues raised. However, 1 firmly believe that it is

important that Members of the Subcommittee understand how the current laws work and resist

changes to the laws which would alter the intent of current laws and ultimately weaken the

ability of U.S. companies to compete in the global market.

Thank you for providing Tubular Corporation of America (TCA) with this opportunity to

provide these comments on the issue.
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Pan c« *onowoe inger^ou-flana r-, Torrmaton Co
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STATEMENT OF
DAVID D. GRIDLEY

DIRECTOR OF SALES AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Department of Cotnmerce Proposed Antidumping Regulations
and Other Antidumping Issues

APRIL 23, 1996

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you
for the opportunity to testify today on the Commerce
Department's proposed antidumping regulations, as well as other
current issues with regard to antidumping law. I offer the
following comments on behalf of the Torrington Company, a
subsidiary of Ingersoll-Rand Company.

Torrington is the world's leading producer of needle
roller bearings and is the largest domestic full-line producer
of antifriction bearings in the United States. Torrington
began as a producer of needle bearings, which are used in a

variety of products from outboard motors to spacecraft. In the
1980s, Torrington acquired the Fafnir bearing company, which
was the leading U.S. producer of ball bearings. The company
operates state-of-the-art facilities in Connecticut, producing
precision bearings for aerospace and other critical
applications. Torrington produces commodity bearings of all
types in its plants nationwide, as well as in Torrington's
subsidiaries around the world. We welcome the opportunity to
offer our perspective on the Commerce Department's proposed
antidumping regulations and on other important aspects of
antidumping law.

I . Tor ri ngton's gxpecience wi t h U .S . Antidumping Law

The Torrington Company has been a petitioner and
active participant in proceedings involving the antidumping and
countervailing duty laws. The bearing industry has experienced
a prolonged period of excess capacity and targetted dumping by
many foreign bearing companies. The domestic bearing industry
has been seriously harmed in the past by extraordinary levels
of dumping that forced many U.S. producers to reduce capacity,
lay off workers, fall behind competitively and in too many
cases, go out of business or sell assets at seriously depressed
levels. The enforcement of the U.S. trade laws in the last
eight years have been helpful to U.S. producers by reducing the
magnitude of the unfair trade practices.

At the same time, Torrington's experience with
antidumping law demonstrates some of the current problems with
the law or its enforcement. Most importantly, many of our

foreign competitors continue to dump at significant margins of

dumping year after year. While the existence of the orders
means that importers will pay antidumping duties, the importers
are generally related to the foreign producers. The effect has

been in many situations no positive impact in the marketplace
as related party importers absorb the dumping duties and are,

presumably, reimbursed in one way or another by the foreign

parent organization. The lack of a meaningful reimbursement
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regulation to date and the failure of Congress to implement our
international right to treat the absorption of duty as a cost
to be deducted in determining the level of dumping are two of
the reasons for the partial relief received to date.

Similarly, Torrington's efforts to prevent evasion of
these orders have been partially unsuccessful. For example,
Torrington brought a second dumping case against 14 additional
countries in 1991, in an effort to limit foreign producers from
shifting production from country to country while continuing
the severe dumping practices. The International Trade
Commission's negative preliminary injury determination ended
these cases, basically ignoring the evasion that was occurring
and penalizing domestic producers for engaging in the very
activity contemplated by the first set of antidumping orders —
reinvesting in America. The result of the negative
determination by the ITC was that much reinvestment was put in
jeopardy, and further reinvestment was postponed or eliminated
because of the frustration of the price correction in the
market

.

With this experience in mind, allow me to offer a

brief perspective on some of the Department's proposed
regulations.

II. Department of Commerce Proposed Antidumping Regulations

At the outset, Torrington wishes to commend the
extensive effort of the Department of Commerce in preparing
these proposed regulations. Both before and subsequent to the
promulgation of these regulations, the Department has sought
significant input from the public. The comments which follow,
like Torrington's critiques throughout this process, are
intended to facilitate the development of regulations that will
make the administration of the law transparent, predictable and
effective.

U.S. antidumping law must be structured and
administered in such a way that foreign companies which are
dumping product into U.S. markets have little or no incentive
to evade the law. Torrington has observed numerous methods by
which foreign producers create loopholes in antidumping
orders

.

The proposed regulations begin to address two issues
of primary importance to domestic companies: scope rulings
and circumvention of antidumping duties. See Proposed
Regulation 351.225. Unfortunately, the proposed regulations do
not go far enough in preventing foreign producers from evading
antidumping orders as potential liability is dependent upon
whether product has been suspended from liquidation. Proposed
Regulation 351.225(1) .

The purpose of a scope ruling is simply to clarify
which products have been covered by an existing antidumping
order. Accordingly, such a ruling should be made as rapidly as

possible and product found to be covered by an order should be
covered from the first importation - not from the date of a

preliminary scope decision. If changes are needed to U.S.
customs laws to permit reliquidation, such changes should be

made. Otherwise, U.S. law creates an incentive to evade
antidumping duty orders. Such evasion pays handsomely for

foreign producers and importers and makes relief illusory. The
same principle should be applied in circumvention situations,

at least to the extent arguably consistent with WTO
obligations

.

In addition, in Torrington's experience, circumvention
often occurs through distribution channels. For example.
Commerce often treats home market sales to unrelated exporters
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as though these sales are to "resellers." These "resellers"
are then able to obtain their own antidumping margins, which
are based in part on the acquisition cost of the good. Under
this "reseller rule," dumping margins can 'disappear" when the
product comes to the United States even though any reasonable
analysis would confirm that a significant part of the purchases
by the company are intended for export. Commerce regulations
do not address this problem.

A potentially related issue involves the "Roller
Chain" rule. Under this prior agency practice. Commerce would
disregard the imports if they represented less than one percent
of the value of the product eventually produced. The rule in
effect insulated certain purchasers from antidumping duty
liability even if such purchasers constituted the largest share
of imports and an important potential market for U.S.
producers. When combined with the "reseller" issue reviewed
above, the two potential evasion problems presented the
potential to drastically reduce the value of dumping orders for
many domestic producers. The Uruguay Round Agreements Act
changed the "Roller Chain" practice. 19 U.S.C. 1677a(e). This
statutory change provides Commerce with great flexibility to
assure that the law is not evaded by foreign producers.
Proposed regulation 351.402(c)(3) does not contain the same
flexibility, which could present practical problems in
particular cases. Any final regulation should reflect the
great flexibility built into the statute on this issue.

Duty reimburseinent is another method by which
foreign producers frequently attempt to avoid compliance with
U.S. antidumping law. When producers cover the cost of the
antidumping duty paid by the importer, the unfair trade
practice continues unabated. How a foreign producer chooses to
reimburse will vary on the creativity of the foreign producer
and the breadth of product line. For example, a major Commerce
study showed that U.S. subsidiaries of foreign bearing
companies received large extensions of credits from foreign
parents following the antidumping orders. See U.S. Dep ' t of
Commerce, Bureau of Export Administration, National Security
Assessment of the Antifriction Bearings Industry 36-42 (Feb.
1993). Similarly, concerns were raised during one or more
administrative reviews that transfer prices should be examined
to determine whether transfer prices were below cost,
effectively permitting funds to be transferred from parent to
importing subsidiary and also resulting in the undercollection
of cash deposits. These and many other options exist and have
undoubtedly been used by companies covered by dumping orders to
support continued dumping in the U.S. marketplace.

On several occasions, Torrington has asked the
Department to investigate reimbursement, and has attempted to
give the Department relevant factual information. However,
domestic companies simply do not have the data or the resources
to fully investigate whether (and to what extent) reimbursement
is occurring. Only the Department can make such an
undertaking. While the proposed regulation marks a movement
from past agency practice on the issue of reimbursement, the
movement does not go anywhere near far enough in seeing that
reimbursement does not occur or, if it occurs, is negated.
Proposed Regulation 351.402(f). Specifically, in its proposed
regulation, the Department expands its definition of duty
reimbursement to capture reimbursement through related
importers and reimbursement of countervailing duties. 60 Fed.
Reg. at 7,332. However, there is no indication that Commerce
will adopt a more realistic approach to determining when
reimbursement occurs. Without a more expansive construction,
the reimbursement regulation will remain largely an empty
promise of effective relief.
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One of the most crucial aspects of an antidumping
investigation for domestic parties is the Department's
accumulation of complete information from foreign producers.
Because U.S. producers do not have discovery rights or other
investigatory powers, the Department's data collection process
is the only means of gathering the sales, financial and
production data crucial to showing evidence of dumping.

Not surprisingly, Torrington's experience suggests
that antidumping decisions (of the Department and the
International Trade Commission) improve when these agencies
have complete - rather than selected - data on foreign
producers. Torrington is more than willing to assist the
Department in its efforts to reduce the cost of
investigations. However, reductions in data collection often
result in placing critical issues in jeopardy, and the agencies
risk losing their ability to administer the law properly.

III. Other Antidump ing Provisions pf Particular Import ance

Torrington's own experience makes clear that U.S.
antidumping law must promote the granting of early relief. The
ITC should be encouraged to more aggressively use threat of
material injury provisions and to take into account evasion/
circumvention issues in considering follow-on cases. Let me
provide some history of our cases and the problems facing the
bearing industry.

In the 1970s and 1980s, the worldwide bearings market
was characterized by significant excess production capacity. A
number of large foreign bearing companies pursued aggressive
market share expansion programs, operating from home markets
where foreign competition was relatively limited or
non-existent. Companies like Torrington that were dependent
for most of their volume from the U.S. market were caught in a

cross-fire as these companies were aggressively dumping into
the United States in a battle for increased market share.
Torrington and other U.S. producers bore the brunt of this
battle.

The result was near-catastrophe for the U.S.
industry: many U.S. producers suffered plant closures,
lay-offs, R&D cuts, and reduced compensation to workers.
Between the late 1970s and mid-1980s, the industry closed 30
plants, laid off 13,000 employees, and lost $1 billion in
capacity.

In response to this extraordinary problem, antidumping
and countervailing duty cases were filed against nine
countries. After its initial investigations, the Commerce
Department established dumping margins of more than 100 percent
on many bearing products. As a result of the issuance of
orders on a significant part of the imports, domestic producers
experienced some price relief in the marketplace. Companies
like Torrington took action that was consistent with the
perceived restoration of fair prices in the market -- they
reinvested as cash flow permitted. Foreign producers also
expanded capacity in the U.S. However, the price relief was
only partial. While imports dropped from the nine countries,
imports surged from a number of other countries, almost all of
which had subsidiaries of one or more of the companies found to

have been dumping in the original cases.

Facing a deterioration in market prices because of the

shifting situs of dumping and the resulting threat to

reinvestment commitments made and planned, Torrington was
forced to file a second set of antidumping cases cases in 1991

against 14 additional countries. Despite the obviousness of

the evasion that was taking place and the potential for

destroying the reinvestment that had been made following the
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issuance of the orders, the second case was dismissed by the
International Trade Commission at the preliminary injury
stage. The fact that domestic companies had started to
reinvest and add back employees was held against them by the
Commission even though the circumvention or evasion of the
orders put in jeopardy the very reinvestment the law is
intended to promote. While the Commission's decision was
upheld by the Court of International Trade as within its
authority to make, such decisions by the ITC frustrate the
ability of domestic industries to obtain effective relief and
reduce the ability or willingness of domestic producers to
reinvest. Considering the interest of some members of the
Committee in H.R. 2822, an outcome where relief is delayed (and
reinvestment is discouraged) is counterproductive as it retards
the ability of domestic producers to supply product in the
United States.

Stated differently, U.S. antidumping law should
safeguard that relief is available to domestic industries
early . Threat determinations should be more readily available
so industries need not wait until they are competitively behind
to bring cases. Such an approach will minimize economic
dislocations both for manufacturers of products and for their
customers

.

Similarly, U.S. antidumping law should provide
incentives for foreign producers to abide by U.S. law.
Currently, because of the problems of duty absorption,
reimbursement of duties and inability to deduct duties not
passed through as a cost in determining dumping liability, as
well as the generally prospective nature of scope and
circumvention findings, the system encourages minimal
compliance by foreign producers. Minimal compliance can
drastically reduce the effectiveness of orders and frustrate
the ability of companies to reinvest. Some of the problems can
be addressed through regulations. Others may require
Congressional action.

One suggestion would be to distribute dumping and
countervailing duties actually collected to the petitioners to
cover investments in plant, equipment, technology, R&D and
people during the life of an order. Providing compensation
(i.e. , disbursement of duties actually collected) should create
a powerful incentive for foreign producers to price fairly.
Failure to price fairly would result in partial coverage of
harm through the disbursement of duties collected. Similarly,
a compensation provision would reduce the risk of reinvesting
where foreign producers refuse to stop dumping.

Torrington encourages both the Department of Commerce
and the Congress to consider establishing clear and meaningful
standards with regard to duty absorption. As permitted under
the WTO, U.S. law should treat dumping duties that are absorbed
by a related party importer (rather than passed on to its
customers) to be treated as a cost and deducted from
constructed export price in determining dumping duties owed.
Importers that absorb the cost of antidumping orders have in
effect frustrated the intent of the orders. Treatment of such
duty absorption as a cost is consistent with our international
obligations under the WTO. Indeed, Article 9.3.3 of the GATT
1994 Antidumping Code permits all WTO signatories to treat
antidumping duties as a cost in determining dumping liability
when the duties are not passed on to customers in the importing
country. Such a provision is part of current European Union
antidumping law and applies to U.S. exports to the European
Union covered by antidumping orders. U.S. producers are
entitled to the full measure of relief envisioned by our
international rights.
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IV . H.R. 2822 - Temporary Duty Suspension Act

Torrington has previously expressed its opposition to
H.R. 2822, the Temporary Duty Suspension Act. See Letter from
Robert T. Boyd and David D. Gridley to the House Committee on
Ways and Means re Miscellaneous Trade Proposals (March 1,
1996). Rather than reiterate this entire argument, allow me to
stress several crucial issues:

First, and most importantly, careful attention to many
of the problems outlined above will help to address the
concerns of those industries seeking "temporary duty
suspension" as provided in H.R. 2822. Users of dumped products
under existing law enjoy the false market signals of dumped
imports for too long before corrected market signals emerge.
Such false market signals can result in users of dumped
merchandise making erroneous investment and other decisions
with resulting multiple levels of misallocation of resources.
Early and effective relief will both reduce the erroneous
contraction of capacity and supply and prevent erroneous
expansion by users in situations where competitiveness is
premised upon dumped pricing of inputs.

Second, temporary duty suspension would discourage
reinvestment by domestic producers, as Torrington and other
producers would be deprived of the market signals to know that
reinvestment would be justified.

Third, an antidumping duty order never creates a

shortage of product. An order does not regulate quantity; it

merely requires foreign producers to sell and U.S. importers to
pay a fair price for foreign merchandise. Hence, H.R. 2822 is
a solution for a non-existing problem.

V. Conclusion

The Torrington Company commends the Department of
Commerce on the major efforts made to date to solicit views and
consider concerns of the public with the regulatory scheme for
antidumping and countervailing duty laws. Torrington will be
submitting views to Commerce as part of its notice and comment
process. While much of what has been proposed appears
acceptable and satisfies various criteria important to
Torrington (i.e., making relief effective, predictable and
available to industries regardless of size), there are areas
where the proposed regulations need modifications.

At the same time, there are a host of issues not
addressed by the regulations or existing law that hamper the
ability of injured domestic industries to obtain relief early
and to safeguard against the construction of U.S. law
encouraging evasion of any antidumping orders. These issues
should be addressed promptly. Addressing the problems which
make relief partial and late would address some of the
underlying concerns of users. There is no need for H.R. 2822,
which does not address the underlying problem of misallocation
of resources caused by dumping.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Before the

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports, and Business Opportunities

House Small Business Committee

STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO
TEMPORARY DUTY SUSPENSION LEGISLATION (H.R. 2822)

SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF

AMERICAN BEEKEEPING FEDERATION, INC.; AMERICAN HONEY PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATION; BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.;

COALITION FOR FAIR ATLANTIC SALMON TRADE; COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE
AMERICAN COLOR TELEVISION; COPPER & BRASS FABRICATORS COUNCIL;
FOOTWEAR INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, INC.; FRESH GARLIC PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATION; LEATHER INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, INC.; MUNICIPAL CASTINGS
FAIR TRADE COUNCIL; NATIONAL PASTA ASSOCIATION; SPECIALTY STEEL
INDUSTRY OF NORTH AMERICA; SPECIALTY TUBING GROUP; TANNERS'
COUNTERVAILING DUTY COALITION; VEMCO CORPORATION; AND VERSON,
DIVISION OF ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Summary

1

.

The above-named parties, which include numerous small businesses, oppose the

temporary duty suspension legislation (H.R. 2822) because they believe it will create an enormous

loophole in the remedies provided under the countervailing duty and antidumping statutes by

giving the Commerce Department the discretion to waive duties assessed on unfairly traded

goods.

2. The antidumping and countervailing duty laws do not create "short supply"

conditions because these statutes do not impose quantitative restraints on the volume of imports

from the country at issue; they merely impose offsetting duties.

3. A temporary duty suspension provision would reward importers that have

benefitted the most from dumping and subsidization. Moreover, the short supply exception would

allow unfairly low prices to continue, thus effectively preventing U.S. companies from renewing

production of such products.

4. Enactment of H.R. 2822 will create enormous administrative difficulties, requiring

government staff to dispose of numerous requests for duty suspension and to determine whether

product specifications are reasonable.

5. Nothing in the World Trade Orgapization's Antidumping and Subsidies Codes

requires or even envisions a short supply mechanism.
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6. Now is not the time to consider a short supply amendment since such a provision

was vigorously debated and defeated on a bi-partisan basis during the passage of the Uruguay

Round implementing legislation in 1994.

7. Enactment of H.R. 2822 will have an adverse effect on the federal deficit because

it will reduce the amount of antidumping and countervailing duties collected.

Lauren R. Howard
Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott

3050 K Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20007

(202) 342-8505

May 8, 1996
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Before the

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports, and Business Opportunities
House Small Business Committee

STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO

TEMPORARY DUTY SUSPENSION LEGISLATION (H.R. 2822)

SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF

AMERICAN BEEKEEPING FEDERATION, INC.
AMERICAN HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.
COALITION FOR FAIR ATLANTIC SALMON TRADE

COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE AMERICAN COLOR TELEVISION
COPPER & BRASS FABRICATORS COUNCIL
FOOTWEAR INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, INC.
FRESH GARLIC PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
LEATHER INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, INC.

MUNICIPAL CASTINGS FAIR TRADE COUNCIL
NATIONAL PASTA ASSOCIATION

SPECIALTY STEEL INDUSTRY OF NORTH AMERICA
SPECIALTY TUBING GROUP

TANNERS' COUNTERVAILING DUTY COALITION
VEMCO CORPORATION, AND

VERSON, DIVISION OF ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Lauren R. Howard
Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott, PLLC
3050 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

(202) 342-8505

May 8, 1996
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Before the

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports, and Business Opportunities

House Small Business Committee

STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO

TEMPORARY DUTY SUSPENSION LEGISLATION (H.R. 2822)

On behalf of a broad range of domestic industries supportive of strong trade laws, which

include many small businesses, we wish to express our vigorous opposition to H.R. 2822, a bill

that would provide the Department of Commerce with the discretion to temporarily suspend

antidumping and countervailing duties if the agency determines that prevailing market conditions

related to the availability of the product in the United States make imposition of such duties

"inappropriate."

This statement is submitted on behalf of the following domestic companies and industries:

the American Beekeeping Federation, Inc.; American Honey Producers Association; Bicycle

Manufacturers Association of America, Inc.; Coalition for Fair Atlantic Salmon Trade; Committee

to Preserve American Color Television; Copper & Brass Fabricators Council; Footwear Industries

of America, Inc.; Fresh Garlic Producers Association; Leather Industries of America, Inc.;

Municipal Castings Fair Trade Council; National Pasta Association; Specialty Steel Industry of

North America; Specialty Tubing Group; Tanners' Countervailing Duty Coalition; Vemco
Corporation; and Verson, Division of Allied Products Corporation.

These industries firmly believe that H.R. 2822 will create an enormous loophole in the

remedies provided under the countervailing duty and antidumping statutes. Under current U.S.

law, AD/CVD duties must be imposed on dumped and subsidized imports that have caused, or

threatened to cause, injury to an American industry. The proposed legislation would permit

importers to avoid the duties assessed after exhaustive and expensive administrative proceedings

on the claim that a particular product is not available in the U.S. market.

However, contrary to the assumption underlying this legislation, the antidumping and

countervailing duty laws do not create "short supply" conditions. These statutes do not impose

a quota that limits the volume of imports from the country at issue; instead, a special duty

imposed on dumped and subsidized goods. Because the remedy is a tariff and not a quantitative

restraint, U.S. customers are not denied access to foreign goods nor are they limited in the

amount of imports they can buy; they are just required to pay a fair price for them.
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In addition, creation of a short supply exception jeopardizes the remedial purpose of these

laws. Imports sold at unfairly low prices frequently force U.S. companies out of a particular

product line. If AD/CVD duties are suspended for those products, importers that have benefitted

the most from dumping and subsidization will be rewarded.

But perhaps most significantly, the short supply exception will allow unfairly low prices

to continue and thereby thwart U.S. companies from renewing production in those products. If

the foreign producer's price remains at the dumped or subsidized level, the marketplace will not

send the proper "signals" to the U.S. manufacturer to let him know that he can be competitive

on a particular product. For example, if a U.S. producer's cost for an item is $1 10 and a foreign

producer benefitting from dumping or subsidies sells the same good in the U.S. market for $90,

the U.S. company will assume that it cannot compete in that product line. But if the fair value

of the import is actually $125 and AD or CVD duties are imposed to ensure that the product sells

in the U.S. market at that price point, the U.S. company - realizing that its $110 product can

compete with a $125 import -- will be given a market signal to make the necessary capital

investment to produce this particular product. Clearly, companies will not be willing or able to

make substantial investments in plant and equipment if imports continue to be sold at subsidized

or dumped prices.

Further, enactment of this legislation will create enormous administrative difficulties.

There is no question that importers will make numerous requests for duty suspension, forcing

Commerce to devote substantial resources to ensuring that no U.S. company in a particular

industry could - or would - produce the sought-after product. Nor is it clear how Commerce
could be certain that it had not overlooked a potential manufacturer. If the government relies on

a Federal Register notice to alert U.S. companies about a short supply request, it is unlikely that

small and even medium size companies will get actual notice of the issue. As a resuh,

Commerce staff could make a short supply finding when there might be American firms ready

and willing to produce the item alleged to be unavailable.

The availability of such relief would also provide opportunities for abuse. It is not hard

to imagine certain importers devising commercially unreasonable specifications in order to

guarantee that no U.S. company will be found capable of producing the item. Federal bureaucrats

will be faced with the impossible task of determining whether commercial specifications are

reasonable. Indeed, the Department of Commerce has recently made it clear to Members of

Congress that it does not want nor feel it needs the authority provided in H.R. 2822.

In addition to the substantial administrative burden that this legislation would impose on

the Executive Branch, it is also important to remember that, although the United States bases its

unfair trade laws on the World Trade Organization's Antidumping and Subsidies Codes, neither

code requires or even envisions a short supply mechanism. Thus, there is nothing in the United

States' international obligations that compels enactment of this legislation.
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Further, even if such a proposal was advisable on the merits (which we do not believe),

now is not the time for its consideration. A short supply amendment was hotly debated during

the passage of the GATT implementing legislation in 1994 and was opposed by the

Administration and soundly rejected by both the House Ways and Means Committee and the

Senate Finance Committee on a bipartisan basis. It should not be reconsidered so soon after that

thorough examination of this controversial issue. To the contrary, adoption of a short supply

provision will require re-consideration of several issues that proponents of stronger trade laws

abandoned as part of the compromises that facilitated enactment of the GATT implementing

legislation.

Finally, the Subcommittee should also consider the budgetary impact of H.R. 2822.

Revenues from antidumping and countervailing duties are contributed to the general treasury of

the United States. In a time of budget crisis, it does not make sense for the United States to

forego any of the hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues generated by the collection of

AD/CVD duties.

For the reasons set forth above, the domestic industries submitting this statement strongly

oppose passage of H.R. 2822. We greatly appreciate the opportunity to express our views on this

important issue. Thank you.
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Comments of Micron Technology, Inc.

in Opposition to H.R. 2822

Temporary Duty Suspension Legislation

Submitted to the Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports, and Business

Opportunities

House Committee on Small Business

May 6, 1996

Micron Technology, Inc. ("Micron"), wishes to take this opportunity to submit

comments in opposition to H.R. 2822, in conjunction with the Subcommittee's hearing

on "the impact of short supply" on small manufactures held on May 2. H.R. 2822 would

permit the Department of Commerce to temporarily suspend antidumping or

countervailing duties when "prevailing market conditions related to the availability of the

product in the United States make imposition of duties inappropriate". In brief. Micron

believes that this provision would severely undermine the efficacy of the U.S.

antidumping law. It would create enormous discretion to suspend duties, resulting in the

complete politicization of trade cases. It would undermine the basic function of the

dumping law - i.e., to send fair pricing signals to manufacturers and capital markets. It

would actually reward predatory dumpers. And, finally, it is not needed to address the

problems it is purportedly intended to cure. This provision must not be adopted.

Micron is a leading manufacturer of dynamic random access memories

("DRAMs"), and static random access memories ("SRAMs"). These products represent

the main memory in a variety of electronics products including personal computers.

Micron also produces other semiconductor parts, board-level products and system-level

products. Micron's design, wafer fabrication, assembly, test and marketing functions are

located at its Boise, Idaho facilities, where Micron employs approximately 6,000 people.

Micron is also building a fabrication facility in Lehi, Utah.

Micron Technology can speak with great authority on how the antidumping laws

impact small businesses. In the mid- 1 980' s Micron was a small business trying to

compete in the burgeoning memory semiconductor market. Micron and other U.S.

DRAM producers were targeted for extinction through dumping by the Japanese DRAM
producers. Dumping was halted only after dumping investigations were initiated. In

es.sence. Micron owes its continued existence in the United States to the antidumping law.

This dumping threatened U.S. operations and drove U.S. competitors either out of

business or into offshore production. Micron is proud of its status as one of the few

remaining U.S.-owned companies that manufactures and assembles DRAMs entirely in

the United States. The antidumping law played the critical role in helping ward off

predatory pricing, and afforded Micron the opportunity and ability to reinvest in its

technology, its people, and its future.
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The semiconductor industry, and the DRAM industry in particular, is especially

sensitive to price volatility. Pricing not only impacts a company's cash flow and profit

margins, but also directly affects its ability to reinvest in new technology and equipment,

hire and train skilled personnel, and expand capacity. In a highly capital intensive

industry such as semiconductors, predatory unfair pricing can be fatal, as was seen in the

1980s when seven out of nine U.S. DRAM producers were forced out of business by

Japanese producers. Although the semiconductor industry has experienced

unprecedented demand over the past several years, recently, price declines have begun to

accelerate. This softening is exacerbated by massive growth in chip production capacity,

particularly in Korea and Taiwan. The continued health of the U.S. semiconductor

industry depends on the existence of a dumping law that is strong and predictable.

As the Committee may be aware, the issue of whether or not U.S. antidumping

and countervailing duty laws should contain a short supply provision was considered and

rejected by both Houses of Congress only one and a half years ago. The legislation

implementing the changes in the WTO Antidumping Code contained many new

provisions, many of which weakened the law from the standpoint of Micron and other

American companies who use those laws. Moreover, many of the provisions advocated

by American companies, such as Duty as a Cost and Compensation, were not included in

the new law. Overall, however, a rough balance was struck, and the legislation was

adopted. Given that the U.S. dumping law underwent a thorough re-examination in both

the House and Senate such a short time ago, it is entirely premature to reopen the law

now. The new provisions adopted by Congress have not had sufficient time to be tested,

nor has the Commerce Department adopted final regulations implementing these

provisions. It is also important to note that there is nothing in the WTO Antidumping or

Countervailing Duty Codes that requires, or even mentions, a measure like the Temporary

Duty Suspension provision.

The Temporary Duty Suspension provision implies that dumping orders create

shortages of products. This is simply untrue. The imposition of an order does not affect

the availability of a product. An importer always has the option of buying from foreign

producers, even those subject to an order; it must simply buy at a non-dumped price.

Proponents of short supply argue that dumping duties are so high as to restrict supply, and

compare the level of duties under U.S. dumping law to Smoot-Hawley tariffs. The

comparison is not a valid one, but in those cases where high antidumping duties were

found in initial investigations, it was often because respondents did not respond or were

uncooperative in investigations, resulting in the use of "best information available". The

revised Antidumping Code, however, dramatically changed the circumstances under

which "best information available" can be used; and in fact the use of best information

available by the Commerce Department has dropped sharply since the new law went into

effect. This has led to a significant drop in margin levels, since respondents are now

given every possible chance to cooperate. Moreover, while duty deposit levels in

antidumping investigations might, in some instances, be high, our prospective duty

system always gives foreign respondents an opportunity to eliminate the duties if they
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stop dumping. A review of the level of margins in administrative reviews, in fact, shows
very low dumping margins.

The Temporary Duty Suspension provision would also give the Commerce
Department broad and undefined discretion in deciding whether or not an order stays in

place. The United States Congress domestically, and our trade negotiators

internationally, have worked hard to make the antidumping law as transparent, objective

and predictable as possible. The Temporary Duty Suspension provision would, in

essence, make the imposition of duties optional. In addition, the provision would
undoubtedly lead to a total politicization of the proceedings. Those industries wielding

the most influence in Washington would achieve the best outcomes. Small and medium-
sized industries would be less likely to get the relief due them. Moreover, foreign policy

considerations would likely dictate whether an order stays in place or is suspended. It is

also extremely problematic that the Department of Commerce would be given such

enormous discretion to suspend duties and that such suspension decisions would not even

be subject to judicial review. It is both telling and important that the admmistering

authority itself, the Commerce Department, is strongly opposed to being given the

discretion permitted in the Temporary Duty Suspension provision.

While proponents of the Temporary Duty Suspension provision have worked hard

to make it sound as benign as possible, it is really just the opposite. First, it would
entirely short circuit the way the dumping law is intended to work. Often, industries that

have been subjected to injurious dumping have curtailed production, or in some instances,

may have ceased production of some product lines, because their costs restrained them

from selling down to the dumped price. Once an antidumping order is in place, and

prices return to normal levels, those same producers receive the proper pricing signals

from the marketplace. They ramp up production in those products where they can be

competitive, they re-enter product lines they may have left due to dumping - U.S.

investment is encouraged and more U.S. jobs are created.

Perhaps the most insidious thing about this proposal is that it would actually end

up rewarding the most predacious sellers - if a foreign producer forces competitors in

the U.S. out of business, it will actually create the shortages that it will then be rewarded

for by receiving a duty waiver. This is nonsensical. In considering the legitimacy of the

Temporary Duty Suspension proposal, it must be kept in mind that it is not possible to get

an antidumping order unless one can show that the industry in question has been suffering

injury as a result of dumped imports for a three year period. A petitioning industry

usually needs to show significant red ink - lost jobs, lower sales, reduced investment.

Thus, the industries that finally obtain an order (i.e., they have shown both dumping and

injury), really do need relief. It is simply inappropriate to create a loophole in the law that

would deny this relief.

It is also important to note that this provision is totally unnecessary to solve the

problems its sponsors say that it is intended to address, i.e., those rare instances when an

antidumping duty covers a product that no U.S. producer makes or has any intention of

24-689 - 96 - 4
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making. Under such circumstances, products not made here are often removed from the

scope of an antidumping petition during the investigative stage of an antidumping case,

and before an order goes into effect. If a product becomes subject to an order, but is not

made here, it may be removed from the scope of an order through two other existing

mechanisms: a scope determination or a changed circumstances review. In two recent

changed circumstances decisions. Commerce removed specific products from an

antidumping order based upon the fact that they were not produced in this country. (See,

New Steel Rail, Except Light Rail, From Canada, 60 Fed. Reg. 61538 (Dep't Comm.
1995)(Initiation and Preliminary Results of Changed Circumstances Antidumping and

Countervailing Duty Administrative Review and Intent to Revoke Order in Part), and

Certain Cut to Length Carbon Steel Plate From Canada, 60 Fed. Reg. 61536 (Dep't

Comm. 1995) (Initiation and Preliminary Results of Changed Circumstances

Antidumping Administrative Review and Intent to Revoke Order in Part).

The Temporary Duty Suspension provision could also lead to substantial abuses.

In the semiconductor industry, there can be very subtle and very technical differences

between certain microelectronics devices. It would be very simple for an importer who
wanted to continue to buy a chip at a dumped price to claim that the particular

specifications of that dumped chip made it the only one it could use in making its own
downstream products. By narrowly defining what it says it needs to have, an importer

would have control over the issue of availability. The Commerce Department would also

be put in the position of having to determine whether to take the importer's word, or

whether another closely substitutable product would be sufficient in that application.

This would create an administrative nightmare for the Commerce Department, and also

open the door to the potential of "political influence." The Commerce Department could

not possibly maintain the expertise to determine issues related to the substitutability of

products across the hundreds or thousands of product lines covered by antidumping and

countervailing duty orders.

The Temporary Duty Suspension Provision would also significantly increase the

costs of bringing antidumping cases. Often years pass and hundreds of thousands of

dollars (or more) are spent before U.S. producers can obtain relief from unfairly traded

imports which hurt our industries. (Usually an industry has to have been suffering injury

for some time before it can even make a showing of injury at the ITC.) It would be very

unfair to U.S. producers who have made the commitment of time and resources to defend

themselves from unfairly traded products, to then give the Department of Commerce

complete discretion to suspend duties. The legal argumentation related to short supply

petitions themselves would also be very expensive.

Finally, as a political matter, it is important for Congress to realize that the

consensus in this country for expanding free trade agreements is based, in significant part,

on the ability of our industries to seek recourse from unfairly traded and injurious imports

under our trade laws. If Congress acts to weaken the trade laws, this consensus will

deteriorate. We cannot expect to enter into free trade agreements and eliminate the

dumping law at the same time.
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For the reasons outlined above. Micron strongly opposes the adoption of H.R.

2822.
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SOUTHERN TIER
CEMENT COMMITTEE
c/o Southdown, Inc

1200 Smith Street, Suite 2400

Houston, TX 77002-4486

(713)650-6200

May 15, 1996

The Honorable Donald ManzuUo
ChaiiTnan

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports and

Business Oppoilunities

Committee on Small Business

U.S. House of Representatives

B-363 Raybum House Office Building

Washington, DC. 20515

Re: Written Testimony Of The Southern Tier Cement Committee

Pursuant To The May 2, 1996 Hearing On The Impact Of "Shoi1

Supply" On Small Manufacturers

Dear Chairman Manzullo;

Pursuant to the May 2, 1996 hearing of the House Small Business

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports and Business Oppoilunities (the

"Subcommittee"), 1 respectfully submit written testimony on behalf of the Southern Tier

Cement Committee (the "Committee"). The testimony addresses the Temporary Duty

Suspension Act (H.R. 2822) and the relationship between the antidumping law and U.S.

downstteam industtial users.
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INTRODUCTION

The Coinmittee is a coalition of the 25 U.S. cement producers listed on

Exhibit 1 . Together, these producers represent 65% of total U.S. production capacity and

75% of the capacity in the southern tier states extending from California to Florida.

According to the May 2, 1996 hearing notice, the Subcommittee intended to

examine the impact on U.S. downstream users, particularly small manufacturers, of so-

called "short supply" situations. Such situations are allegedly caused by the imposition of

antidumping duties on imported raw material inputs. Accordingly, this testimony will

focus on the relationship between the antidumping law and U.S. downstream industrial

users of gray portland cement. Before doing so, however, the Subcommittee should

consider the veiy positive impact that antidumping orders have on upstream suppliers.

Dumping hurts not only the fmns and workers of the affected U.S. industry, it also hurts

the firms and workers of the upstieam industries that supply raw materials and equipment

and build new plants for the affected industiy. Under cunent law, the impact of dumping

on upstieam suppliers is totally ignored.

The unchecked dumping of cement in this country is contiary to the long-

tenn interests of U.S. consumers. If H.R. 2822 became law, an ad hoc political process

would replace the existing non-partisan, impartial administrative process. Foreign

producers, foreign govenunents, their U.S. customers, and their Congressional supporters

would vigorously lobby the White House, the State Department and the Commerce

Depaitment ("Cominerce") to suspend antidumping duties for whatever reasons seem
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plausible to the uninfoiined. If the political pressure succeeded, the suspension of

antidumping duties would stifle much needed capital investment to maintain and expand

production capacity and would allow foreign interests to capture our markets, to the long-

temr detriment of U.S. cement consumers.

Our industiy has had a very disturbing preview of the effects that distorted

short supply claims can have on the process. CEMEX, the Mexican cement monopoly,

has been attempting to fashion a political end-mn of the antidumping order on cement for

five years. Its most recent tactic involved false and wildly exaggerated charges that the

antidumping order was causing a cement shortage. CEMEX lobbied Commerce and the

Administiation to revoke the order, even without the encouragement of H.R. 2822. The

cement industry's experience should provide the Subcommittee a real world perspective

for assessing the concept of temporaiy duty suspensions.

THE ANTIDUMPING ORDER ON MEXICAN CEMENT

The experience of the U.S. cement industry since the early 1980's vividly

demonstrates how the dumping of unfairly priced imports decimated a basic U.S.

industry, and how that industiy is now on the path to recovery as a direct result of the

effective enforcement of our existing tiade laws. Before turning to the industry's actual

experience, however, let me describe gray portland cement and its market characteristics.
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Cement is the binding agent in concrete, which is used in virtually all

construction projects. It is quite literally the foundation upon which our country has been

built. Cement is a fungible commodity that sells on the basis of price. It is produced in a

capital intensive manufacturing process characterized by high fixed costs. Capital

intensive industries, like cement, are under significant pressure to operate at high levels of

capacity utilization in order to absorb fixed manufacturing costs. In addition, the demand

for cement is highly cyclical, tracking regional constiiiction cycles across the countiy.

These industry fundamentals cause significant swings in supply/demand conditions and

the industry's profits and losses over the course of the construction cycle.

Historically, the U.S. cement industry has made money at the peak of the

cycle and lost money at the bottom of the cycle. Rising capacity utilization rates during

cyclical expansions push cement prices and operating earnings upward, providing the

cash flow for capital investments to maintain and expand capacity. During the

contraction phase of the cycle, prices decline and capacity utilization rates fall.

Depressed profits and cash flows at the bottom of the cycle will not suppoit the capital

investment needed to maintain and expand the domestic industiy to meet U.S. demand.

As an example, during the 1980/1982 recession, cement demand dropped

by 24% and the industty's capacity utilization rate fell to 68%. This downturn was

followed by a strong economic lecoveiy from 1983 to 1989 in which cement

consumption increased 40%. Unlike previous expansions, however, the U.S. cement

industiy did not benefit from this recovery. The industry lost money tluoughout this
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expansion because unfairly priced cement imports displaced domestic production and

prevented the natural recovery of prices and profits which were desperately needed by

domestic cement companies in order to offset the losses incurred during the 1980/1982

recession.

Foreign cement producers had substantial excess capacity in their home

markets during the 1980's. They exported cement to the U.S. market at prices well below

their home market prices and, in some cases, below their costs. As shown on Exhibit 2 .

from 1981 to 1988, landed import prices fell 24%, from approximately $45 per ton in

1981 to a low of only $34 per ton in 1988. In effect, foreign producers used the profits

generated in their protected home markets to subsidize low priced exports to the U.S.

This predatory pricing enabled them to gain a substantial share of the U.S. cement maiket

at the expense of U.S. producers. As shown on Exhibit 3 , the penetration of cement

imports steadily increased from less than 5% of the U.S. market in 1982 to almost 20%

by 1987.

This massive intiusion of dumped imports drove down cement prices in the

U.S. and severely weakened the financial condition of the industry. As a result, the

industry was forced to shut down 10% of its productive capacity, as depicted on

Exhibit 4 . Cement companies also reduced their employment base by over 20%. In

addition, many U.S.-owned finns were forced to sell cement plants to cash rich foreign

producers at substantially discounted prices. From 1975 to 1990, foreign ownership of

the U.S. cement industry increased from 5% to 65%.



The economic viability of the industiy depended on gaining some relief

from dumping. At great cost, the Committee organized cement producers in the southern

tier states from California to Florida to file antidumping petitions against Mexico, Japan

and Venezuela. Foitunately, these actions were successful and resulted in a significant

decline in unfairly priced imports after the imposition of duties in 1990 and 1991.

With unfairly traded imports in check, the industry is now beginning to

realize the benefits which nonnally take place during cyclical expansions. The recoveiy

in cement demand since the 1991 recession has resulted in a steady increase in the

industry's capacity utilization rate fiom 81% in 1991 to approximately 90% cunently.

The resulting improvement in supply/demand conditions has paved the way for a

recovery in cement prices from the depressed levels of the 1980's.

The improvement in the industry's profitability and returns has led to a

resurgence in capital spending and job creation. At present, numerous capital projects are

underway to build new capacity, expand existing capacity and upgrade present facilities.

A few examples are listed on Exhibit 5 . For the first time in almost 10 years, the industiy

has announced the construction of new cement plants to replace aging capacity and to

meet increased demand.

The temporaiy suspension of antidumping duties could re-open the

floodgates for unfairly priced cement imports at the peak of the cement cycle during

periods of high capacity utilization. The cement industry must achieve price and profit

gains at the top of the cycle to drive capital investment and job creation. The passage of
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H.R. 2822 would have a disastrous impact on the industry's willingness to invest. If the

industiy can't count on the enforcement of our trade laws to prevent dumping at the peak

of the business cycle, it would simply be too risky to undertake significant capital

investments. If our industiy doesn't earn profits at the peak of the cycle, it doesn't earn

any profits at all.

A healthy domestic cement industry is in the long-run best interest of

producers, downstream consumers and upstream suppliers. The downstream consumer of

cement arguably would receive a shoil-tenii benefit from the price depression caused by

unfairly priced imports. That price depression, however, would not only suppress new

investment to expand and modernize U.S. production capacity, but would also cause

further disinvestment as experienced during the 1980's. This loss of new and existing

investment would hurt cement producers, their workers and upstream suppliers. The

short-term pricing benefit to cement consumers would be more than offset by the long-

terni pricing detiiment resulting from lower domestic production capacity and less cost-

efficient plants.

It also would be contrary to cement consumers' long-tenn interests to

become dependent on dumped imports. A finding of dumping means the foreign dumper

has higher profits at home than on its exports to the U.S. It only exports to utilize excess

capacity it camiot absorb on home market sales. During periods of peak demand at home,

the foreign dumper will have no incentive to export to the U.S. It simply is not beneficial

for U.S. consumers to become reliant on dumped foreign cement since these imports will
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only be readily available when the cement cannot be sold in the more profitable home

markets of the foreign producers.

Thus, temporaiy suspension of duties could have a long-term adverse

impact on both U.S. cement producers as well as the downstream consumers that depend

on a readily available supply of the product from modem and cost efficient plants.

PROVIDING FOR DISCRETIONARY SUSPENSION OF ANTIDUMPING

ORDERS WOULD POLITICIZE THE PROCESS

Unlike previous short supply amendments, H.R. 2822 would provide

Commerce with exceptionally broad discretionary authority to suspend antidumping

duties without any statutory criteria or judicial review. Commerce would have the

authority to suspend duties in any period in which Commerce determines that "prevailing

market conditions" make the imposition of duties "inappropriate". Such a vague standard

is an invitation for political intervention.

If enacted, H.R. 2822 would necessarily politicize the process by opening

the door for extensive lobbying activities by respondents, foreign governments or any

other parties that would benefit from the suspension of duties. Lacking the objective

undeipinnings of statutoiy guidelines and judicial review, Commerce's decisions would

be tainted with political influence, whether actual or perceived. H.R. 2822 would also

undermine the credibility of the United States with its international trading partners
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because countiies exhibiting the gravest foreign policy concern at a particular moment in

time would be rewarded with suspended duties.

'

Congress has labored over the years to ensure that agency decisions in

antidumping cases are based on the facts presented and the application of detailed

statutoi-y standards. H.R. 2822 is contraiy to this longstanding policy and would

inevitably politicize Commerce's decision making process. In fact, Conmierce stiongly

opposes H.R. 2822, both because of the extreme cost and difficulty in administering such

a provision and because the enormous grant of discretion will encourage virtually every

importer to seek exemptions from antidumping orders and pursue extensive lobbying

campaigns in an effort to influence Commerce's decisions.

Our industiy has experienced firsthand how foreign producers will expend

substantial sums of money in an attempt to engineer a political fix to a legally valid

antidumping order. CEMEX, the Mexican cement monopoly, has been pursuing a

massive lobbying campaign over the past five years to remove the antidumping order

through political means. CEMEX has gained the support of many members of Congress

'In commenting on the intent to isolate antidumping decisions from political

influence, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit recently stated:

Antidumping duties are not simply tools to be deployed or withheld in the

conduct of domestic or foreign policy. In particular, the independent status

of the International Trade Commission was intended to insulate the

Govei-nment's decision to impose antidumping duties from nanowly

political concerns.

Federal Mogul Coro. v. U.S. . 63 F.3d 1572, 1581 (Fed. Cir. 1995).
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and some governors by making false claims of a cement shortage. CEMEX used statistics

showing that cement demand in the U.S. exceeds domestic productive capacity together

with references to increasing cement prices to make the argument that the antidumping

order against Mexico was creating cement shortages throughout the country. In fact,

however, U.S. cement producers were operating with excess production capacity

(approximately seven percent in 1994 and 10 percent in 1995) and imports from other

countries' entered the U.S. in sufficient quantities to fill the gap betAveen domestic

production and demand in 1994 and to create a substantial surplus in 1995. CEMEX

cited a handful of supply problems in a few local markets during the seasonal peak of

construction activity in the summer of 1994 and proclaimed a crisis for the U.S.

consti-uction industiy. CEMEX's self-serving cynicism is underscored by the fact that it

told Congress that the antidumping order caused exorbitant price increases, but it certified

to the U.S. International Trade Commission that the order has had absolutely no impact

on U.S. cement prices.

What CEMEX has consistently failed to mention is that any capacity

shortfalls in 1994 were largely the result of a decade of dumping which forced the

industry to close approximately 10 percent of its capacity. Suspending duties against

CEMEX under the auspices of a perceived short supply situation as envisioned by H.R.

2822 would threaten ongoing expansion projects, would cause domestic cement capacity

'Cement is a fungible commodity made in virtually every civilized nation. World

cement supplies are increasing, as shown on Exhibit 6 .
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to contract, and would exacerbate the very capacity shortfall upon which CEMEX's

rhetoric is based.

CONCLUSION

The existing dumping laws have been a very effective deteiTcnt to unfairly

priced cement imports. Their effective administration has allowed the reemergence of

free market conditions to balance supply and demand. The adoption of the temporaiy

duty suspension act would upset this balance in the favor of foreign producers that would

dump cement into U.S. markets without fear of retaliation in their protected home

markets. The short-teim advantage gained by the consumer in the fonn of lower prices

would be more than outweighed by the adverse long-range effects on product availability

caused by disinvestment in U.S. productive capacity. Both the industiy and the

downstream cement users would lose over the long-teiin.

The U.S. industiy has suffered significant injury at the hands of dumped

imports. The effective enforcement of our trade laws has allowed the industry to recover

and again supply the needs of the American construction industiy. This is not the time to

weaken remedies against unfairly traded imports by creating loopholes for the worst

foreign offenders -- those that dump with impunity and thereby destroy the domestic

industry's ability to invest in new plants and equipment needed to produce a competitive

product. Enacting H.R. 2822 and similar proposals to dilute U.S. antidumping law would
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go a long way toward destroying the fragile consensus for free trade that exists in the

United States today.

For all of these reasons, we respectfully request that the House Small

Business Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports and Business Opportunities take no

further action in support of this injurious legislation.

If you have any questions or would like additional infoiination, please let

me know.

Sincerely,

,^^.^ -/A

Dennis M. Thies

Southern Tier

Cement Committee
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THE SOUTHERN TIER CEMENT COMMITTEE

Company/Headquarters Plant Locations

Alamo Cement Company
San Antonio, TX

Arizona Portland Cement Co.

Glendora, CA

Ash Grove Cement Company
Overland Park, KS

San Antonio, TX

Rillito, AZ

Chanute, KS
Durkee, OR
Foreman, AR
Inkom, ID

Nephi, UT
Louisville, NE
Clancy, MT
Seattle, VVA

Blue Circle

Marietta, GA
Atlanta, GA
Harleyville, SC
Sparrows Point, MD

Calera, AL
Ravena, NY
Tulsa, OK

Calaveras Cement Co.

Walnut Creek, CA

California Portland Cement Co.

Glendora, CA

Florida Crushed Stone Co.

Leesburg, FL

Redding, CA
Monolith, CA

Colton, CA

Brooksville, FL

Mojave, CA

Florida Rock Industries Inc.

Jacksonville, FL

Giant Cement Company
Harleyville, SC

Gainesville, FL

Harleyville, SC

Kaiser Cement Corp.

Pleasanton, CA

Lafarge Corporation

Reston, VA

Cupertino, CA

Alpena, MI
Davenport, lA

Fredonia, KS
Grand Chain, IL

Independence, MO

Paulding, OH
Tampa, FL
Whitehall, PA

Exhibit 1
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Company/Headquarters Plant Locations

Lehigh Portland Cement Company
Allentown, PA

Lone Star Industries

Stamford, CT

Medusa Corporation

Cleveland, OH

National Cement Co. of Alabama, Inc.

Birmingham, AL

Gary, IN

Leeds, AL
Mason City, lA

Mitchell, FN

Cape Girardeau, MO
Greencastle, IN

Sweetwater, TX

Charlevoix, MI
Clinchfield, GA

Ragland, AL

Union Bridge, MD
Waco, TX
York, PA

Oglesby, IL

Pryor, OK

Demopolis, AL
Wampum, PA

National Cement Co. of Calirornia, Inc.

Encino, CA
Lebec, CA

North Texas Cement Company
Dallas, TX

Phoenix Cement Company
Phoenix, AZ

Riverside Cement Company
Diamond Bar, CA

RC Cement Co., Inc.

Bethlehem, PA

RMC
Pleasanton, CA

Southdown, Inc

Houston, TX

Tarmac America, Inc.

Medley, FL

Texas Industries, Inc.

Dallas, TX

Texas-Lehigh Cement Company
Buda, TX

Midlothian, TX

Clarkdale, AZ

Riverside, CA

Stockertown, PA
Chattanooga, TN

Davenport, CA

Louisville, KY
Pittsburgh, PA
Fairborn, OH
Brooksville, FL

Medley, FL

New Braunfels, TX
Midlothian, TX

Buda, TX

Oro Grande, CA

Festus, MO
Independence, KS

Knoxville, TN
Lyons, CO
Odessa, TX
Victorville, CA
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Recent Capacity Expansion Investments In The U.S. Cement Industry

Company

Ash Grove

Investment Project

Increasing capacity of Leamington, UT plant from 650,000 to

825,000 tons. Increasing capacity of Durkee, OR plant from

500,000 to 900,000 tons (est. $85 million).

Blue Circle America Installing new finish mill to increase cement grinding capacity at

Roberta, AL plant ($22.5 million).

Capitol Aggregates Installing new finish mill to increase cement gnnding capacity at

San Antonio, TX plant.

Florida Crushed Stone Building second kibi at its Brooksville, FL plant to double

clinker capacity (est. $60 million).

Florida Rock Building 750,000 ton plant near Gainesville, FL (est. $100

Industries million).

Hobiam Doubling capacity of its Devil's Slide, Utah plant to 700,000

tons by replacing the existing wet kiln with a dry kiln (est. $75

million). Modernizing and upgrading clinker coolers in

Midlotliian, TX, Theodore, AL, and Santee, S.C. plants.

Replacing raw mill separator with higli-efficiency separator at

Theodore, AL plant.

Lafarge Investing $135 million in a new facility at an existing cement

plant site near Kansas City, MO, increasing capacity by

400,000 tons aimually. Modernizing heating and cooling

processes in Davenport, lA and Fredonia, KS plants to increase

production and reduce ftiel consumption. Investing $9.7 million

in modernization of Paulding, OH plant.

Exhibit 5
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Lelugh Portland Modernizing and expanding project at the Union Bridge,

Cement Maryland cement plant, increasing capacity from 1 .0 to 1.5

million tons. ($180 million) Upgrading kiln preheater and

clinker cooling systems at Leeds, AL plant. Upgrading Macon
City, lA plant to increase capacity.

Lone Star Industries Investing $15.5 million in a new finish mill and storage facilities

at Greencastle, IN plant, increasing cement capacity by 1

1

percent.

Medusa Modifying preheater kiln system at Clinchfield, GA plant,

increasing cement capacity by 6 percent.

National Cement Installing a 2,100-tons per day clinker cooler in Lebec, CA
cement plant.

Riverside Cement Centralizing control rooms for gray and white cement plants.

Roanoke Cement Investing $37 million to modernize Roanoke, VA cement plant

and expand capacity from I.O to 12 million tons.

Southdown Investing $48 million in expansion and modernization of

Fairbom, OH cement plant, increasing cement capacity by

120,000 tons per year.

Texas Industries, Lie. Buying more than 3,400 acres with limestone deposits adjoining

Midlothian, TX cement plant.
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, TUESDAY. APRIL 16. 1996

Big Steelmakers Shape Up
U.S. Mills Win Back Business at Home and Abroad

Last year, the Bethlehem Steel Corporation exported 500,000 tons of steel from its plant along the Chesapeake Bay.

ByJOHNHOLUSHA

SPARROWS POINT. Md - Richard

Moore was laid off from the Bethlehem
Sleel Corporations sprawling mill here

in 1981. one of tens of thousands of

workers shed by the American sieel

industry as it fought to cut bloated costs

and fend off surging imports

Now, after a nearly 15-year stmt sell-

ing auto pans. Mr Moore IS back on the

job. one of 400 production workers hired

here last year, the first new arrivals

since 1979 More are expected to be

hired soon

The work here is dirlier. hotter,

more dangerous and strenuous" than

the sales job, Mr Moore said during a

brief break But, at $24 an hour in base

pay and benefits, it is also "much belter

than what I was doing," he added
The return of Mr Moore and his

colleagues — and others like ihem at

steel plants around the country —
marks the return as well of an industry

that was nearly given up for dead in the

United States a decade or so ago
Slimmer now and better run, Ameri-

can steelmakers are taking back more
and more pieces of their domestic busi-

ness from competitors in Japan and
other countries And at levels not seen

for hall a century, they are going

abroad with a vengeance, more than

holding their own on foreign turf in

terms of quality and price, even with

the added expense of shipping

Last year, they shipped 7 1 million

UNITED STATES

-> of steel slabs, sheets and strtjctur-

)eams to foreign countries, nearly

!
the 3 8 million tons exponed in

1994 It was the best export perform-
ance since 1940, according to the Amer-
ican Iron and Steel Institute, the princi-

ttittttti
O^MER COUNTRIES IN '995

-- HHHHHHIIHII -^

~- HHKHHHHHH ^^^

Conlmued on Page D5

Less Labor
American steel mills iiave

become much more
procJuclrve m recent years,

and are now more efficient

than tnose of other major

producing couniries Figures

are the txxjrs of vvofk

required tor each metric Ion

of cdd-roiled steel sheet

shipped by major mills
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OPINION

When steel is in 'short supply'
BY HANS MUELLER

Late last year, Rep. Philip

Crane, R-lll.. introduced a bill

that would allow the Depart-

ment of Commerce to lift anti-

dumping duties temporarily on
products unavailable from do-

mestic sources. Rep. Crane's

proposal, known as the 'short

supply' bill because it would
suspend duties for goods in

short supply, sparked a storm
of protest from several con-
gressmen, some industry

groups and Commerce itself.

Vet, approval of the bill would
represent a small step toward

restoring the balance of market
power between producers and
consumers in some key U.S. in-

dustries, espe-

cially steel.

Domestic
steel producers
have been
among the most
vocal opponents
of Rep. Cranes
bUI. That's hard-

ly a surprise

since the steel

industry ac-

counted for

more than half

of all anti-dump-
ing petitions

nied during the

last 15 years.

(Dumping com-
plaints are Tiled

when a company
believes a for-

eign producer is selling its

goods in the United States at

unfairly low prices). In some
steel products, such as plate

steel and galvanized coils, steel-

makers hold considerable pow-

er over their own customers.

In comments submitted last

month to the House Ways and
Means Subcommittee on Trade,

steel users forcefully expressed

their support for the proposed
legislation. According to the

Steel Service Center Institute,

'America's downstream manu-
facturers are just one compo-
nent away from disaster. How-
ever mundane the missing
piece ... its unavailability can
bring the manufacturing proc-

ess to a sudden halt and crip-

ple sales."

The American Wire Pnxiucers

Association is similarly emphatic;

it attributes market losses by its

members to the imposition of

preliminary dumping duties on

carbon steel wire rod in 1993-94,

will) wire product sales going in-

stead to foreign competitors. The
Precision MetaUbrming Associa-

tion, whose members employ
50% more workers than the en-

tire steel industry, asks why higli

tariffs are imposed on goods that

U.S. industry needs but domestic

producers cannot supply.

Existing anti-dumping rules

are to a large extent the result

of the steel industry's past lob-

bying efforts. Lawyers for the

big U.S. steel producers worked
hard in the 1970s and 1980s to

make tlie law more producer-

friendly and to have enforce-

ment procedures tilted in their

favor. By contrast, the much
larger American steel-consum-

ing sector, including small us-

can fix it, but I'll have to order parts.'

ers and export -oriented firms,

was never cohesive enough to

offset the steel producers.

Massive trade complaints

filed in 1992 led to punitive du-

ties, many prohibitively high,

on 3 million tons of imported

plate and galvanized sheet

steel. The resulting trade dis-

ruptions aggravated already ex-

isting supply problems brought

on by strengthening demand,
and limited domestic steel-

making capacity. During the

1991 boom, steel producers
were forced to ration supplies

to tlieir customers. Greatly ex-

tended delivery periods or out-

riglit cancellations made it diffi-

cult for manufacturers to stay

schedule. Steel users were

obliged to turn to new and of-

ten unreliable producers from

Russia and Ukraine.

Two favorable developments

kept tlie situation in 1994 from

becoming critical. First, by a

margin of one or two voles, the

International Iradc Conuiils-

slon cleared several million

tons of imported steel of injury

charges. Also, the delayed eco-

nomic recovery in Europe and
lapan allowed American steel-

makers to buy huge quantities

of foreign-made, semi-finished

steel for processing in their

own mills.

The agencies administering

U.S. trade law, including the

Commerce Department, show
little concern for the effect

their actions have on U.S. mar-
kets. The question of whether
those seeking import relief are

capable of meeting demand Is

deemed irrelevant.

The rrc holds a similar view.

'It must be remembered,'
wrote ITC
Vice Chair-

man Janet

Nuzum and
Commission-
er David
Rohr, 'that

the purpose
of the anti-

dumping and
countervail-
ing duty laws

is not to

protect con-

sumers, but

rather to

protect pro-

d u c -

ers . . So it

should . not

come as a

surprise that

the economic benefits of the

remedies accrue to producers,

and the costs accrue to con-

sumers."

In the 1950s and 19fiOs, U.S.

trade officials derided several

Latin American countries for

adopting policies aimed at bar-

ring the import of any product

that could be obtained from lo-

cal producers. Two decades lat-

er, the United Stales Is fully be-

hind a U.S. policy that may
block Imports regardless of the

domestic avallabllily of like

products At least the Latin

Americans were pursuing a

well-defined objective of indus-

ttial expansion with their trade

policy. Imports were reduced

only at the rate domestic prod-

ucts became available. The U.S.

policy on steel imports does

not offer even that much.

Hans Mueller, former profeuor of ko-

nomici. ii president of a consulting

fiini in Miirfrersboro. Trnn
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The short-supply
A STORM IS GATHERING in the corridors o( Wash

inglon In the eye of it is not the balanced budget or
abortion, but a modest legislative proposal to suspend
antidumping levies on products in short supply Not sur-

prisingly, the battle to defeat the measure is led by the
steel industry, but it includes cement and semiconductor
manufacturers, labor unions, textile producers and many
others Passage of the bill, they all tear, would crack the
wall of protection the government has built around them
and expose them to more competition

The government is against it as well In an argument
that justifies its sobriquet. "MITI without the brains." the
Department of Commerce s Import Administration claims
the short supply" legislation would have 'hariiilul conse-
quences for US industries " This argument apparently
assumes that competition is harmful It also disregards the
fact that while the dozens of antidumping orders shielding
the steel industry may protect the handful of U S steel

producers, they hurl lens of thousands of steel users, from
General Motors and Caterpillar to Canberra Industries, of

Meriden. Conn

Steel users lacing shortages - research shows there is

a chronic 15 million to 20 million ton steel shortage in the

United States - are forced either to import steel at a much
higher price, import components made abroad or move
component production facilities to other countries Labor,
with Its unblemished record of being wrong on trade,

suffers as a result Nonetheless, unions are opposed to the

short-supply bill

For decades following World War II. the United States
was the world's leader in dismantling tariffs and quotas.

But in the 1970s the process of liberaliiation reversed and
the level of protection, mainly through non-tariff barriers,

began to rise A decade later, twice as many imports were
subject to some form of restraint Antidumping laws and
other administered protection, such as voluntary export
restraints, became the modern tools of US protection

Even the European Union, which has made extraordinary

use of its dumping laws to keep Central and East European
imports out, has provisions for short supply

It would be easy to make a case for doing away with

Antidumping laws altogether The International Trade
Commission, which helps administer the laws, believes they

cost consumers Jl 6 billion a year in higher prices Recent

research at Rutgers University shows that the "main bene-

factor of anti-dumping duties may not be the US com-
plainant, but rather the other countries competing in the

US. market" After spending huge sums to win dumping
'cases, the complaining companies "might receive little or

no gain," Rutgers economists concluded

But the short-supply bill, sponsored by Repu )lican

Reps Bill Archer of Texas and Phillip Crane of Illinois,

would leave the basic anti-dumping law intact It would
merely suspend dumping levies on products not made in

;
the United States at all or in insufficient quantities

The Commerce Department claims today's law already

,
allows short-supply exceptions under the "scope exclusion"

I provisions, and cites Canberra Industries as a shining ex-

ample of the law's merits Canberra itself is emphatically

,
behind the short-supply bill, saying it took almost two years

: and reams of paper to get relief from Commerce Unlike

CM. which can move production anywhere around the

.
globe without skipping a beat, Canberra can't

The less obvious benefit of the short-supply bill is that

it would bring producers and users closer together Not
since Soviet-style central planning has there been such a

gulf between suppliers and customers as there is between

US steel producers and users The two sides are so distant,

they know or care little about one another's needs

The short-supply measure makes good business sense

It would help companies adversely affected by anti-dump-

ing orders without harming those domestic producers in-

tended to benefit from such orders.
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Steel: A New Round of Protectionism

in American Trade
Traditionally the American steel industry is the most protected industrial sector in the

USA and intematlonally it is the largest user of anti-dumping and anti-subsidy

proceedlngs:''^Af\he end of 1994 a ruling from the GATT Panef settled the most recent

trade dispute in the steel market. A numtxr of the anti-dumping and anti-sut>sidy

proceedings applied for by US integrated steel producers in 1992 remain in effect.

')Tie following paper outlines the latest trade dispute in the steel trade, beginning with an

overview of the various rounds of protectionism to date, and seeks to analyse the

background to and causes of the dispute."'

The American sted industry has enjoyed almost

constant protectionism for 25 years. Until 1982

steel imports wen controlled by voluntaiy restraint

agreements (1969-1974) and a system of Import

controls known as the trigger price system* (1978-

1982). In 1982 integrated steel producers' filed 132

anti-dumping and ant-subsidy complaints. TTiis was

the largest number of claims that had ever been

brought at one time. However, the American

govemnnent was able to persuade the steel producers

to withdraw their actions by negotiating voluntary

restraint agreements with the major Importing

countries. The Import quotas limited imports of low-

cartwn steel from 28 countries to 18.4% of US steel

consunption. The voluntary agreements wera extended

to other countries and in 1985 prolonged to 30th

September 1989. That meant that the American steel

market was fully protected; all significant steel

imports Into the USA were govemod by voluntary

restraint agreements. In 1989 the voluntary restraint

agreements were renewed for the last time by

PreskJent Bush. To prepare the way for the abolition of

import restrictions, the quotas were to tie increased

gradually to 20.3% in 1992. At the same tinr>e it was

intended to use this transitional period to draw up a

Multilateral Steel Agreement (MSA)* for 1992.*

Before the voluntary restraint agreements expired

the US integrated steel producers were facing a

serious demand crisis, due to the US recesston and a

number of other prot)lems. Capacity utilisation fell

below 70%' and the American steel producers

recorded tosses of US$ 2.2 billion.* In the period

preceding the agreements' expiry the producers

campaigned for an extension. They started an

advertising campaign against the growing

competition from abroad. They argued that once the

agreements expired the American market wouM be

swamped with foreign steel and that this would cause

considerable damage to the domestic industry.* On
the other side of the debate, some major steel users

expected k>wer costs once the voluntary restraint

agreements expired and they therefore attempted to

influence the President and the American pubSc to

prevent the agreements from being extended."' The

positkjn of the American steel producers was also

undermined by the American minimills that explk;ity

dist^iced themselves from the demarxls for import

rBstrictk>ns, pointing out their high level of

competitiveness."

Down m Ihe Ourrps.

price. Th« Japanese wen the

preducera at this lime The Ajnencan autJiortiBS automaticaty

initialed anli-duinping proceedings agajnat imports below thit

Imsgratad ateetworVa V9 production un
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Once President Bush had declined to extend the

voluntary restraint agreements that had been In place

since 1982 and the MSA negotiations had failed, all

contractual obligations ceased to apply on 31st

March 1992." A few days later the American steel

producers submittad the first eight applications to the

InternatKDral Trade Administration (ITA - the USA's

equivalent of a ministry of trade) for the initiation of

anti-dumping and anti-subsidy proceedings. A short

time later a further 84 complaints (48 anti-dumping

and 36 anll-subsidy compJaints) were added." The

applications to ITA for subsidy-compensation duties

of up to 164% were directed against 21 foreign

governments, including EU member states," who
were accused of sutssldlsing exports. Italy, Spain and

New Zaaiand were considered to be the most guilty of

providing subsidies, whereas South Korean and

Mexican producers featured strongly In the 48 anti-

dumping actions." The steel imports affected by the

actions totalled 6.5 million tonnes and had a value of

DM 3 bSion. of which DM 81 5 million came from the

EU.-

The reactions of the countries affected by the

actions varied, ranging from public indignation In the

case of the EU" and Japan to the announcement of

retaliatory measures In the cases of Mexico and

Cariada" The Canadian steel producers retaliated by

bringing anti-dumping actions against American steel

WaaMnglon Statt f

1982. pp. 26»-278;

Stahont •> asn actrOgm Jatnn. IntegraUonslortschntl Ctm
AussarrmMskonfiiae?, In: Magntlon. Vol 8. 1/gS, pp. 318 A.;

FrwikKftar Allgwnara Zaitu>^ 2tv1 Dacerrtm 1982, No 280. p. 38;

StaMmartit Sm. p. 15; and N4«tat BiJatin MontWy, Ma/ 1994. p. 14.

• Ct. 7/1991.

11/91. p. 15.

1968 m« flrat coalition of stnl users was form«J. Thn coaTitkin

1 al impart quotas. The CoaWon of Steal Using

(CASUM) cxnaatsd ol about 300 sta«l umts who
i for about a thira ol Anertcar steel consumption. T>ie steel

userv complained atxxjt I

Following the Imposition of provisional anti-subsidy

duties and anti-dumping duties in November 1992

and January 1993, the International Trade

Commission (ITC) determined the injury caused to the

Amencan steel industry by the imports in question in

March 1993. That June, the ITA imposed the final anti-

dumping duties at sulsstantlally increased levels. In

some cases they were even double the levels of the

provisional duties." However, m the case of anti-

subsidy duties the final levels were reduced

substantially, except for those imposed against Italy.''

The anti-dumping and anti-subsidy offensive by the

US integrated steel producers ultimately ran up

against the politically independent ITC. In September

1993, tfw commission gave its final decision and

rejected 42 of the 74 remaining acticis." Thus the

attempt by American producers to establish a total

wall of protection using anti-dumping and anti-

subsidy duties failed.

EffecU of die Punttive Duties

The US Integrated steel producers regarded the

use of punitive duties to reduce competition from

imports as the only way of increasing pnces on the

American steel market." According to estimates

made at the time, the Introduction of the punitive

tariffs applied for was expected to result in a price

increase of at least lOW." As a result of the duties

imposed, imports of steel into the USA fell by 45%
between January and February 1 993 and imports of

European steel fell by as much as 48%.° As a result

steel imports were diverted to the EU and elsewhere

and this additional supply exacert^ated the already

difficult market conditions tjeing experienced by

' Gmnerf. Italy, France, UK. Belgun. I

• a. FrarWifter Algamaina Zaitung. 2nd July 1992.

* a. Frankfurter Algemeine Zaitung. 24th June 1993. No. 143. p. 15.

I to do so because of the
•smal scale of the dbpute" CI. Soddeutsche Zeitung. 30th
SapterT«>er 1992, RiitmachncHten, 7tti October 1992.

Zaitung. 2nd Jiiy 1992.

• Of Stahknarht 9«i.

mar mason (or torming Itw coafttai. CJ. StaNmarW, 11/91, pp. 19.

" Cf. Slahln^rVt S«2. p. 16

CI. Ftwikfurter Algemeine Ze*ung, 18th Apr* 1992

. a/92, p. 19.

12/92. p. 21.

' a Metal Butetln, 22nd AprI 1933. p 22.
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European steel producers." In February 1993 the US

import ratio lor steel fell to its lowest point since 1975."

The anti-dumping and anti-subsidy duties, combined

with the economic recovery In the USA. allowed the

American steel industry to aclileve the price increase

it had sought. At the beginning of 1994 the American

market even experienced a steel shortage. According

to EU Commission estimates, the provisional duties

led to a reduction In European steol exports of 25%.^

A coalition of 1 ,200 American steel users together

with the electrosteel producer' NUCOR was formed

to oppose anti-dumping eind anti-subsidy actions.

Known as the "Coalition of American Businesses for

Stable Steel Supplies (CABSSS)", Its membership

accounted for 50% of the US consumption of flat

steef." The coalition was founded by former members

of CASUM." Their organisation costs were low

because of the contacts already built up by the

CASUfvt coalition." The steel users complained about

the i/Kreaso in price and the supply shortage caused

by the anti-dumping measures. They argued that

American steel could replace imported steei neither

qualitatively nor quantitatively. In one of the

companies wastage Increased threefold and another

company had to cease nfwnufacture of one of Its

products because the steel required was not available

In sufficient quantities on the American market."

' C(. Ffsikfour Algomeira ZaAunQ, ieth Fetvuory 1983. tto. "CIJ I BulMki. igtt Juty 1993. p. 19.

" C(. Fraokh*tor

' C(. FrankfuJlfif

Zeiliiig. 7th JtMV 1903, No. 129, p. 13.

Zoirung. 24tti Juro 1993. No. 143, p. IS.

K) -minings- f«<(r to »to samo das* o<

-' In th« 9ta«l nctsr users hiv* a vary unfavourable r

relaiiv* lo that of ttw (te«l preOucara: Ihera is a smal n

preducos and a laige number of smal usors.

" C«. MoUl DtMUn. 2S<h Uvcti 1994, p. 19.

Hans-Eckart Scharrer (ed.)

Economic and Monetary Policy Cooperation: The EC and Japan

Any meaningful discussion about "managing macrocconomic interdependence" must talcc into

account the national policy objectives, institutional arrangements, and socioeconomic challenges.

This collection of papers presents seven contributions of European and Japanese economists rele-

vant to that issue.

Peter Bofinger analyzes potential conflicts between policy coordination on the Euxxipean and inter-

national levels. The following studies deal with the scope and limits of multilateral coordination

from the points of view of the United Kingdom (Richard Brown) and Germany (Beate Reszat). Two

other papers address more specifically tlie processes of exchange rate decision-making and coordi-

nation in Germany (Jochcn Michaelis) and the EMS (Peter Bofinger). The final two articles take up

the Japanese dimension, focussing at important current and long-term issues of fiscal (Yukio

Noguchi) and monetary (Kazumasa Iwata) policy.

The volume is of interest to economists, political scientists, and all active observen of European,

Japanese, and international economic policy.

1994. 176 p., paperback, 48.- DM. 374.50 dS, 48,-sFr. ISBN 3-7890-3419-3

(VcrOtTenllichungcn dcs HWWA-Instilut (Br WiitschaftsfoRchung - Hamburg. Bd 8)

Q NOMOS Verlagsgcsellschaft • Postfach 610 • 76484 Baden-Baden f^
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Th« Muttllateral Steel Agreeinent

The talks on a Multilateral Steel Agreement (MSA)

took place between 32 steel-producing coontries

within the framework of the general GATT

negotiations. The American steel producers expected

the MSA to deal with the question of international

overcapacity, government subsidies, closed markets

and "unfair trade practices'." The AgreefT>ent was

also intended to atxtTish all Import duties on steel.

December 1993 was the deadline set by the parties to

the negotiations for completkjn of the MSA. But this

date also passed without agreement being reached

and the MSA had to be separated from the Uruguay

Round negotlatksns." As part of the MSA negotiations

the EU proposed that the MSA should prohibit

support subsidies for uncompetitive suppliers if the

USA withdrew the anti-dumping complaints against

European companies. Subsidies granted for the

purpose of restojcturlng were to be permitted.

However, this was reiected by the US integrated steel

producers who did not want to withdraw their anti-

dumping actions. The Americans also feared that

support subsidies for uncompetitive firms could be

disguised as restructuring suljsidies." A short time

later the EU withdrew this proposal on the Initiative of

the European steel producers and repeated its

demand ttiat an MSA be conditional upon the

withdrawal of anti-dumping actions. TTie USA
declined t}y stating that an MSA could not deprive the

American steel producers of their right to pursue anti-

dumplrig actions."

Certain of the EU's objectives In the MSA
negotiations, such as the legalisation of regionai aid,

research and development subsidies and an Increase

in the tower limits for dumping and injury (de minimis

criteria) were already written Into the new text of the

Uruguay Round of GATT. wtth the result that Merest in

a separate MSA waned. The only remainir^ point to

be negotiated that continues to be of interest to the

" or. Uratad StatH - Gareral Accounting Offic*: Th* Ganaral

Agreemant on Tariffs and Trade - Uruguay Hound FinaJ Act Should

Produce Overal US Econonw: Ga»B, Vo(. 2. Wa3^ing1o^ DC. 1994,

p. 173.

^ C(. M«tal Sulotin, 4tti OctotMf 1993. p. 19

» Ct. MeUJ Buletin. 30»i J>« 1894. p. 17.

" C(. EUROPE, 2ia S«ptKTOer 1982. and 28t>i May 1993. No. 5989,

p. 9.

" Prior to amardment by tra Uruguay Round.
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EU Is an anti-harassment clause. This provision is

intended to prevent Amencan steel producers from

excluding European importers from the US marVet for

a given period of time by concentrating a large

number of antl-dumping acttons at one time and by

imposing provisional anti-dumping duties, even if the

actions are sutisequentty proved to be unjustified (see

below). However, the US Integrated steel producers

have far too much politk;al influence for this

bargaining point to stand any chance of success."

American Accusations Regarding Subsidies

In May 1993 the European Commisston applied to

the GATT Secretariat to establish a panel to

investigate the legitimacy of anti-subskjy duties on

ferriferous and bismuth steel. The critteism votced by

the EU to the panel in respect ot the American anti-

subsidy duties was as follows:

D Some of the duties related to subsidies that had

been granted up to 15 years ago.

D The voluntary restraint agreements concluded with

the USA in 1978 had led to a sharp reduction m steel

imports, so the EU refuted the injury accusations

made by the USA. Furthermore, the European steel

producers had not used up their quotas.

a The US claims were not based on the actual

amount of the subsidy, but on the discounted present

value.

D ECSC loans were also classed as subsidies, even

though they were financed by the European steel

Industry itself via the ECSC levy.

O Subsidies were attributed In full to firms in the

countries concerned, ignoring the fact that part of the

morwy was received by foreign subsidiaries.

n Firms Itiat received funding not directly from the

government but from sut)sidised enterprises were

also classed as having themselves t)een subsidised.

D A credit renouncement agreed by a private German
bank in respect of an insolvent enterprise was
classified as a subsidy by the USA."

n Subsidies paid by the Bntish Government prior to

the sale of the British Steel Corporatton (BSC) were

also taken into account. The EU contended that the

purchase price paid to the governnwnt t>y the new
owners cancelled out the effects of subskJies.

Certain insufficiencies in the GATT regulations were

one reason for the interprefational differences in the

previous GATT sut)sidies code." The GATT did altow
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countervailing dutes to be levied (Art. VI, 3) in respect

of sut>sidies causing injury, but the antisubsidy code

neither defined the permitted domestic subsidies nor

clearly demarcated them from the prohibited export

subsidies. AJthough it was recognised that such

domestic subsidies could also injure foreign industry,

the only specific provision covering this case was lliat

the subsidising party should call a halt to the injuries.

Moreover, the cofrBsporvJing sections were amenable

to differing legal interpretations."

Finally, In October 1994, the QATT Panel agreed

sut)stantialfy with the EU and judged the USA's

application of the antisubsidy code to be an

infringement of GATT. The Panel decided that the

subsidies received In the case of the BSC were

already reflected in the Corporation's ourcJiase price,

with the result that the goods exported subsequently

could not be classified as sutwidised. The Panel ruled

that the interest calculatioo used by the rTA to

defennine the benefit received by Usinor-Sacilor from

government credits was unjustified, because the FTA

had not given sufficient grounds for its decision. The

treatment of a credit renouncement from a private

bank as a subsidy was also rejected by the Panel, as

was the treatment of an increase in a government's

shareholding in a company as a subsidy In its entirety.

The ITA's Interpretation was confirmed by the Panel In

only two cases, namety its taldng Into account of

subsidies granted during a precedirtg period of up to

15 years, and its general dassiflcation of Increases In

govemment shareholdings as subsidies."

American allegatloru of subsidies nnust also be

viewed In the context that the US Integrated steel

producers are themselves sutwidised. For example, in

1994 Bethlehem Steel was awarded $35 million from

the US State of Pennsytvania to avert threatened job

cuts." However, the BJ also played its own part In

pushir^ events towards anti-subsidy proceedings, as

its member states vied with one another to provide

their industries with subsidies in the 19803. The

negative effects of indirectJy subsidised" exports on

foreign profits and jobs cannot be toterated, because

• AgrocfiwitonldlerpratalJonardAppicalionofAitidesVI. XVIaod
XXII of ll» QAIT. and Art. 12, Pars. 2; Frank Bonyon and Jacques
Bourgeois, op. ciL. pp. 319 fl.

"^ a. InakM U.S. Trada, 21a« Oettbor 1994. pp. 8-9.

-' a. VMal Butebn. 2Stti Marcti 1994, p. 19.

arahazy. Fort
I0SM3 inm tfia stata can cauaa a hm to undorcut iho pricsa o( its

ovrpetrtors on oxport mortuxs to Snd a ne» ouOet lor its products,

as it can assuna Ihat i » not have to meet any lasulting lossos

the pressures placed on suppliers from other

countries are not generated by domestic firms' own
competitive efforts, thus causing distortions to

competition which are damaging to the market

system.

American Accusations Regarding Dumping

The claim made by the US integrated steel

producers that the dumping*" of steel imports was

pushing American steel prices betow the cost of

productton and so damagir^g the American steel

Industry have to be qualified In that American steel

producers were themselves supplying their home
marVet at prices below the cost of production. I.e.

were also er>gaging In dumping, and thus helped to

bring about the collapse in prfees they complained

of." One reason for this was a bitter price war

amongst the US integrated steel producers as

demand fell off during the recesston, arxj arwttwr was

the similarly bitter price war t>etweer the Integrated

steel producers and the mlnimins.'' For example, by

the first quarter of 1992 the import share of the

American steei market fell to 17.2%, whereas market

share of the US minimllls rose to 35% (cf. Figure 1)."

As a result, Nucor, the electrosteel producer, was able

to Increase Its profits from 1991 to 1992,

notwithstanding the failing demand for steel 'n the US
n'larket, wtiereas the large integrated steel producers

were forced to seA steel at prices bek)w their fuU

costs, and hence to make tosses.* Imports were lot

therefore the main cause of tosses arrwngst the US
Integrated producers. Nor Is there any direct

con-elatkjn between the trend in imports and the

profits of the Integrated steel producers. In 1987

the Integrated steel producers recorded profits of

$1 bflSon, while imports accounted for 21% of the

American market, whereas in 1991 they Incurred

tosses of $2 billion, even though imports had bflen to

18% of the market (cf. Rgure 1)."

As a supplier to the capital equipnwit industry, the

steel Industry is heavily dependent on the business

" tXimping raters jjeroraly to tf>e saie al goods on taraign marVat
al a loi»8r price ttian on the iJomesbc mar1<«L The QATT *so raganis

sales belCMr oomeslic coduction costs as duiTong. AccorOing to Art
VI a< Itn QATT dunping vtolaiss the nMa 01 ntemationat "ir tracing

and Is to be condemned if it causes or Hvaatens matenal r^jry >o an

astattshed industry m the tern lory o< a conlracang party or matariafy

rotartJs tie estatBahmont 01 a domestic ndusty*.

•'asi*imarta,1l/91,p.16.

. Wi. p. 12.

' Cr. S«ai*iian<t 7/82, p. 15.

' a MaU Suletin. 1st February 1933, p. 3.
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cycles of the ecooomy. with the result that economic

trertds are transferred overproportionally, ar.d

productive capacity is underutilised on a cyclical

basis. In order to be able to cover its very high fixed

costs when Lrtillsation is low, the steel industry would

have to increase its pnces during periods of

undercapacity, but this is almost impossible to

achieve against a background of weak demand. As a

result companies are forced to sell at prices lower

tran the costs of production, that is, to engage in

"dumping", during this pertod. To allow for these

swings in the cost calculation during the dumping

investigation, production costs ought to be based on

an average utilisation of 85% or measured for the

duration of a full business cycle. However, the

Commerce Department (TTA) works on the basis of a

one-year period, which ultimately alkiwed American

petitioners to influence whether the ITA would

detemiine that dumping had taken place or not by

timing their action accordingty.'' Dumping can also be

caused by fluctuatksns in exchange rates, a further

Trade-Weighted Value of th« US Dollar Relative I

the Currencies of 18 lr«duatriallsed Countries

Trends In US Market Shares of Competitors of the

Integrated Steel Producers

objection raised by the ? iropean steel producers. As
a result when the ITA ruled that dumping had taken

place EUROFER" panted, by way of explanation, to

the decline in the vakje of the US dollar dunng the

period of the investigation." If ttie value of the dollar

depreciates even the maintenance of export prices in

dollar temis leads to dumping determination, tsecause

the 'normal value"," if it is cakrulated. will have

increased in dollar terms as a result of the

appreciation of the exporters' domestk: currencies.

Exporters are therefore forced to increase their dollar

prices and thus lose market share.

Tbe European Accusatiorts of Harassment

The interest group representing the European

integrated steel producers. EUROFER, pointed to the

bundling of anti-dumping actions and accused the

American producers of misusing anti-dumping law to

"harass" them." The bundling of complaints is

advantageous in that the probability of the fTCs

determining injury is increased by the cumulative

effect of imports ascertained in its investigatk>ns. In

additkxi, the political signiftcance of the ctnti-dumping

actions Is increased by this cumulative effect. It can

also be assumed that the authorities, overloaded by

such a flood of actions, will be unaUe to carry out the

preliminary dumping investigation >^vy meticutousfy

within the fixed time-period of 115 days and will

therefore be inclined to impose a provisional anti-

dumping duty in order to keep its options open.

However, even if it is finally rejected the benefit of

an anti-dumping petition for domestic producers

substantially exceeds the average legal cost of

$400,000 per complaint, because foreign producers

are temporarily pushed out of the market by the

proviskjnal duties, whch also leads to an Increase in

the price level." Based upon the US integrated steel

producers' annual output of approximately 40 million

tonnes in 1993. even an average price increase of $1

Sources: Deutsctie Burvlesbanic

1994; oeCD: World Steel "r

1985; DooaW F. Barnotl ano Robert W. Cri

Ashes. Washirslon DC. 1986. p. 7, Metal So
V*jria. fThe
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per tonne would nnean an increase in profit of $40

million. Experts estimate that prices rose by $20 per

tonne as a result of the anti-dumping actions and that

the American steel producers' legal costs amounted

to $40 million, which would mean a net Increase In

profit of $760 million."

Negative Delermlnatlon of Injury

In analysing Injury, GATT no longer stipulates that

imports must be a significant cause or even the main

cause of injury. This position was abandoned as long

ago as the Tokyo Round." To achieve a positive result

it is therefore sufficient to prove that the imports are

one cause among othera of significant injury to the

domestic industry. For example, the principal cause of

Injury may be domestic competition, structural

change, recession or even mismanagement and yot

this does not affect the determination of injury.

American steel producers can therefore choose the

most favourable time to bring their actlofi based upon

profit trends and employment flgures. Moreover, the

purpose of the investigation is often not regarded by

the national authorities as one of establishing whether

the proven dumping of imports damaged tfie

domestic industry at the time the Imports were made,

but rather whiether the imposition of anti-dumping

duties would Improve the difficult situation face i by

the domestic industry."

For the most part the various votes williin the FTC

were relatively dose. The individual opinions of the six

members of the Commission determine whether tho

injury proved Is substantial. This opinion depends not

least on the personal ecowmic and political beliefs of

the individual members of the Commission. Two

factors are supposed to have played a part in the

predominantly negative determination of Injury by the

rrc. Firstly, that in spite of the difficulties experienced

by the US Integrated steel producers at tlie beginning

of the 1990s there wore few redundancies and

secondly, that by the time of the final determination of

Injury the position of the integrated steel producers

had improved considerably as a result of the Increase

In international demand for steel.

Conclusion

The flood of antl-dumping and antl-sut)Sidy actions

was the US integrated steel producers' attempt to

protect the American mari<et from foreign Imports of

flat steel in order to be able to achieve tho goneral

price increase urgently required because of the

increasing competition between them and the mini-

mills. The Integrated producers were not successful in
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keeping Imports of flat steel out of the market

completely, but did manage to exclude some foreign

suppliers on the basis of the provisional duties and

the remaining deflnlto duties. By pushing back foreign

Imports the integrated producers were able to achieve

the desired increase in prices, a trerxJ strengthened

by the recovery in demand for steel. This was the

minimum outcome the integrated producers could

expect to achieve when they commenced their

complaints. Seen against this background, the anti-

dumping and anti-subsidy actions were far more

advantageous than an extension of the voluntary

restraint agreements, whose quotas were so high that

they had not been used up by the European steel

producers in any case. The Integrated producers

therefore gave up tlieir original demand for an

extenston of the voluntary agreements.

As illustrated, the protective effects of American

anti-dumping and anti-subsidy law goes beyond

providing defence against breaches of fair

intemalional competition. One reason for this lies In

decades of protectionist lobbying by the US
Integrated steel industry." Once the US Federal

Government had granted the American steel industry

protection at V^e end of the 19603 because of its

politteal importance, the integrated producers

recognised the value of good political representation.

The US Government therefore pointed the way to a

•rent-seeking sodety*. So it Is little surprise that even

the resources available to tfie political representation

of the Integrated steel producers In Washington far

exceeds that of the more competita've mini steel

producers, although in the meantime the mini steel

producers account for about 4096 of tlie US steel

mari<et. But, like the first articulation of the interests of

the American stee* consumers, this mari<et shift can

also be regarded as a positive devekjpment, for with

the fan In their share of the US nwkef and the

structural retrenchment of the Integrated producers,

their political Importance also dMnishes. For their

part, the American mini steel producers are more

interested in opening up worid markets than in

protecting the US mari<et for they cun-ently rank

among the worid's most efficient producers of steel.

' a Ran«r K u I m j . op. dt. pp. 78 and 204-205.

' Md.. p. 207.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARYi

The US Trade Representauve requested that the IS. International Trade Commission

I Commission) estmiate the economic effects of unfair trade practices as transmitted through

unfair impons and of the remedies imposed under US anLdumpmg (.\Di and rnnntpr\ .)ilino

dut> iC\T)i laws. TTie analysis consists of estimating economic effects at an economy -wide

ie\el and ai the industry level. The mdus try -specific case studies include (a) comprehensive

empincal analyses of conditions in the affected mdustnes; Cbi quanduave estimates of the

effects for such key industry performance indicators as pnces, production, employment, wages,

income, and trade, and (c) comparative static analysis of petitioning, upstream and dowTistream

mdustries/consumers and net welfare effects.

To accomplish this extensive task ike Commission has undertaken a mulu-pan smdy The

Commission's computable general equilibrium (CGE) model is used to measure economy -wide

effects In addition, a trend analysis of .^D/CVD cases filed since 1980 provides insights into

the effects enforcement acnons have had on different kinds of product markets One general

effect, for example, is trade diversion toward nonsubject impcns when orders are unposed.

Finally, eight case studies combine thorough mdustry expertise with ngorous economic and

stansncal analyses to examine market condinoos, industry performance and welfare effects of

.AD/CVT) enforcement The broad range of data sources employed include mdustr>

quesDonnaires. interviews, pubhc and private data. Commission reports on AD/CVD
invesngations. and a reladvely new U.S. Customs Service database of U.S. impons subject to

.\D/C\T) orders.

Economy-Wide Analysis

The Commission's CGE model estimates the economy-wide effects of a simultaneous

remoNal of outstandiwg AD/CVD orders in 1991. TlKse orders affected approximately 1.8

percent of total U.S. merchandise imports or S9 billion out of $491 billion m 1991. The

Commission CGE model simulates the US. economy in 1991. mcluding mieractions among U.S.

producers and consumers m markets for goods, services. Labor, and capital, as well as upstream

and downstream linkages. The model is stanc and caimot take mto account the cumulative or

dynamic effects of existing orders, which may have been m place for many years.

The removal of outstanding .AD/CVT) orders m 1991 leads to different estimated economic

effects across the U.S. economy. A direct consequence of the simulated order removal is lower

prices and resulting gains expenenced by consumers and industries dofttistream to the sectors

subject to .\D/CNXi orders. The estimates obtamed from the CGE model indicate that »ith the

removal oi outstandmg .-VD/OT) orders the eight sectors highlighted m the CGE analysis

experience impon price declines of 7 percent or more, with ball and roller bearing impon prices

falling by nearly 20 percent in 1991. .At the same dme. the U.S. industrial sectors svbjeci to

orders would suffer adverse eoxiomic consequences. For example, ball and roller bearings and

For views of mdividual Commissioners see Commissicner Cornments" after chapter
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electrical industnal apparams (small business telephooe systems), are estimated to experience a

3 to 4 percent decUne in output and emplo\-menL

The Commission model estimaies that the lemoval of outstanding AD/CVD orders in 1991

results in a welfare gam to the US economy of SI 39 billion, or 0.03 percent of 1991 US. gross

domestic product ($5. "24. 8 billion) as calculated by usmg a standard equivalent vanatioo

measure This welfare measure reflects both gains and losses experienced by all sectors m the

U.S. eccHiomy from removal of the outstandmg .\D/CVD orders. Thus, the estmiaied welfare

effect of $1.59 bilhon represents the amount by which the economy-wide gains outweigh the

losses.

The estimation includes 163 AD and '6 CVD aders for a total of 239 .AD/CVD

investigations. Not iiKluded are 170 orders that were revoked. 9 suspended and 37 terminated

investigations, and 41 orders in which subject imports stopped completely after their imposition.

The impact of the excluded .AD/CVD cases, and othen that were filed and withdrawn, such as

the steel cases m the 1980s (withdrawn pursuant to voluntary resnaini arrangements), may be

sizable but is not measured. The model thus tends to underestimate the economy -wide effects of

.AD/C\T) cases as it does not capmre the effects of the excluded cases mentioned above. At the

same time, the model tends to overestimate the economy-wide effects of AD/CVD orders

because it assumes that the price the US consumers ultimately pay for subject imports is equal

to the pre-duty U.S. pnce plus the full amoimt of the onginal margin.

Petitioning industries and industries upstream frran petitioners are estimated to experience

losses as the result of removing outstanding ADATVD orders. For the most adversely affected

sectors highlighted in the model, losses of output are estimated to be S658 milliOT and losses of

employment are estimated to be 4.075 full-time equivakiu workers. A specific estimate of the

compotKnt of the net welfare effects of order removal that can be attributed to adversely affected

indusmes is precluded because of intractable empirical issues with regard to petitioner-specific

industries and the limits of currently available models with regard to compansons of the

distribution of income and consumption among different groups.

.As a rough proxy for the direct decomposition of the net welfare effects, the value-added

measure generated by the Commission model of SI.85 billion can be used as the basis to

approximate the relanve effects of the removal of AD/CVD orders on gainers and losers. The

economy -wnde losses in income to wcffkers and firm owners in the petitioning and upstream

industries as a result of removing outstanding .AD/CVD orders fall within the range of $320

million to S1.09 billioo for 1991. The ccaiesponding imphed gains to the rest of the economy

range from $2.17 billion to $2.94 billion.

Historic Caseload

Examining the trends for die overall caseload for which an injury determination was required

from 1980 to 1993. the data mdicate that 33 percent of all AD/CVD mvestigations had

affirmative determinations. 45 percent had negative, and the rema ining 22 percent were

terminated or suspended. Of the 1040 .AD/CVD cases filed in this period. 44 percent involved

steel products. Evidence of trade diversion is observed as trade shifts from imports originating

in subject countties to imports from nonsubjea sources. In particular, imports subject to .AD

orders fell by 32 percent while nonsubject Imports rose by 24 percent during the 1990-92 period
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Case-Study Effects

To address the request of the U.S. Trade Represeniauve. eight case studies were conducted.

representing the caseload of agnculturaJ, hjgh-iechnolog\ and cooimodirv industries, final and

intermedjate products, and new and mature industnes These case studies included frozen

coQcentrated orange jmce (FCOI). lamb meat, erasable programmable read onJ> memories

(EPROMs). color television picture tubes (CPTsi. solid urea, brass sheet and stnp. standard

welded carbon steel pipes and tubes, and certain btanngs A detailed trend analysis of each

industTN examines the dvtiamic forces at work in the markeqjlace Time series and comparaove

staDc anal\ses estimate the effects of .\D/C\T) enforcement over time and for a given year.

respecaveK

Analysis Over Time
To estimate the ccxnbined impact of the petition filing and remedy over time, it is necessary

to accoimi for the imluence of market demand and supply variables so that the estimated effects

of the peuuon filing and remedy can be isolaied from the market forces affecting a given

industry. These market vanables include input costs, exchange rates, dowiistream demand

growth, and changes m technology The econometric analyses partition the time series data into

pre-pendon. mveshgaaon. and posi-finai determinanon periods to estimate the efiects of the

pentions and remedial duties given the key demand and supply vanables The impact of film;

pentions could not be estimated separately from the impact of the remedy in all the cases

because detailed data were not available to distinguish these two closeK occurring events. The

impact of dumpmg could not be estimated because the date when tte dumping started could not

be determined with any precision.

The time-series analyses fmd that .AD/CVT) petinoo filing and remedy generally had an

impact on paces and quantiues of domestic output and subject imports, though other factors

were also influenual in determining the behavior of these variables. For example, urea prices

and domesuc shipments rose by 19 and 48 percent, respectively, following the imposition of the

order. Subject urea imports stopped completely, while nonsubject imporu from Canada

mcreased by about 38 percent In the case of tapered roller bearings cone assemblies, subject

imports fell by an estimated 30 percent while nonsubject imports doubled as a result of the

mvestigacion process The time-series estimates for tapered roller bearings and ball bearmg

products howe%er. were incoDclusKe. The effects of the remedies were likely outweighed by the

aggressive direct investment in the United States by bearing producers from subject countries

dunng the pre-peanon penod. This investment, beginning before the petition. iKlped limn

post-determinanon imports, and also resulted m declining pnces.

In the case of CPTs. the trend analysis indicates that subject imports dropped by 68 percent

the year of the petition filing Subject coimtnes dropped from 100 percent of imports in 1986 lo

30 percent in 1993. Despite this drop, rapid foreign investment in tie United Slates and

aggressive compeurion within the CFX mduscry considerably reduced the effect of the AD filizg

and order Both the ume-senes analysis and mierviews with the U.S. CPT producers indjca-.e

that the invesngation process did not have a significant impact on the industry.

The nme senes results indicate that imports of frozen concentrated orange juice from Brazil

were 75 percem lower in the years after the remedv and that consumption of domestic FCOJ
mcreased This substantial declme m Brazilian mifXDrts despite the low dumping margin is most

likely due to the changes in Brazilian exporter behavior According to the U.S industry and

FCOJ purchasers, the AD order spurred Brazil to seek noo-U.S. markets as well as to establish a

pricing formula ued to the U.S. spot market to avoid further U.S. antidumping actions.
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In the case of lamb, ihe CVD process led to trade diversion wbeie imports of lamb from

Qoosubject Australia largely replaced imports from subject New Zealand Domestic prices

nevertheless rose by 10 percent The relatively small impact of the CVD process on the L' S

domestic lamb meat market was also due to the very small market share held by imporu.

Prices did not always rise in response to remedies as other market factors overpowered the

trade remed\ For example, aggressive compeunon among domestic producers of brass sheet

and strip kepi prices down while the foreign compeution from subject imports spurred improved

U.S. product quality. Domestic shipments of brass sheet and stnp were an estimated 34 percem

by the end of 1991 than the> would have been in the absence of trade remedies; subject imports

were 73 percent lower

In the case of the pipes and tubes industry, domestic prices increased by 10 percent after the

AD order went into effect, while domestic shipments also increased lurking the necessary Hata

to estimate the effects of the title VTl process on EPROMS. an esdmaie using a hedonic pnce

index (i.e. quality adjusted price) found that the long-term decline m pnces slowed after the

invesugadon process. .\lso. while EPROMS remained an almost constant portion of total

integrated curuiis (IC) unit shipments. EPROM revenues increased as a share of total IC revenue

durmg 1987-89. mdicatmg that the EPROM mvesugaaon may have affected the mdustry.

The case smdies also suggest that AD/CVT) relief affects upstream firms and downstream

consumers in different ways and amounts. When the subject product is only a small componeni

of downstream firms' demand or consumers' mpiu. demand is relatively less sensitive to price

and not diminished by higher pnces. such as the case cf ball beanngs or brass sheet and stnp

When downstream indusnies are competitive, such as farmers purchasing urea, increased prices

may not be fully passed through to consumers.

Comparative-Static Analysis

In contrast to time series and ffend analysis, simuladoo models built on standard partial

equilibrium analysis pro\ ide comparabve stanc. or "snapshot'" estimates that isolate the effect of

AD/CVD relief oc the prices and quannues of domestic product, fairly traded impxHts. and

unfairly ffaded imports from the impact of other faaors. such as busmess cycles The model

also esomaies the total net welfare effects on the upstream and downstream mdustries These

effects reflect the gains (losses) realized by consumers (producers) due to unfair trade practices

and the reverse effects associated with the remedies

Table A (placed at the end of this executive summary) presents the effect on price, output,

revenue, and employment for the domestic like product relative to the "fair values." estimated to

have been m place widiout the unfair trade pracDce (coltmm 1) and the effects on these vanables

with the remedy m place (column 2). Column 3 indicates the extent to which the remedy offsets

the unfair trade practice for each one of these key industry variables for each case srudv

Similarly, the effects on the price and output for subject imports as esnmated by die model are

also presented in Table A. Revenue and employment effects tend to be larger for those

industnes with a relauvelv high impon market share and a high dumping margin

The remedies offset the unfair trade practice for lamb meat, EPROMs. and uiea. and almost

offset the effect of the unfair trade practice for pipes and tubes (column 3 m table A). However,

the remedies did not completely offset the effect of the unfair trade practice in the case of frozen

concentrated orange juix:e. color picture tubes, brass sheet and strip, and bearings This

incomplete offset is a terms of trade effect that arises when import supply is not assumed to be
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completeK responsive to changes in prices A L" S dury reduces demand for subject imports,

which m turn mcreases supply and reduces pnoes in non-U. S. markets. The fair market price

estimated b> the Depanment of Commerce m administrative reviews will therefore be lower and

dumpmg wiU be reduced or remedied without raising L.S subject unpon pmces by the full

amount of the dumpmg margin

The effects of both the unfair trade pracuce and the remedy are greater on output than on

pnces m each case but color picture mbes (figure A. at the end of this executive summary) In

the former cases, domesDc producers were not facmg capacity constraints and were therefore

able to mcrease suppK without increasing pnce subsianaall>. In the case of color picture mbes.

however. U.S producers had been operating near capacity smce 1984 Hence for the color

picture mbes. the effect of the unfair trade practice and remedy is greater on pnces than output

Net welfare effects measure the difference between consumer and producer welfare changes

.As shown in column 1 of table .A and in figure B. the largest coosumer and net welfare effects of

the unfair trade pracuces m the case studies were found in the ball bearing and tapered roller

beanng mvesuganons For ball beanngs. the consumer and net welfare effects were S212

miihon and S106 million, respecuvely. while for tapered roller bearmgs. they were S66 million

and S31 milhon. respectively Both had ven. Large U.S. markets {S2.0 biUion m 1985 sales of

ball beanngs and 5904 milhon m 198" sales of tapered roUer beanngs) and Large dumping

margins. Comparing columns 1 and 2 in table .-V for certain beanngs estimates, model results

also suggest that 64 (568. 1 million;^ 105.6 miUiOT) and 39 ($13.6 million/S34.8 million) percent,

respectively, of the welfare loss to US. beanngs producers were remedied Ld the two case

studies.

FCOJ and brass sheet and stnp also had fairly large net welfare effects due to tlK unfair trade

practices For FCOJ. despite a 1.96 percent weighted average dumpmg margin, a net welfare

loss occurs because of the very large U.S market and high subject impcsi market share of 49

percent .Additionallv. 52 percent ($2 " milLioaS5.2 milhon) of the U.S producer welfare loss

was estimated to be remedied by the AD order TTie relatively Large welfare effects due to unfair

trade practices for the brass sheet and stnp mdustry were due to a relatively high subject import

market share of 24 percent and a 21 percent weighted average margin of dumpmg. .AD orders

remedied 86 percent i54 4 millicxi/S5.1 million) of the US producer welfare loss for the brass

and stnp industry.

Solid urea, color picture mbes. and EPROMS all experienced moderate net welfare losses

(S8.4 million. S8.1 million, and 55. 7 million, respectively, in column 1 of table A) due to unfair

trade practices. .AH three faced subject impon penetration above 10 percenu solid urea and

EPRONls obiamed large dumpmg margins. Despite a large U.S. color picture mbe market (51.1

billion m 19S6). relaavely low weighted average margins kept the net welfare effects moderate.

.According to model estimates, there would ha\e been no subject imports of urea and EPROMS
but for the dumping and ail the producer welfare losses were remedied m both mdusnies. In the

case of the CPT mdustry, 54 percent of the welfare losses to U.S. producers was estimated to be

remedied.

Pipe and tubes and lamb had the lowest net welfare effects ($3.8 million and 52,0 million^

associated with unfair trade pracuces. Both had weighted average margins over 20 percent, but

small subject impon market shares (4 and 5 percent, respectively) For the pipes and tubes

mdustry, 89 percent ($.8 milliony5.9 million) of the welfare loss due to dumping was remedied.

In the case of lamb, the loss from subsidies was fully remedied by the countervailing duty.
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TabieA
Comparative static effects of unfair trade practices and remediej for selected U.S. industries^

Product group and
case types
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Table A—Continued
Comparative static effects of unfair trade practices and remedies for selected U.S. industries^

Product group and
case types
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Table fk— Continued
Comparative static eHects of unfair trade practices and remedies for selected U.S. industries^

Product group and
case types

Unfair trade
practice Remedy

Change from fair vajue-

Unfair trade
practice and

Standard welded

cartxxi steel pipes

and tut>es

(AD/CVD2 cases)

MARKET EFFECTS (oercert)

Domestic
Pnce . , -

Output
Revenue
Employment

Subject imports
Pnce
Volume
Revenue

WELFARE EFFECTS (m.lhon aollars)-

Consumers
Producers
Net wertare effect

-0 2
16
•1.9

-16

-13.6

70.5
48.7

(Base year 1986}

0.2

15
1 7

1,5

12.5

-64.3

-444

Certain bearings

A) Tapered roller

bearings

(AD cases)

MARKET EFFECTS (percent;:

Domestic:
Pnce
Output
Revenue
Employment

Subject imports;

Pnce
Volume
Revenue

(Saseyear: 1985)

WELFARE EFFECTS (million dollars):

Consumers
Producers
Net welfare effect

B) Ball bearings

(AD/CVD cases) MARKET EFFECTS (percent):

Domestic
Pnce
Output
Revenue
Employment

Subiect imports:

Price
Volume
Revenue

WELFARE EFFECTS (million dollars):

Consumers
Producers
Net wertare effect

4.8
-8.4

-12.8
-6.7

-23.6

104.5
56.1

657
-34 8
30 9

-68
-12.7

-19.1

-11.7

-27.3

221.9
134.9

211 9
105.6
1063

18
3.6

5.2

3.0

9.5
-56.9

300

28 6
136
150

30
AQ
76
3 7

476
26 1

371
21 2
159

(Base year: 1987)

43
80
11.3

74

11.6
-174.8

-110.2

25
-47
7 8
-43

-157
47 1

24 7

1376 743
681 -37 5
-69 5 35 8

" The estimated effects reported are the resotts of the Commission's CPE rrodel using the midpoint values of

parameter ranges
2 Susperxled. one ppe CVD case suspended
- The "fair values" are ttie values estimated by the model to have been in place without the effect of the unfair

trade practce
* The margins determined by Commerce are so large that the model calculates that there would be no imports

from the subiect country but for the unfair trade practice

Source Estmated by the staff of the U S International Trade Commission.
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Figure A
Comparative static effects of unfair trade practices and remedies on U.S. price and output for a
given year

Frozen concentrated
aange luice

Lamb meat
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Summary

The antidumping and countervailing-duty laws

provide protection to domestic firms from im-

port competiuon. Because U.S. law and proce-

dures have changed subsuniially over the last century,

US. antidumping law is now a tangled and confusing

subject. It was once a reasonably close approximatjon

of a prohibition on predatory pricing of imports, and

ser\ed as a complement to antitrust law, which prohib-

ited predatory pncing by domestic firms. Over the

years, however, antidumping law and antitrust law have

evolved in different directions, so that oow the United

Slates treats similar pricing practices differently de-

pending on whether the product being sold is domesu-

cally produced or imported.

Predatory pncing, as the term is currently used,

refers to the praaice of intentionally selling a product at

a loss in order to drive competitors out of business,

thereby esiabbshing increased market power that allows

the seller to raise pnces above competitive market

levels and increase profits. Predatory pncing is one of

a number of unfair competitive practices that the

Sherman Act has been interpreted to prohibit. An early

Supreme Court decision, however, ruled that acts com-

mitted in other counu-ies were beyond the jurisdiction of

the Sherman Act Among other things, that inierpreu-

tion effectively ruled out most prosecutions of preda-

tory pncing of imports under the Sherman Act

The Antidumping Act of 1916 specifically applied

to the pracuce of pncing imports substantially below

their normal market value with the intent of destroying,

injunng. or preventing the establishment of an industry

in the United Slates Over lime, however, antidumping

law and policy have evolved along a path of ever-

increasing protection for U.S. firms from imports and

decreasing concem for consumers and the economy as a

whole. In contrast, antitrust law relating to predatory

pricing, at least in recent decades, has taken a path of

increasing concern for consumers and the economy as a

whole and decreasing concern for firms suffenng in-

tense competition.

Antidumping law no longer acts primarily against

predatory pricing. It acts against international price

discrimination (sales at a lower price in the United

Stales than in the home country of the exporter) and

sales below cost, regardless of whether the sales are

predatory or not. Yet the relevant provisions of the

antitrust laws prohibit only predatory pncing. ihey do

not prohibit below<ost selling or price discnminaiion,

as prohibited by the antidumping laws, except in cases

where it is predatory. That difference is important

Predatory pricing impairs economic welfare be-

cause it leads to monopolies, which cause economic in-

efTiciency and raise concerns about social equity It sel-

dom occurs, however, because it is rarely a profitable

strategy Moreover, it is usually not possible to estab-

lish a monopoly. By contrast, nonpredatory price dis-

cnminaiion and sales below cost generally provide net

benefits to the country receiving the lower price, and

both are relatively common. Moreover, seldom do

cases of pnce discrimination or selling below cost have

anything to do with predatory pncing.

Countervailing-duty laws provide for added duties

on imports that have been subsidized by the govern-

ment of the exporting country. They date from before

the turn of the century. Unlike the antidumping laws.
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these laws have not changed in character over time,

though they have become more inclusive. The first

such US law covered only imports of sugar. A later

law covered all dutiable imporu, and a later revision

expanded coverage (o include both dutiable and non-

dutiable imporu.

Over the years since World War U. U.S. tariffs

have steadily declined in accord with agreements

reached in successive rounds of negotiations to liberal-

ize the Genera] Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT). This decline has resulted in increasing com-

petition for domestic firms from imports. For such

finns, and their workers US. trade law provides two

forms of assistance: Trade Adjustment Assistance and

protection under the Section 201 escape clause. Trade

Adjustment Assistance consists of training, employ-

ment services, job-search and relocation allowances,

and other forms of aid to displaced workers in indus-

tries adversely affected by increased import competi-

tion. The Section 201 escape clause provides tempo-

rary protection from imports to give domestic industries

breathing room to adjust to increased competition. It

contains several restrictions designed to ensure that the

protection it provides is used only for such temporary

adjustment purposes-not for permanent protection-

and only when the adjustment costs are large and the

costs of the protection to the economy and the national

interest are not large.

In the case of industries unable lo become competi-

tive with imporu (such as unskilled-labor-intensive

industries), temporary breathing room for adjustment

may be better than no protectjon at all. but it is not

what the uidustnes really wanL Anything short of long-

term proiecuon would force painful contractions on

them that trade adjustment assistance wtll not com-

pletely ameliorate. Further, those industries want pro-

tection from imports thai cause any injury, not just

those that cause substantial injury, and they would

rather such protection be automatic, regardless of any

harm it might cause to the rest of the economy or to the

national interest generally Not surpnsingly, they have

found the escape clause to be inadequate

As the antidumping and countervailing-duty

(AD/CVD) laws became more inclusive and protection

under them easier to obtain, industries more and more

frequently were able lo obtain better protection, and to

obtain It more easily, under those laws than under the

escape clause. Gradually, many groups came to view

the laws as an alternative to the escape clause for

competitive industries and for those industries unabi. j

meet the stringent criteria that the escape clause sets for

the protection it provides.

As more people accepted this view, the laws and

the procedures for administenng ihem-espccially the

antidumping law and procedures-began to serve this

more general protective purpose more effectively. If

the purpose of AD/CVD laws is to prevent, punish, and

offset predatory pricing, subsidies, and other unfair

practices relating to U.S. imports, many of the legal

provisions and procedures that have evolved-especially

those used for calculating dumping margins-are biased

against foreign exporters (and against U.S. consumers

of foreign goods). But if one believes that the

AD/CVD laws should offer more general protection for

domestic industries from troublesome import competi-

tion, those same provisions and procedures appear

more reasonable, even if a bit ad hoc. Moreover, from

that perspective, they have been quite effective.

How the Laws
Currently Function

The antidumping law, and to som« extent the counter-

vailing-duty law, are now a fairly general source of pro-

tection from foreign competition. In practice, the main

hurdle to an industry seeking protection under the

AD/CVD laws is to demonstrate that it has been Injured

by the imports, not that the imports are dumped or sub-

sidized. The Department of Commerce (DOC) found

no dumping in only 7 percent of the cases that came

before it from 1980 through 1992, while the Interna-

tional Trade Commission (TTC) found no injury in 34

percent of those cases that subsequently went to final

injury determination From 1988 through 1992. the

numbers were even more lopsided: 3 percent for DOC
and 4 1 percent for the ITC Countervailing-duty cases

were slightly less skewed: DOC found no subsidies in

14 percent of cases from 1980 through 1992. and the

rrC found no injury in 57 percent of those that went on

to final injury determination. For 1988 through 1992.

the numbers were 32 percent for DOC and 38 percent

for the ITC.
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SUMMARY

Those statistics suggest thai the main hurdle in

AEVCVD cases is esublishing injury. However, the de-

gree of injury that must be demonstrated in AD/CVD
cases is less than in Secbon 201 cases For that and

other reasons, the Section 201 escape clause is now

seldom used. An industry generally finds it much easier

to obtain protection under the ADATVD laws. Unfortu-

nately, using those laws as a general source of protec-

tion from imports has several disadvantages.

First, the AD/CVD laws do not have the reitnc-

tions that the Section 201 escape clause has to ensure

that protection is granted only temporarily for the pur-

pose of aiding adjustment and only in cases where the

benefit to the protected industry outweighs the harm to

the rest of the country in economic, foreign policy, and

security matters. To get an antidumping order revoked,

a foreign firm usually must get a determination from

the Commerce Department that it has ceased dumping.

But that determination is difficult to get because of

biases in the Commerce Department's procedures.

Hence, protection under the antidumping law tends to

be permanent for all practical purposes. Furthermore,

permanent protection of indusuies is almost always

detrimental to the economy and is contrary lo the basic

thrust of U.S. trade policy since World War 11, which

has supported the philosophy that all countries should

eliminate trade barriers.

Second, other countries have begun to follow the

U.S. lead. They are now using antidumping laws to

protect their industries, and in fact many of them are

targeting US exports in retaliation for US use of anti-

dumping laws against them As a result, although sup-

port for US antidumping law and procedures among

import-competing firms remains strong, senlimenl

against them is nsing in the growing community of US
exporung and importing firms.

Third, even m those cases in which the protection is

considered desirable, the AD/CVD laws someumes

provide inadequate protection They apply only lo im-

ports of the product in question from particular coun-

tries or firms and not lo all imports of the product from

any source Therefore, they can be. and someumes are.

circumvented ei'her by the firm on whose products the

duties are imposed or by the impersonal workings of

the international market. Consequently, the United

Stales has had to devote considerable attention in recent

years to modifying the AD/CVD laws to make them

apply to upstream dumping, downstream dumping.

dumping routed through third countnes. and various

other routes by which AD/CVD orders have been cir-

cumvented ("Upstream dumping" refers to the dump-
ing of the intermediate goods or raw materials used as

inpuu in the production of the product in question

"Downstream dumping" refers to the dumping of prod-

ucts nude from the product in question).

Finally, with increasing globalization of markets, it

is becoming less clear which firmi should be identified

with which country. (That problem applies to other

forms of protection as well as to the AD/CVD laws

)

Increasingly, firms located in foreign countnes and

wishing to export to the United Sutes are actually US
owned or partially U.S. owned. Conversely, domesti-

cally located firms that could be protected by u^de laws

are now often foreign owned or partially foreign owned
Such a melange of nationalities can make it unclear

which countries are benefited or harmed most by pro-

tection granted by the AD/CVD laws

A Look at the New
GATT Antidumping

and Subsidies Codes

Under the final "Agreement on Implementation of

Article V] of GATT 1994" (AnUdumping Code) and

"Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Mea-

sures" (Subsidies Code) negotiated in the Urvguay

Round, the United States and other counmes will have

to reform some of the more protectionist aspects of

their AD/CVD laws The reforms are modest, but for

the United Stales they arc nonetheless significant: they

mark a change in direction from the 100-year trend in

U.S. AD/CVD policy of ever-increasing protection of

particular domestic industries and decreasing emphasis

on the welfare of consumers and the economy generally.

Unlike the case for the old codes, which only some

GATT signatories signed, all signatories to the GATT
will be signatories to the new codes. Among the most

important provisions in the new codes are new proce-

dures for settling disputes, which cannot be blocked by

a country that receives an adverse ruling. Also impor-

tant is a sunset provision for automatically terminating
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AEWCVD orders after five years unless a likelihood of

continued dumping or subsidies and resulting hann is

shown. The new codes provide for increased trans-

parency and judicial review. They establish de minimis

levels of dumping and subsidies that are higher than

current U.S. levels, though still quite low, and they es-

Ublish rigid levels of negligibility for imporu, which

the United Sutes does not currently have. They also

require greater evidence of industry support for iniliat-

ii\g ATVCVD investigations than the United Stales cur-

rently requires.

The new codes contain provisions relating lo many

aspects of AD/CVD policy. A number of provisions

attempt to ease the burden on investigated firms in

complying with requests for Information and ensure

that firms know that the so-called "best information

available,' including information supplied by the do-

mestic industries, can be used against them if they do

not comply. Other provisions make it clear that adntin-

istralive authorities may refuse to accept suspension

agreements on grounds of general policy, which U.S.

authorities often do.

, the new code requires considering •'

dumping margin in delcrmining injury. Also, for

firsl time, the new cade explicitly recognizes and legal-

izes, though subj«ct to certain conditions, the practice

of sampling, which the United Sutes and other coutv

tries have praaiced without explicit authorization under

the oM cede. The conditions may require some changes

in U.S. policy

The new Subsidies Code for the first time defines

the terms "sobsidy" and "specificity "
It incorporates a

"iraffic-lighf approach to subsidies, wHh "red-light"

subsidies, which are prohibited in almost all circum-

stances; "yellow-light" subsidies, which are prohibited

if their effects on trade would cause injury to other

countries' industries; and 'green-light' subsidies, which

are not prohibited and against which other countries

cannot retaliate in almost all circumstances. It also es-

tablishes new rules for determining serious prejudice

and phases out many of the exemptions that developmg

countries currently have under the old code's restric-

tions on subsidies.

For the first time, the codes explicitly recognize and

legalize the practice of cumulating imports in deiemiin-

ing injury, which the United States and other countries

have already been doing without explicit legalization

from the old codes. The new codes do not, however,

allow the current U.S. practice of cross-cumulation of

imports from firms subject to either aniidumping or

couniervailing-duty investigations. They urge, but do

not require, countries to consider the inieresis and

views of parlies in their own countries thai might be

injured by AD/CVD orders on imports.

The new Antidumping Code requires in most cases

weighted-average-to-weighted-average comparisons of

import prices with pnces in the exporter's home market,

which would eliminate a bias in current US methodol-

ogy Tlie new code also requires eliminating the current

statutory minima that the United Stales maintains for

profit and overhead in constructed-value calculations

It places new conditions on the ability of administrauve

authorities to eliminate sales below cost in the ex-

poner s home market Those conditions may reduce

such eliminations by U.S. authorities, though it is not

entirely clear they will do so since the effects of those

conditions and related provisions will be mixed.

The Status of Legislation

As this study goes to press, the House and Senate com-

mittees with jurisdiction over the GATT are meeting in

conference to reconcile different versions of the bill

needed to implement the trade agreement. Once the bill

has been reconciled, the Administration will submit

legislation for Congressional vote. Considerauon of

that legislation will follow so<alled 'fast-track' pro-

cedures. Under fast-track procedures, the Congress

must vote on the bill within a prescribed time limit and

the bill cannot be amended.

At present, the House and Senate versions of the

bill, with respect to changing antidumping and counier-

vailing-duty laws, differ on numerous points. For ex-

ample, differences exist in such areas as the method for

determining appropriate expon pnces. the treatment of

countries in transition from centrally planned to market-

based economies, and the rules to prevent the circum-

vention of duties. Resolving these and other differences

will suongly affect the fortunes of many individual

firms, workers, and consumers.
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Neilher version, however. significanUy changes the Trade Corrunjssion ilready use. or ihey put into law
overall stance of US law In general, the different ver- those agreements reached in the Uruguay Round negou-
sions of the bills either codify or revise the procedures ations. The underlying philosophy and operating pro-
the Depanxnent of Commerce and the International ceduresof the AD/CVD laws remain unchanged
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May 20, 1996

Paul L Joffe

Deputy Assistant Secretary

Import Administration

Department of Commerce
14th & Constitution Avenue, N W.

Washington, DC 20230

Dear Mr Joffe:

I want to first take this opportunity to thattk you for appearing on May 2, 1 996 before the

Subcommittee on Procurement, Exports, and Business Opportunities to pr«sent the views of the

Administration on the impact of HR 2822, theTemporary Duty Suspension Act on small

manufacturers 1 appreciate your willingness to come before the Subcommittee on such a short

notice, in response to the minority's request

As a follow-up to the hearing, I ask the following questions that will be submitted for the record.

1) In your testimony, you stated that there was no need for HR 2822 because the Conunerce

Department already had at its disposal a variety of mechanisms to remedy cases in which goods

that are not produced by US manufacturers and for which there is no US supplier likely to

enter the market Yet, from the businesses who testified before the Subcommittee, these remedies

do not appear to solve the "short supply" problem These mechanisms seem to apply to "no

supply" situations or the remedy would take too long or would be too impractical to see a result

(e g , an annual petition by the foreign producer, not the domestic user, appealing to the good

nature of the domestic producer, and a five-year "sunset" review) in time for impacted companies

to prevent a serious business disrupture Are there any plans by the Commerce Department to

truly address "short supply" problems in a timely, practical manner''

2) In response to my March 1993 inquiry on behalf of General Power Equipment of Harvard,

Illinois, a manufacturer of home power equipment, then-Secretary Ron Brown answered their
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request to speed up an antidumping investigation by stating, "the law does not allow the

Department to consider the impact of antidumping duties on domestic producers which consume
the investigated merchandise " The company has since gone out of business, permanently losing

300 jobs in a small, rural Illinois town Knowing that antidumping laws are very complex,

precise, and inflexible, can regulations alone solve the "short supply" problem in a "just-in-time"

manufacturing environmer>t? In other words, does the law need to be changed to quickly resolve

"short supply" claims''

3) HR 2822 provides the Department of Commerce with the discretion to address "short supply"

situations, but there is no mandate that they do so Why, then, does the Department of

Commerce so strongly oppose the flexibility contained in HR 2822'' Do you have any suggestions

to make the legislation better'' If so, what are they? If not, why not''

4) It is my understanding that when the steel voluntary restraint agreement (VRA) was in force

during the 1980's, there was a "short supply" provision in force to remedy the impact on domestic

users of unavailable steel because of the quota system It is my further understanding that the

Department of Commerce voiced opposition to this provision, claiming that it would pose an

undue hardship on the staff of Import Administration If the Commerce Department was

successful and fair in implementing the "short supply" provision of the steel VRA during the

1980's, why does the Commerce Department resist a very similar proposal now, knowing that

there is no practical business difference in the real world between steel quotas and "short supply''"

5) It is my understanding that HR 2822 is modeled af^er a similar law adopted last year in the

European Union (EU) Can you please inform the Subcommittee how many times this EU "short

supply" provision has been invoked for European manufacturers? Do you feel that the US
experience with the* short supply" legislation will be similar or different from the EU's experience''

Why''

6) Were you able to help resolve any of the pending "short supply" problems facing the four small

businessmen who testified before the Subcommittee earlier this month'' Please give the

Subcommittee a status report on any of their requests

I would appreciate a response by Friday, June 21 to the concerns raised in this letter I thank you

for your kind attention to my request Any questions about this inquiry can be directed to the

Subcommittee Staff Director, Phil Eskeland, at (202) 226-2630

Donald A Manzullo

Chairman
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
International Trade Adminiatration
i'^as'^.r^gtc- DC SD230
"3S:STA^.- SECnETARY FDR ,^^1PORT ADMlNlSTRAT.ON

June 21, 1996

The Honorable Donald A. Manzullo

Chairman, Subcommittee on Procurement,

Exports, and Business Opportunities

Committee on Small Business

United States House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Manzullo:

We are pleased to respond with the enclosed answers to the questions in your

letter dated May 20, 1996, regarding temporary duty suspension.

Sincerely,

Robert S. LaRussa

Acting Assistant Secretary

for Import Administration
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QUESTIONS ON TEMPORARY DUTY SUSPENSION:

1 ) In your testimony, you stated that there was no need for HR 2822 because the

Commerce Department already had at its disposal a variety of mechanisms to

remedy cases in which goods that are not produced by U.S. manufacturers and
for which there is no U.S. supplier likely to enter the market. Yet, from the

businesses who testified before the Subcommittee, these remedies do not appear

to solve the "short supply" problem. These mechanisms seem to apply to "no

supply" situations or the remedy would take too long or would be too

impractical to see a result (e.g.. an annual petition by the foreign producers, not

the domestic user; appealing to the good nature of the domestic producer; and a

five-year "sunset" review) in time for impacted companies to prevent a serious

business disrupture. Are there any plans by the Commerce Department to truly

address "short supply" problems in a timely, practical manner?

A. Current law does allow for relief consistent with the purpose of the law, but

we are considering fiirther suggestions in our regulation process. The topic is

sufficiently important to us as to have been identified as one of only four topics

designated for a separate panel discussion during our recent hearing on the

proposed regulations. We received extensive comments from both sides of the

short supply debate and are currently considering all comments submitted.

2) In response to my March 1993 inquiry on behalf of General Power Equipment

of Harvard, Illinois, a manufacturer of home power equipment, then-Secretary

Ron Brown answered their request to speed up an antidumping investigation by

stating, "the law does not allow the Department to consider the impact of
antidumping duties on domestic producers which consume the investigated

merchandise. " The company has since gone out of business, permanently losing

300 Jobs in a small, rural Illinois town. Knowing that antidumping laws are

very complex, precise, and inflexible, can regulations alone solve the "short

supply" problem in a "just-in-time" manufacturing environment? In other

words, does the law need to be changed to quickly resolve "short supply"

claims?

A. It is important to appreciate that the AD/CVD laws do not preclude

importation of foreign supply. While importers of unfairly traded products must

pay duties to offset the dumping or subsidization, they may continue to purchase

the products from the same supplier or from other foreign suppliers in the

market. The AD/CVD laws deter sales at unfair prices; they do not bar imports

or limit the quantities imported.
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Although our proposed regulations impose a 270 day deadline for the completion

of changed circumstances reviews, reviews to address the lack of domestic

availability can and have been conducted in less time. For example, on

November 3, 1995, we received a request to conduct a changed circumstances

review and to revoke the order on carbon steel plate from Canada with respect to

cobalt-60 free carbon steel plate. By February 28, 1996, we had completed our

review and issued a final determination revoking the order in relevant part. This

demonstrates that the Department can and does respond quickly in

uncomplicated cases without the need for statutory changes.

3) HR 2822 provides the Department of Commerce with the discretion to

address "short supply" situations, but there is no mandate that they do so Why,

then, does the Department of Commerce so strongly oppose the flexibility

contained in HR 2822? Do you have any suggestions to make the legislation

better? If so. what are they? If not. why not?

A. Our opposition is not limited to the "'flexibility" contained in HR 2822. We
do not believe there are any circumstances under which the legislative proposal

for a temporary duty suspension system can be established without undermining

the dumping law. For all the same reasons we have opposed the various short

supply proposals, we find a temporary suspension objectionable. We continue to

believe that existing authority is sufficient to address a broad range of supply

concerns and we will continue to administer this authority having clearly in mind

the need to avoid undermining the effectiveness of the law.

In connection with our proposed antidumping and procedural regulations, we

have received proposals for changes that the submitters believe increase the

effectiveness of the existing procedures to address the short supply concerns of

industrial users. We intend to take these comments into account.
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4) It is my understanding that when the steel voluntary restraint agreement

(VRA) was in force during the I980's, there was a "short supply" provision in

force to remedy the impact on domestic users of unavailable steel because of the

quota system. It is my further understanding that the Department of Commerce
voiced opposition to this provision, claiming that it would pose an undue
hardship on the staff of Import Administration. If the Commerce Department
was successful and fair in implementing the "short supply" provision of the steel

VRA during the I980's, why does the Commerce Department resist a very

similar proposal now, knowing that there is no practical business difference in

the real world between steel quotas and "short supply?"

A. Several dozen people were involved in responding to the approximately 250
steel short supply requests received. This level of commitment of resources was
required even though steel is an industry Commerce has studied in depth for 15

years. The resource commitment needed to administer a short supply program
for the scores of industries covered by orders would be staggering.

We disagree that there is no practical business difference between the steel

quotas under the VRA program and the so-called 'short supply" situations faced

by industrial users of products subject to AD/CVD orders. Under the steel

VRAs. the total quantity of steel that could be imported from any of the VRA
countries was limited. There are no quantitative restrictions on the volume of

imports of products subject to AD/CVD orders; only duties to offset any

injurious dumping or subsidization.

5) It is my understanding that HR 2822 is modeled after a similar law adopted

last year in the European Union (EU). Can you please inform the Subcommittee

how many times this EU "short supply" provision has been invoked for

European manufacturers? Do you feel that the US experience with the "short

supply" legislation will be similar or different from the EU's experience? Why"?

A. The EU has used its provision only in the semiconductor cases against Japan

and Korea. The EU's "'short supply" provision turns on the political decision by

the Member States as to the "Community interest," an essentially non-justiciable

determination. By contrast, U.S. AD/CVD provisions are rule-driven, required

to be made on the basis of an administrative record, and, as our experience in

the steel short supply program confirms, proceed from a strong tradition of

litigation before the agencies of every important issue.
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6) Were you able to help resolve any of the pending "short supply" problems

facing the four small businessmen who testified before the Subcommittee earlier

this month? Please give the Subcommittee a status report on any of their

requests.

A. Mr. Green of Gary Drilling met with us to further discuss the specifics of his

situation. After the meeting and some fiirther research by one of our steel

industr\ specialists, we advised Mr. Green that; (1) the domestic mill he referred

to had advised us that it had recently re-quoted with a shorter and firm deliver>

schedule; (2) an additional domestic manufacturer existed and we provided him

with a contact name; and (3) orders were outstanding on only two of the seven

potential foreign supplier countries.

Although we have not heard from the other three small businessmen who

testified before the Subcommittee, we are pleased to reiterate our willingness to

meet with them to discuss their concerns. Mr. Lewis Leibowitz (who

participated in the hearing on behalf of PMA and Berg Steel) has, however,

submitted comments on short supply and our proposed regulations on behalf of

the Temporary Duty Suspension Group (which, either directly or through

association membership, includes the four companies). We intend to give these

comments all due consideration.

o
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